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OBITUARY.

The Journal’s report of the Waldo County
fair last week was necessarily brief in regard to some of the late features, as we went
to press just as the races closed. We give
here the following additional particulars:
2.35 Class, trot and pace, purse §75.
•less, H. E. Staples, Crooks.1 1 l
Nellie Drew. Percy Benner, Belfast.2 2 2
Kaveina, C. A. Davis. Rockland
3 3
3
Little Dot, Roland Folletl, Rockland.4 dis
Frank B., W. W. Blazo, Belfast.5 dis
Time 2.90}, 2.28, 2.32.
2.2(5 Class, trot and pace, purse §100.
1
Harold.son, L. L. Centner, Belfast.
1 1
Susie M.. F. H. Berry, Rockland.3 2 2
Chorigus, E. B. Ireland, Stetson.2 3 4
Belle Wyman, E. Blanchard. Sandvpoint...4 4 3
Time. 2.25, 2.224. 2.23.
The 4-minute race created considerable
amusement, and showed good judgment of
speed on the part of the young drivers.
The participants were Ernest Piper, John

Oliver G. Critehett died at his home, No.
17 High street, Friday, Sept. 2lst, after
a
long illness. He has long been identified
with the leading manufacturing
industry of
the city—the shoe factory—and his death
will be mourned by many, not
only those
directly connected with that establishment,
but our citizens in general. Mr. Critehett
was born in Candia, N. II., Feb.
8,1831, a
sou of Moses and
Nancy (Gordon) Critehett.
In childhood he was an invalid, which
prevented him from attending school, but his
health improved as he grew older, and he
learned the shoe-maker's trade, lie learned
to read and write at spare
moments, and
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MAINE, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27,
Thursday, Sept. 20th, at her late residence,
Rev. A. A. Smith of Belfast officiating and
speaking words of sincerest sympathy and
condolence, which were highly appreciated
by the bereaved family. The musical selections were also very appropriate and rendered in a manner most acceptable to the
relatives. The tioral offerings were beautiful ami numerous, evincing the great love
cherished for the deceased by family and
friends. The interment was in the family
lot at Mount Prospect, Stockton Springs.
[M. H.

SUPREME

1900/

JUDICIAL

COURT.

;■

Savage, Justice, Presiding.

The first case to come before a jury was
Friday, A. L. Estes and E. E. McCauslin
vs. Otis B, Rhoades.
The parties live in
Troy. The plaintifi's are merchants, and
furnished goods to a son of the defendant,
who had a general store in the town a short
time prior to his death. The plaintiffs
claim that the father promised them verbally that he would pay for the goods if his
son did not.
The defendant says he not
only made no such promise but that he told
McCauslin that he did not approve of his
son's venture, and should not encourage
him in it. The verdict was for the plaintiffs
for $59.50, the amount of the bill and interest. Thompson for plaintiff, i Hinton for
defendant.
Silas Storer, appellant, vs. Annie L. Vickery. The appellant is a brother and the ap-
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(O' liluebill in Ilantliis exclusion affects
" bo w ish to shoot
during
n
time, but also those
clscU licenses for
SepThe time limit is
ug.
■■ai
from tlie date of isi.iquor dealers paid
lines in the supreme
icd the otherday. About
:i
collected from them
c. and it is thought the
xeeed sijo.ooo.\mong
old alternates who took
nations at the aeatlemy
Mil., which lias just open-

The accounts show a balance of ovei s2Ui
his family, friends and native town and genthe treason after paying all pluses, preerous to a fault,
lie was an ardent fishmiums and bids ii full. A vote of thanks
erman, and took great interest in stocking
E.
E.
was given to
Gentner for courtesies,
the local waters with improved fish. He
and to Henry Gentner for selling score
was a Freemason and a Knight
Templar.
cards for the Society. The question of
The funeral was held at his late residence
| changing the grand stand and judges' stand
Tuesday afternoon. There was a large atto the oppo>ite side of the track was discustendance of business man, and a large delebut
no
action
was
taken.
Those
who
sed,
gation from the shoe factory attended in a
favor the change say the sun shines directly
body. The factory was closed from Saturof
the
and
in the faces
that cold
spectators,
day morning to Wednesday noon. The
winds and showers come from the same services were conducted
by Rev. A. A.
direction, which would be remedied were Smith. The rtoral offerings were
simple
the grand stand on the other side. Against but
elegant. The body was escorted to the
ii. Danfortb, lienjamin this it is argued that the change will separrailroad station Wednesday morning by
as alternate. Coburn S.
ate the halls and grand stand, preventing
Palestine Commandery, Knights Templars,
uii Maine.... 1’lie
torpedo those who are at the halls from seeing the
with Sir Knights C. li. Hall, (.'has. II. Bray,
c course of construction
A number of societies
races to advantage.
R. 11. Moody and Robert Burgess as bearers.
■mpleted at the Crescent
the country have changed their
will be throughout
alietb]>ort, X.
The family and Mr. L. (.'ally accompanied
the
the
stands
from
east
to
west
side
11
lirien," in memory of grand
the remains to Candia, X. H„ for interment
■ a
that name who bore of the course to avoid the sun. Whether and where brief
services will he held.
part in tlie early settle- the change is made or not the grand stand,
"'iuas ....Tlie flags
which halls, fences, etc., will be greatly improved
1 during the Civil War bv before the next fair.
In the early morning hours of Tuesday,
-■imeuts have been placed
The trustees passed a vote some time ago September 18th, Mrs. Augusta Maria Devan at tlie third lloor of the
that no more horses were to be buried on ereaux, released from her long continued,
They formerly occupied
painful illness, entered into eternal life, at
•s
around the Capitol. the grounds, but the notice was not general- her home in Stockton
Springs, Maine. The
several
have
been
buried
circulated
and
re placed in the vault of
ly
deceased was the eldest child of Mr. and
department.
They were there recently. The reason for the action of Mrs. Louis Blanchard and was born in Prosn preservatives to
keep the trustees is that the horses are not proppect (now Stockton Springs) Sept. IP, 1838.
As a result they have
erly buried, and are becoming offensive.
i he best of condition.
Had she survived one day longer she would
AlThe second premium on exhibit of fruit
and tattered they are still
have reached the age of sixty-two years.
and
II.
awarded
to
dames
was
Cunningham
Ahed. The case which they
At twenty, she was married by the late Kev.
placed between the doors not to Mark A. Wadi in as reported last Kotlieus Byram, to ('apt. Albert Devereaux
"■
week.
udiciary room....The full
of Prospect. This union was blessed by
as show the
plurality for
two children, Eugenie (Mrs. Phineas GrifHills to be 32,6(17, a vicAs to Liquor in Transit.
tinl of Cambridge, Mass., and Dr. Herbert
tim Maine Republicans
B. Devereaux, at present of this place, who
ty throughout the nation
in a rescript written
The
court,
Supreme
proud.
both survive her. During her early marby Judge Wliitehouse, in the case of liquors ried life Mrs. D.
accompanied her husband
seized in Auburn while in transit, has
William K. Mermen, made an
important decision. The liquor on his sea voyages, making her home at her
the census, predicts that was claimed on the ground that it was held
father’s when not away. In 18U7 she and
u moo will show the
popula- by the Grand Trunk railroad at the time
l nited States to be about and had not been delivered to the consignee. her husband removed to Bueksport, Maine,
I his is not an official fore-1
The statement of facts agreed to dis- where they resided until November 1875,
: is the
showed that the liquor was seized when they came to Stockton, buying the
opinion of Mr. Aler- tinctly
"i'd Roberts reports that the before it reached its destination, and the place which has since been the family home.
court held that it was still an interstate
main in the field include a
shipment w hen it was seized and had not In the fall of 1881 Capt. Devereaux sailed
ilables but that tlie major- become subject to the operation of the law s from Port of
Spain, Trinidad, and never
; mi! under
compulsion. of Maine. The court ordered the liquor to reached Philadelphia, the port of destinaI "tig, daughters of Secre- be returned, holding:
1
! uig of the'navy, have
“While, therefore, intoxicating liquor tion. The strain of this intense anxiety
with the county clerk of continues to be recognized by federal au- and sorrow was most nobly borne by the
as a legitimate subject of interstate
loving wife, thus showing her natural facmy. Colorado, as voters, thority
commerce, that clause of sec. 31 of chap. ‘-'7
:u the election in Xovemof the revised statutes of Maine which de- ulty of hiding her troubles from the world,
I liryiin lias cancelled
ini
clare that ‘no person shall knowingly bring her cheerful disposition keeping alive
ii
1 llinois and will make into the state
intoxicating “hope” even after other friends had desany
east instead..1 udge (). liquor with intent to sell the same in the
From this time on her mother-love
I tali, who was appointed State in violation of law’ must beheld inop- paired.
centered more than ever in her children and
senator in the absence erative as repugnant to the constitution of
I'nited States.”
it was to nurture them carefully that she
from tlie state, declines the
The rescript, a long and elaborate docu-ni.Secretary Long has ment, raised without deciding the point devoted all her energy. A most thoughtuvular prepared by the whether, after actual notice to the consignee ful mother is taken from the two chilist ruction prescribing the of the receipt of the goods, and his neglect
dren, who have done all in their power,
■users authorized attire last to remove them within a reasonable time,
since
neaitn
came
to
tneir
iamng
1
as
act
held
to
the
warehouseman
be
might
uigress. The three vessels
dear one, to minister to lier wants.
aboutmoon tons displacement the agent of the consignee.
She leaves a father and mother, aged res-'.Min.ooo each. The secrehd to accept the majority
spectively 88 and 83 years; one sister, Mrs.
Schools and Colleges.
board, which looks to side
Mary Crosby of Boston: two brothers, Mr.
'■‘blit ion tu the protected deck,
Ferdinand Blanchard of Boston and Mr.
'“lore has marked the full
The year at Smith’s college was opened Frank Blanchard of Stockton Springs, to
1
supplied to a protected Thursday morning, Sept. 20th, with chapel mourn the loss of a loving daughter and
!r !"■'nor
new shiiis are to be tlie service conducted by I’res. Seeley. The
sister. A kind and genial neighbor, a true
u
the navy, the minimum re- entering class is something more than ;i50.
1
The total number of students last year was friend, one interested in church and all
I’cing 22 1-2 knots.
tilt There lias been some enlargement of matters for the public good, she leaves
the scope of the departments.
Our Policy in China.
many friends to grieve at her departure.
The fall term and the noth year of Amherst Always fond of music, she kept up her
Mates’ program in China is college began Thursday morning, Sept. 20th,
practice through life, early encouraging its
,l"!
announced and it is for the with exercises in the chapel conducted by
her children, who inherited her
accept it or act differently, Pres. Harris. The enrollment of the incom- study by
■-lain is a good one. We will withing class is 120, an increase of 20 over last gifts in this direction. Of a devotional naabout 2,onu troops from Chinese year. There are additions also to the other
ture, Mrs. D. was a Universalist in religious
'I't-ii negotiations with China at classes, with a net gain of ten per cent.
convictions, believing firmly in the reunion
b not wait for the indictment The total attendance will be 400.
et the
of loved ones, in the future state of happiprincipal leaders in the
•>Mage* as a preliminary to the
,,,
ness. During the last weeks of her terriT.
Misses
Olivia
R.
Rev.
Hickey ble
Capen,
"if, ,< .‘’aotiations.
Thus we practically
suffering she remarked, “the Universa!
of
went
to
Yarmouth
evacuation, and Maude E. Mathews
til,,-;.,I, |»'1»sia's proposal
most satisfying of
iegati,,n ‘’*l'nt|ng in so far as to keep the Tuesday to attend the Baptist anniversa- list faith is, to me, the
suitable guard in Pekin, and
The funeral services were held
OfH,.
;*
any.”
1:1
ries.
Germany's suggestion.
■
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Sept, -.si, d diabetes, aged .viyears. Ileliad
sailed in tic- coastwise trade all iiis life and
was well and favorably known all along the
Atlantic seaboard.

PERSONAL.

R. P. Chase and wife left
Friday for Kew
York to buy fall goods.

Wm. Kotman and wife are at Newport,
R. I.

Br. F. E. Freeman, V. S., of Rockland
in Belfast last Friday.

on

..

■w ii

PERSONAL.
—

A. K.

Cyrus D. Tibbetts died at the home of his
son, Cyrus E. Tibbetts, Sept. 15th, at the
He was born inWashingage of 80 years.
gradually acquiredagood, practical business ington, Maine, and learned the ship calker’s
page 5.
education.
He
first
worked
in
r
: i'i.
News of the (Jranges..
Candia, X. trade. He worked in the shipyards on
1
Churches.
II., as apprentice and journeyman, and his Penobscot bay and river, and afterwards
i
('.
P.
first
Holmes, Henry Centner,
business venture for himself was mak- located in
Morrill,
pag p. o.
Searsport. He was a member for
Isaac Staples and Eugene HI an cliard. The ing shoes in large numbers for C. C. Hike of
Pi osneroiis Maine Fislimany years of the firm of Tibbetts, ColAni'-i lean Shipping..Bryan's
trial was one heat, to he driven in time Stoneham, Mass. He afterwards became a
>'i Deep Water Vessels..
cord & Oakes of that town. He came to pellee a daughter of the late Thomas Storer
member of the shoe manufacturing firm of
Y*
Down.. When Molly Led nearest 4 minutes. The purse was 810.00.
Belfast 14 years ago and bought a place on of Morrill, who made a will several years
Piper won in *».r»*», with Holmes second in Richardson & Critehett of Stoneham. In Vine
page 7.
street, where he lived until the death ago and deposited it with an attorney in BelJ.51, Centner third.
1872 the Belfast
Manufacturing Company of lii.> wife in January, 1807, when he went fast. lie afterwards sent for the will, and
!;• Widow
Near to Treason..
The committee on ladies' department and erected a shoe factory in Belfast which
I he Prohibitory Law.
was
His wife was former- it was returned to him, and after his death
to live with his son.
miscellaneous reported Wednesday .after- leased to Jenkins Lane’s Sons
PAGE 8.
of Boston.and ly Susan Moore of Belfast, lie leaves three it could not be found. The Judge of Pro..( •>unt\ Correspondence....
noon.
The Journal gave the list of the en- Richardson A Critehett came
here to operate sons, Charles II. of Argentine, Kansas; bate appointed an administrator on the est-.. Births.. Mariiages...l leatlis.
tries, hut the premiums were awarded too it. The firm continued about a
year after Cyrus E. of Belfast, and J>r. George B. tate, and the legatees under the last will
late to he reported in last week’s issue. coming to Belfast, when Mr.
Richardson re- Tibbetts of Orrington. He was an indus- produced a copy, claiming that it, was testa‘WS OF THE WEEK.
roiiuw mg are me a warns :
tiled and Mr. Critehett carried on themanu- trious and
upright man and a good citizen. tor's intention to let the will stand; that he
Exhibit of domestic articles, Mrs. W. H. facturing business alone
for about a year, The funeral was held at his late home Sept. did not destroy it himself. The heirs at
Clillord. 1st; Mrs. .1. II. Stinson, 2d.
M
i i;.-.
when Mr.Adin V.Chipmanof Boston entered
The Maine Eye
Cut and pot llowers, Mrs. A. M. Ingra17th, Rev. G. G. Winslow officiating. The law claim that he destroyed the will. The
ease was heard before the
miry. Portland, liasreceiv- ham, 1st: Mrs. E. A. Griffin, 2d; Mrs. W. II. into co-partnership with Mr. Critehett under burial was in Searsport.
presiding justice,
iiarble bust of the late Pay. Clillord, :;d: Mrs. Prudence L. Pitcher, the firm name of Chipmau A Critehett and
who will render a decision later. McLellan
gratuity.
commenced manufacturing shoes on
Elizabeth II. Emery died at the family for appellant. Dunton for
it is mounted upon a reSilk quilt. Mrs. Robert Hart, 1st.
appellee.
in Main street, Bucksport, shortly
Patch quilt, Mrs. ,1. W. Knight, 1st; Mrs. their own account. Their financial backing residence
E. I). Williams vs. W. P. Thompson, ad-dal of marble of a darker
after noon Sept. '-'I'd, after a long and pain(
Hartson lark, 2d; Miss Ola Wood, aged b having failed in ists,
Chipman A C’ritchett ful illness. The deceased was the daughter ministrator of the estate of Lewis W. Reach
donation was made by Mrs. years, gratuity.
prosecuted their business under difficulties of the late James Emery and held a high of Islesboro. Beach lived in the
plaintiff's
Counterpane, Mrs. (J. B. Marsano, 1st; tor a short
nimcmoratethe work done
community, .she was family, when he was on
time, but not being able tu carry social position in the and
Mrs. Hartson Clark, 2d.
shore, from 1892 to
interested
active in musical
iisiiand in aiding the promoRag carpet. Mrs. Helen Bird, 1st; Mrs. F. it on as they wished wound it up honorably specially
matters and was for years a member of 1897. He was lost at sea in November, 1898.
and discontinued. Shortly after
mg and equipping the infir- K. Prescott, 2d.
this, or in the Elm Street choir. One brother, .1. He had an insurance of $500, which his adYarn rug, Mrs. C. I. Whitcomb, 1st: Mrs.
The gift will lie set in C. F.
Mr.
A.
C. Sibley of this city- Robert, is the only surviving member of the ministrator collected. The
October, 1880,
Wood, 2d.
plaintiff preThe funeral took place Monday
Drawn rag rug, Mrs. .J. W. Knight, 1st; entered into copartnership with Mr. Criteh- family.
us place in the library.
forenoon, when a large assembly of sincere sented a bill of $491 for board, medical atMrs. C. I. Whitcomb, 2d.
ett under the firm name of C'ritchett A Sib- mourners gathered at the
nm Works is
Emery residence tendance, etc. The estate was declared inemploying nso
Braided rag rug, Mrs. J. W. Knight, 1st;
Windlass Co., gin.’ a total Mrs. F. K. Prescott,
ley and commenced manufacturing shoes to pay a tribute of love and respect co the solvent, and this bill was allowed. The de2d.
beautiful
and
character
lovable
disposition
whose weekly pay averages
for their own account.
Jn 1884 H. p.
Tidy, Mrs. J. II. Clark, 1st.
by the deceased, Miss Elizabeth fendant objects to the bill. Verdict for de...An important decision
Sofa pillow. Miss Bertlia Thompson, 1st; Thompson was added to the firm and
ervey Emery, which made her presence in fendant. McLellan for plaintiff. John R.
Mrs.
J.
11.
2d.
announced by the law
Clark,
the name changed to Critchett, Sibley A the home a joy and drew to her hosts of Dunton for defendant.
Toilet set. Miss Mary S. Knowlton, 1st.
vise of State vs. IntoxicatCo. In the early days the factory em- friends from all circles of her acquaintances.
Knit hose, Mrs. Geo. A. Matthews, 1st.
t nester n. t ottren ana others,
v i i l >el and the (fraud Trunk
Rev. Wm. Forsyth of the Congregational
appellants,
Outline work, Miss Mary S. Knowlton, 1st. ployed about 150 hands, which was
gradu- church, where for many years -Miss Emery’s vs. Robert E. Cottrell. The parties are sons
claimant. The opinion
Kensington work, Mrs. Albert Gammans,
fine alto voice had been heard of the late
•fudge Whitehouse and 1st: Mrs. Ralph!). Southworth, 2d; Mrs. ally Increased until it now reaches 300 or exceptionally
George W. and Amelia J. Cotin tlie choir, officiated with select passages
<•’ that the interstate comlluldah M. Gammans, aged 83 years, gra- more. The firm has maintained from the first of
and prayer, and Miss Alice trell of Belfast. Mr. Cottrell, by his will,
Scripture
the reputation of sending out high grade Gardner read a beautiful
higher than Maine liquor tuity.
poem. The bear- gave all his property to his wife. The will
Ilaml-made handkerchief, Miss Maude work and it has
■at the seizure of liquors in
paid out many thousands of ers were I >. F. Fellows,Esq., John L. Homer, was contested by his sons George F. and
■ther states is not allow- Gammans, 1st ; Mrs. Geo. A. Matthews, 2d. dollars in
Irvin L. Brown and A. F. Page. Geo. M.
Judson E., but was sustained both by the
wages to employes, all of whom re- Ware had
Preserves, Miss Emma Ellis, 1st; Miss
Assessor Pottle is credited
charge. The interment was in
S. Knowlton, 2d.
side in Belfast or the immediate vicinity. the
lot at Silver Lake cemetery. Af- Probate Court and the Supreme Court. Mrs.
family
the following statement Mary
Battenberg work, Mrs. Albert Gammans, The factory has been several times
1 iv
enlarged fectionate offerings of beautiful tioral de- Cottrell gave all her property to her son
increase of Maine's 1st: Mrs. E. L. Cook, 2d.
signs and cut flowers were numerous.
as the business increased and is
Robert E. Cottrell except *5.00 to each of
In
sent
in
tlie
Mrs.
E.
remarkably
G.
1st.
Tatting
pillow
slips,
Carter,
li^ures
well equipped and under a fine system
■.i: cities, towns and
Head rest, Mrs. Robert Hart, 1st.
the others, and the will was allowed by the
plantaPied,
at
his
home
in
September
13th,
Worsted
L.
Mrs.
J.
.1! there will be an increase,
rug,
Lawrence, 1st.
of mangement.
Mr. Critchett and his
Burnham, Albeit Whitten, aged p.i years. Probate Court. Chester W., Geo. P. and
Worsted quilt, Hattie Hartshorn, 1st; Mrs.
v s.,if >4,11(1(1.000 over last
partners were quick to see and adopt any Ilis death was deeply regretted by a large Judson E. appealed from this decree. The
The valuation in lssifl Mabel Miller, 2d.
Pillow shams, Mrs. G. C. iSeavey, 1st; improvement in machinery or in the details circle id friends. His kind, loving disposi- case was opened Tuesday before a drawn
s-jsT.uoO.nuu, (ienerally Mrs. Hartson Clark, 2d.
tion, together with his many sterling qualof business or work.
with F. II. Levenseller foreman.
in c is in a prosperous conities, endeared him to all with whom he be- jury
Grange exhibit. Equity Grange, 1st.
Mr.
Critchett
married
A.
smith of came associated. The many beautiful floral R. F. and John R. Punton and Miss
Mary
ole nearly all tlie towns,
Oil painting, Mrs. G. G. Abbott, 1st: Mrs.
Candia, who survives him. They had one offerings were ample proof of the place he Helen U. Batchelder testified to the makhave increased in valua- E. II. Bates, 2d.
held in the hearts of those who had known
Sewing machines, Singer S. M. Co., diplo- son, Frank O. Critchett, who followed in Him
s*1111e of tlie smaller ones
of the will in Punton’s office. Mrs.
from childhood, and several very beau- ing
the father’s business, and was foreman of tiful
.ciife and are decidedly ma.
pieces came from Portland. For near- Cottrell came to the office and asked to have
Fur skins. Mrs. E. M. Bennett, gratuity.
•how a falling off.” ...!.
The committee on dair\ products awarded one of the departments of the factory when ly a year lie was an inmate of the Maine it made, stating how she wanted the propnow at his camp in tlie
General Hospital, where lit- won many
the first premium to E. .1. Gerry <v Co. of lie died. May pith, last, leaving one son,
of. The appellants claimed
n
where lie will enjoy a
by his patient endurance and sunny erty disposed
Dexter, on butter made in their Belfast Ralph (>. Critchett. now a student in Dean friends
A
nature.
father, mother, two brothers that the will was not legally executed, and
.unpaign labors and t rv creameiN.
Mr. Critchett leaves two sisters and a sister have the sympathy of all in that undue influence was used. A large
The total of premiums awarded b\ the Academy
sbing.Follow ing the
their sorrow. The funeral was held on
number of witnesses was introduced to
Portland and Augusta, committee was s 1 "• 1.2.“», which are payable in and one -brother, Mrs. Kliza Boswell and
Sunday. September 1(>, and was largely
rted a subscription paper full on application to the treasurer, G. G. Miss .Sylvia Critchett of Candia and Charles attended. Rev. W. A. Luce conducted
the show that Chester W. had always been a
after Oct. 1st.
Abbott,
C'ritchett
of
Stoneham.
cston sutferers.The lisli
lie was of quiet brief but impressive service.
favorite son, and that she had said that she
The trustees held a meeting at the Court
mnssioners ’nave issued
and domestic tastes, unassuming in his
intended to give her property to him and
( apt. Sylvanus C. Lowell of the schooner Robert E. She was a firm believer in
■iding bunting .it Kineo House Friday evening, to audit the bills manner, and strictly honorable in all his
Maud Snare died at Ills home in liucksport
ad hike, and on Long and transact other business of the fair.
dealings, lie was ever true and loyal to
Spiritualfsm and evidence was introduced
(
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Miss Maude Mitchell of Boston is visit-

was

ing at Elisha Sherman’s.

Mrs. W, W. Stimpson of Lowell, Mass., is
visiting at S. G. Stinipson’s.
is

Mrs. Susan Patterson spent Sunday with
her sister, Mrs. E. M. Flanders.

Miss Annie E. Twiss of N'antasket, Mass.,
visiting Mrs. John llassell.

Geo.
Town

Mrs. Etta E. Brown spent a few days the
past week with friends in Knox.

A. V. Chipman of Boston attended the
funeral of 0. G. Pritchett Tuesday.

Mrs. Wm. II. Sanborn returned home
from a visit in Bangor.

Mrs. II. II. Cobbett of Portsmouth,
X. II., is visiting relatives in this city.

Monday

Geo. W. Hatch, Belfast, is a member of
the entering class at Colby college.
a

E. O. Thorndike of llarriman, Tenn., arrived Tuesday evening for a visit in Belfast.

of Portland is
F. Fernald.

Albion II. Bradbury and sister, Miss Caroline Bradbury, left Tuesday for a visit in
York, Me.

G. G. Abbott and wife left Monday for
visit of a week in Worcester, Mass.
Mrs.

Joseph L. Fernald
visiting the family of James

W. Madden and wife went to Old
for a short visit.

Tuesday

Mrs. Ingraham Baker of Lynn, Mass.,;
Harold T. Sibley was at home a few days
visited H. W. Kdgcomb and wife last week. the past week and has returned to Dartmouth College.
1L A. Flanders and w ife of Hotel

Ilkley,
guests of lleibert W. Kdgcomb. i Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. Wyman of ThomMrs. 1). K. Bird arrived home Saturday j aston arrived Monday to attend the funeral

Boston,

are

of the late <>. (4. C’ritehett.
a three weeks’ visit in Massachusetts.
Daniel Conroy, who is now pitching for
I)r. K. W. Gould, who has been at Matini-1
cus the past two years, has located in Hockj the Fairfield base ball team, was in Belfast
yesterday on business.
land.
from

Mr. and Mrs. George Mixer of Camden j
Mm. (4. Preston is able to ride out after
visited in Belfast and Penobscot the past being confined to the house about ten
days
week.
by injuries received at Monroe fair.
Miss Mary Pond left for Washington, D.
C., Tuesday after spending the summer in

Dr. B. B. Foster, wife and sou of Portland spent Sunday in Belfast and at Rocky
Point with W. II. Quimby and wife.

Belfast.

Miss Josie Haney returned to Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian II. Whipple of SanSaturday after spending a short vacation in tiago de Cuba are visiting Mrs. Whipple’s
Belfast.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Gurney.
E. K. Thomas of Cambridge, Mass., is
Mrs. R. L. Nutt and little daughter Ruby
visiting relatives in Belfast and vicinity for of Everett, Mass., are in town visiting her
three w eek s.
aunt, Mrs. J. F. Churchill, and other friends
Willard Hall of Searsmont was at Matini in this city.
W. E. Gould of Marion, Indiana, is
cus last week wither party of friends on a
visiting at II. W. Marriner's. Mr. Gould
fishing excursion.
is a native of Lincolnville and will visit his
old home before returning to Indiana. He
has not been east for thirty years.

Geo. U. White and wife returned to Brock-

ton, Mass., Monday, after spending the
mer

sum-

at the Head of the Tide.

Mrs. Dougan is still at her North Shore
cottage, The Anchorage. Mr. Dougan has
gone lo New York on business, but will return soon to accompany Mrs. Dougan to
L. I). C'andage arrived from Bar IIarbor their home in that
city.
Saturday for a visit of a few days, after
ib. and

Mrs. B. F. Wells and daughter Florence
left Saturday feu- Boston and New York to
buy fall and winter millinery.

Mrs. R. A. Holland of Calais
in Belfast the past week, visiting Mrs.
Holland’s mother, Mrs. James llaney. They
left Tuesday for Portland, to visit Dr. Holland’s family, and will go to Boston before
returning to Calais.

which he will go to Waterville.
Ralph H. Critcliett came home from Dean
Academy Saturday to attend the funeral of
his grandfather, <>. G. Critcliett.

were

L. M. Staples, Esq. of Washington, Senator-elect of Knox county, was in the city
last week attending Supreme Court.

Geo. R. Doak was in this city Monday en
to visit old friends at Vinalhaven.
He took the trip down from Belfast on his
wheel.
“It was good wheeling all the
way," said George, “ex<-<*pt a piece of road
between Camden and Rock port, which is
the worst 1 ever wheeled ov-c i:i Maine
Rockland Courier-Gazette.
route

Miss Annie Shute returned Saturday to
Everett, Mass., after spending a short vacation with her parents in East Belfast.
Leo Sargent is taking a week’s vacation
from Swift cV Paul’s, lie left Monday on
his wheel for Moosehead Lake via Dover
and Foxcroft.

High School Notes.

Mrs. Frank R. Wiggin and children returned home Monday from a visit in BanMr. Wiggin spent Sunday there and
gor.
returned with them.

John

('lenient. *<>•_’, has returned to school

At a Junior class n,» t-tim: ia>t week Austin Fernald was eh ct'-.|
pr-sident and
Misses Pilsburv. I .cuvet t, ^ti« k n*-\ and
Lolbv a eon.miPee "ii
;.'nv 'F11«•

F. J. Bither of Boston was in Belfast a
few days last week and renti m-d home with
his wife, who lias L mi visiting her mother.
Mrs. Mi-.; \
IIauuh.

have

sent

foi

siinpies.

show that her mind was influenced in
her later days by that means. A number of
Mis. S. D. spra.ue and daughter /.aide-*
The Seniors ;.ad
,t's
m--- ; u-j.
la--t
letters were introduced to show the friendly
were in
Belfast Thursday on their way week.
relations between her and Chester and his from Islesboro to Lynn. .M;i»., where tlim
Democrats of Knox Eat Ox.
wife, and her consultation with the spirits. will spend the winter.
Miss Kvelv is YV.i.
pla\ ; he march
'The case reached this point Tuesday evencity clerk T.ucius 11. Murch lias m* lar n*- tlii> week.
Tlie Democratic barbecue in Tliomaston
ing, when the Court adjourned to Thursday covered from his illness that lie will
leave
last week was a bowling success, a feast of
morning in respect to the memory of .Judge the first pleasant day for Patten to visit his
The Pock laud High ^-hoo! [net-bail team
unreason ami a flow of soul.
Oliver Otis, Haskell, whose funeral was held in Portis in he readv to plav in two varie-. How
s.
M
B.
L.
.Smith.
sister,
tlie unterritied editor of tlie Rockland Opinland Wednesday.
about ours
W. A. Huston of Greenville arrived last
ion, gives a pictursque account of the affair
both juries were excused 1 uesday until
from which we quote as follows:
Thursday for a visit and is the guest of
The Junior Literature -la" are to learn a
Thursday morning.
C. < >. Poor.
Messrs. Huston, Poor
During the campaign, Mr. Staples was
There are is new divorce cases on the Mayor
poem ever, week. This week it v.asSheiand W. F. Bean are spending a week at le\ ’s
several times the guest of the Jackson Club. new
'loud.
!
docket, an unusually large number.
Ouantabacook.
On one of these occasions, lie told the
boys
V. A. Spearin vs. X. W. Wall. The The Pines,
that if lie was elected he would give the
It is su'd that the Seniors are talk i ug about
Mrs. A. C. Batchelder, Mrs. Lucy Bliodes
parties own adjoining farms in Monroe,
Jackson Club tlie fattest steer in his herd which were once
separated by a highway, and Mrs. Augustine Bird of Northport and their class rings.
for a barbecue. A day or two after election,
which was discontinued many years ago. Miss Emily F. Miller of North Saarsmont
two members of the club went to
Washing- The plaintiff has for more than 40 years left for Calais Tuesday morning to attend
Principal Howard brought some speciton for The steer.
Mr. Staples was as good
mens to Uie/o(*log\ class ina jar of alcohol
occupied the whole of the discontinued the State convention of the W. C. T. L.
as his word, and sent a steer selected as
Messrs. A. C. Sibley ami Lee .1. ( ally Some of them excited the admiration .' of
highway, but the defendant claims to the
tlie best for the purpose. The animal was
centre under his deed and the statute relat- were on the way to Indianapolis and Chica- some of the girls.
slain and dressed and spitted on asteampipe
ing to discontinued highways. The plain- go when Mr. Critchett died. They returned
to cook in a.specially constructed stove oven.
The first Latin class was so lame it was
tiff claims under the law of adverse poses- from the former city, Mr. Sibley arriving
The cooking began Friday morning, and by
sion for more than 20 years. Verdict for Monday night and Mr. ('ally Tuesday morn- found necessary to divide it
he
was
done
to
a
Saturday night
turn.
He
for $1.00. Thompson for plaintiff. ing.
was guarded,
Friday night, by a band of plaintiff
There will be no school to-morrow, Fritrusty Jacksonians, it having been intimated Dunton for defendent.
Major Herbert M. Lord, who has been at
that a detachment of the Littlefield club had
day, on account of the teachers’convention
The divorce case of Sarah II. Bailey vs. liis home in Rockland on a
furfortnight's
planned a raid on the barbecue.
The Geo. A. Bailey is continued on account of
in Krooks.
men in buckram kahki suits did not
lough, has received orders transferring him
appear,
and probably had no idea of coming. Rut the illness of the libellee's attorney.
as army paymaster from Havana, Cuba, to
tlie watchers had a jolly good time just the
A few divorce cases have been heard, but
Yachts and Boats.
St. Paul, Minn., and will leave for the latter
same, and were prepared to guard their
no decrees have been made.
station as soon as possible.
treasure to the death. So far from enterT. i>. Harr's yacht Ethel was hauled up
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
taining hostile designs, our Republican
James Aborn of Knox, who will be 02
friends aided by their presence and goodat the Boston
James E. Simpson of Ilanforth was arBangor wharf Monday.
old
next
was in Belfast reChristmas,
years
will in making th occasion a success, and
on an indictment for forraigned
Thursday
Hills
is
Oscar
to haul out Win. Kotman's
liis
to
children.
Mr.
it
as
nmcli
Aborn
is
as
we
did.
visiting
No
appeared
cently
enjoy
Democrat has sung the glories of the affair gery of a promisor} note for $.100, purport- still a vigorous man with faculties unim- naphtha launch and it will he housed in the
so eloquently as has Holman Day in the
ing to be signed by himself, Lora 1!. Simp- paired. lie has worked a part of
stable, North Shore, for the
every Dougan
Lewiston Journal. And Sheriff rimer, in
son, Russell Bennett and II. A. Bennett. working day this summer on his farm.
winter.
a spirit of good-fellowship, sent over a roasting-pig to he added to the feast. The gift The note was dated Aug. 29, 1899, and was
Mr. Jaques, Miss Jaques and Mrs. Niles
('apt. John 11. Cohoon of Brewer is shipwas gratefully accepted, though we do not
cashed at the Belfast National Bank. Simpof New York City, who have been guests keeper on the Bangor schooner varht
find anybody who got a slice of the pork, son was arrested in
Massachusetts a few
ft is reported that Royd Simmons inadverof Mr. and Mrs. Horace W. Pitcher since Speranza, which is moored just above the
weeks ago, where he was serving a sentantly ate the pig during Friday night’s
Julie 1st, left for their home Sept. 20th, railroad wharf.
tence.
lie
a
sandwich
of
it
between two
pleaded guilty and was senvigil, making
with best wishes for the prosperity of BelThe yacht I.. A. Coombs of Yimilhaven
slices of hardbread. The roasted ox was tenced to three years in State
prison.
served with crackers, roast corn and other
fast with all its anticipated improvements.
is bliildiiig toi' J. V* <iiid V* S. Bobeit.s *•;
also pleaded guilty to forgery of
Simpson
and
washed
down
with
beer.
It
tixin’s,
“hostMrs. (’has. I>. Mac Donald and daughter, Reading, Mass., is not to be a racing yacht,
ed pretty quick,” and in half an hour after another similar note of July 8, 1899. This
Miss Carrie, who have been the guests of but will be built with the idea, of having a
the crowd struck the barbecue nothing indictment was tiled.
comfortable and roomy boat for cruising
remained of it but hones. No knives, forks
Charles E. Chase, alias Walter Chase, of Mr. and Mrs. Lucius MacDonald and Miss
01 napkins were provided, and the feast was
Ardella MacDonald the past fortnight, will rather than racing.
not of the most delicate ami refined sort. Thorndike, pleaded not guilty and entered a
E. L. Macomber is to occupy what is
Rut it was relished, and as a barbecue was demurrer on an indictment for assault on leave for their home in Knoxville, Tenm,
If anybody expected a
a perfect success.
Timotli} M. Ward of Thorndike, July 28, this week, sailing by steamer from Boston known as the liead-house in liver's yard
$5 a plate banquet, with wine and a waiter
Miss MacDonald is a very skil- and will begin at once to make the necessary
1900. J uilge Savage overruled the demurrer to Norfolk.
for each guest, he can file his protest with
the Jackson Club, who will attend to his and sentenced Chase to 80 days in county ful and accomplished pianist and leads in changes in order to lay the keel of the to
ease in an appropriate manner.
musical matters and teaching in the South. foot yacht he is t<> build for Mr. D dvvoith
jail.
On an indictment against Chase fur asMr. Benjamin F. French and famih have
The yacht Jessie, ('apt. W ison. was at
Holman
F.
says
Curiously enough,
Day,
the most exciting episode of the Democratic sault and battery on Rachel Ryan of Knox returned home from Charlestown, Mass., Bocki md last week, ami the Mar -a\> she is
for
the
been
liave
where
past
year.
tliey
didn’t
barbecue at Thomaston
get into the July 24, 11)00, Chase pleaded not guilty and
Mr. French has been engaged in the grocery making a trip along this roast for the purpapers. After the conclusion of the speeches
demurrer overruled; indictment business there, at Brighton ami Perkins pose of inspecting the condition of sheep
the presiding officer of the outdoor rally an- demurred;
streets, under the style of Thorndike A on the numerous islands and is sent out bv
nounced that all who wanted a hunk of the filed.
French. IB* has sold his interest in the
barbecued ox might go up in the field and
Charles II. Merrithew of Searsport was
business to Mr. .1. Frank Coombs of Lin- tlie society for the preventn ii of rueltv to
Vow
it
chanced that the indicted for
help themselves.
one
deer
in
his
having
possescoln ville, who has been with the linn as animals.
crowd knew that the “ox” was really a steer
bookkeeper for the past year, and was for
and weighed only about 520 pounds. The sion in close time, March 1,1890.
the four years previous with the National
feared
that
There
there
are
27
cases
on
the
would
new
criminal
hungry paraders
Judge Haskell Dead.
The other member of the linn
Biscuit Co.
not be enough to go around. The rush that docket
appealed from lower courts, 2r> of is Frank II. Thorndike, formerly of Camensued for the scene of the barbecue defies
II Haskell of the Supreme
Thomas
Judge
which
are for violation of the liquor laws.
den. [Rockland Opinion.
description. An avalanche of people arrivCourt of Maine died at his home in PortAlton W. Pilley of Unity, appealed from
ed at the spot all at the same time. The ox
land
after an illness ol some
J4tli,
Sept.
Buck sport will have three students in the
and its keeper were swept into the embers the decision of Eli ]). Bickford, on charge
months. A widow survives him.
Judge
of Maine, Ilenry A. Buck, who | Haskell had for
of the fire amidst roast corn and baked pota- of assault on
University
years been recognized as
Fred W. Symonds in August
toes, and a general football mix-up followed.
will continue his course, Conner Perkins one of New Kngland's foremost jurists. He
Half of the men carried torches, and kero- last. The Justice sentenced Pilley to a fine
and Leslie Little, who enter this year; was born in New Gloucester in Is-4:t,educatsene was spilled over everything.
All the of $300 and costs. Judge Savage quashed
ed at
Academy, and later read law
Theodore Woodman Cunningham enters with Norway
men who could get hold of the charred and
the indictment.
Judge Nahum Morrill of Auburn. He
battered carcass of the “critter” grabbed it
Bowdoin
and
Bert
continues
his
was
admitted to the Androscoggin bar in
Hagertliy
Charles E. Merritliew, indicted for violaand commenced to pull it across the field
1KUU. In 1 HG<» lie removed to Portland and
course in the Medical school; Hal II. Crane
toward the village. At about this time “the tion of the fish and game laws in killing a
associated himself with the late Judge Godcommittee on lubrication” was bringing up deer in close time, in Searsport, pleaded w ill continue his course in Jefferson Medi- dard under tin* name of Goddard A Hask1000 bottles of lager beer that were to be discal college, Philadelphia, and John 1!
ell, a partnership continuing until Judge
nolo
and
was
fined
and
contendere,
$40,
tributed among the faithful. The alert chief
Montgomery will enter the Philadelphia Goddard’s elevation to the superior bench
of police of Thomaston got rattled by the costs, $11.90.
of Pharmacy in the same city ; Jay in 18158. He then formed a partnership with
swiftness with which events were arriving.
County Attorney Bowden has collected College
United States Justice Nathan Webb, lastHe got the notion somehow that it was ReLee
continues
his course at Phillips-An- ing until Judge Webb’s appointment to the
$1640 in fines and costs in liquor cases this
publican beer. He seized the whole outfit
District Court. From that time until his apMiss
continues
at
Sarah
Blodgett
dover;
anti started for the lockup with it, escorted term.
Smith College; Miss Alice Forsyth at Mt. pointment to the Supreme bench, filling the
by 5,000 patriots, who were screaming with
vacancy created by the resignation of exHolyoke; Miss Florence Buck at Syracuse Judge Joseph H. Symonds, March :il, 1SK4,
anger. That made him mad, too, and on the
William C. Whitehead of this city has University; Miss Christina McCaulder at lie practiced singly, taking rank among
way he scooped in the barbecued ox and
jammed that into the lockup along with the gone to New York to enlist in the navy. the Rust
to
Kindergarten Training school, Maine’s ablest attorneys. His elevation
beer. Then while he was harranguing the
the bench was by unanimous request of the
crowd some one got into the lockup by an- He served in one of the naval vessels dur- Worcester, and Miss Mary Lee at Miss Cumberland bar. lie was re-appointed in
other way and stole beer, ox and*all.
ing the war with Spain.
185)1 and again in 185)8.
| Burnham’s, Northampton.
to

>
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THE SOUTH MONTVILLE CLUB OF ’6g

COUCHS Kill

To the Editor of THEllEPUiiLiCAsr

Jofknal:

We had no Dale

meeting

last year. The time was set for it in
October, but the date was cancelled be-

We know of
nothing better
than coughing

of the death of Mrs. Conner, the

cause

mother of the vice

of

president

the

Club,

in her SOtli year.
This year Old Home week was

ing of your

who took him in his

and you
will succeed in
reducing your

private
Searsmont, for a visit to the
Phillips ancestral home, from thence
into the Dale of South Montville, where
the clansmen were assembling. The eye
becomes insensible to gradual changes,
but the president’s long absences made
him quick in the detection of all things
whether changed or as of yore. Here a
place

unproved,

union

was

these

weight, losing
your appetite,
bringing on a

slow

saying

fever, and
tor

unchanged, apparently,
lapse
forty years, and another dilapidated
and ; winging on the rusty hinge of time.
The ashes of grandfather's house were
in
eellar whose walls were laid by

of

ancestral trees
huger, beautiful, and thrifty still.

latheisart

II

hands.

are

The

natural

as

and

wall.ledges

aid. Ice)

eon

pccionu

yard on <Juantabaeook and
the encircling hills, yes mountains, is
unchanged. The \ alley running from
the Head; id
ot

lleli

through 'earsmont, Ap-

out.

"Washington,
growth of lirthis i- a hopeful view of
f our forestry, which the'
ti
day are so mercilessly

smith I.ibertr and

pleton.
si

kills coughs of every
kind.
A 25 cent bottle
is just right for an ordinary cough; for the
harder coughs of bronchitis you will need a SO
cent bottle; and for the
coughs of consumption
the one dollar size is
most economical.

Tide at l’elfast, north

.1

im reuse in the

an

lows

l.iau d;g tin
class

that

indust ii soi

o

eatinguwa;
I

lade was alive for the meeting.
pi'r.suient was wondering if this
id gathering had not grown stale:
i:
rev. tl
people of all ages and

1

i-

The
kii a
hi t.

My cough reduced me to a mere
skeleton. I tried many remedies,
but they all failed. After using the
Cherry Pectoral I immediately began to improve, and three bottles
restored roe to health. I believe I
owe my life to it.”
Sarah P Morgan,
Oct. 7.1*9*.
Browntown, Va.

ditto!.' tlliiu-il out as never before.
Like
non jatsonat the church door,
after meeting. hi was kept busy siiakcol

hands,

is
b-r

hi

cn

ta

Then-

I

ii.

I

n

indie
a.id 'g

-•

is

sir a
'a

..

a

vi.

I1’.

';

f ii 1

V. 1:

;

,i,u.-

C01

~

1

;:

"ilia

Wed

11:

moutl

t

upper
rail the

tie

lie knew. If never,

!.

■!

ll

...

a

:■

old linn

••

lie railed order; out oi the
mull: ei’ into the deeps (it

ebae.-.

,.l

ot

.s

the leeord.s ft the last meet-

live,

ing having been read, an election of chin
was ordered, and nominations l'e-

hymns

Geo.

s

at times!
mothers'

sung

hy

Prof. Abden Keene, with

lose its

grip

the

and the insatiate

The

get sway.

Warren pointed with a stare.
Where George’s tenor split the air,

president,

too."

They

were

tumultuous.

worthy guests present,
several were proposed for honorary
membership. Among them was that
of Rev. Mr. Dinslow, the Dale pastor.
He didn’t seem quite sure of his moorings : hence his caution prompted him
iinnocent man!' to ask some questions :
“What was the Dale organization?
What were its requirements'?
What

that lie had not declined to serve;
Y.ee Conner and Scribe Knowles say"me.

was

being many
the names of

ed

a

applause

After the exercises, there

now

seivine the tenth year, announced
very arllessh that lie was not a candidate lor re-election, but modestly stat-

ii

all re-elect-

id. ol course, otherwise they might
ha\ e gone into tlit-ir holes, taking the
Dale meetings witli them- an appalling

was

it

like?”

Then lie let go

a

little

that, insooth!
shaft of sarcasm at the seeming cenway now seeming clear for the \ tralization ot power in our peculiar
exercises to In-gin, America was lirst i compact
quoting the old adage, "One
with
1 uit 11 spirit and under- is enough: two are too
sung
many; three are
standing; then came, with bated breath, enough to kill the old
Then
cavern

The

j

Harry.”

tia- announcement ol prophecy hv C.
1
Conner, the (hand Duke of South
Ridge. This was announced as his

he resorted to figurative representation
of a hog-skin with a red Indian inside

reminded of the penalty attaching
under laws as changeless as those of the
Meiles and Persians, but that did not
bring him out. Then a committee,

it. Seeming to casually make the
Indian stand for the party to be admitted to membership, but impressing the
obtuse minds of us old-timers with the
idea that lie would liken the existing
membership to a hog-skin stuffed with
red man—a huge bologna sausage, so to
speak. The president felt called upon
to reply to all this: and it was Ids duty,

consisting

of course, to

second revelation, but, strange to state
reveal, and no amount of

he declined to

entreaty

finally—

threat-for it came to that

or

lie

would make him reveal.

was

Pottle, C. T. RanRipley, was appointed to
devise and impose such penalty as
might seem fitting under all circumstances.
The good Dales evidently
thought the situation w as getting serious and got
right to work to lix the
committee, and presently announced
that he had satislied all requirements.
of Wm.

dall and Wm.

Chairman Pottle was asked if that was
true, and gravely answered, "I think
not."

Meanwhile the program was goon.
Music was announced to

ing right
lie

by Mrs. Adams and Mrs.
They furnished a substitute

rendered

Diuslou

in young Mr. Knowles, fresh from bis
student life at Hates College, who did
credit to the musical talent of the
home

ot

the

good Marquis,

Knowles of Fast
nounced ;m

Ridge.
by

oration

11.

F.

Then was anthe

Sage of

A thrill
Quantabacook,
expectancy ran through the assemblage. and all eyes were turned on the
wise and deep and eloquent sage; but
following the example of the Duke of
south Ridge, for evil is catching even
among the great and good, he too sat
frowning in silence, and with Conner
awaited the judgment of the committee. The president could not stand it
to see two of his most distinguished
,1. W. skinner.

of

peers thus humiliated on so felicitous
occasion; so he offered himself as

an

scapegoat
story and
plaudits.

for

both,

and told a

sat down amid a

little

cyclone

of

When the storm had cleared and the

of

explain.

question as to wnat tne Dale
organization was like, lie assured the
jo

good

me

reverend that it had no

approxi-

mate likeness in all the world, and, indeed, wanted none, but preferred to re-

sacrificing

for God

the

in

inhabitancy

as

The figures sent in by the assessors
from cities, towns, and plantations
show that there will lie an increase, in
round numbers, of s-i.oiio.iioo over last
year's returns of the state valuation.
The valuation in lsiie was mure than

it was and is

beautiful for situation, the retreat most
sought by us whose childhood and youth
were, embosomed
therein, when we
would escape for rest and reflection
from tin rage of a grim world.

a

two of them

these

»t

'"'ll

t.!.

will have

AVe have a lot of very line Husks at
we will sell for
Have your bed refilled now.

45o.

$22, $27, and $2$, to close at

5

$17.50, 21.00. 22 50

tie

j,,
..

'*'

■

CHILDREN’S EXPRESS CARLS
Price 75c., sell for

H)(.

_■

ROBES~

8 CHILDREN’S CARRIAGE

CENTRE TABLES

Very handsome, will close at OXE-IIALF price. Every
baby carriage should have one.

In price from si.or, upward, many
price, and all AT or BELOAA' cost!

at

o\

1 OAK CABINET BED
Price $24, to close at

I

£*15»

Nice Hard Wood
Price *12, close at

1 REVOLVING BOOK CASE
tht* thing for librarv or ollice, juice

Price $10. sell for

plate mirrors, price

^“•‘*00

Oak Extension Tables

>22 ami >24,

We have

Extension Tahirs rantriiu in
^1-00 to
\ on would have to see them t-> reali/.r ;
are otToriug on them.

61o nn«l s»SMi

PARLOR SUIT

1

.»q

___

2 LANGE OAK HALL TREES
"’iili large French
will close at

Refrigerator

1 Hardwood Wardrobe

s\•>.r*0 re80.75

duced to

>•>■’>. to close at

,M|

640.00

Sept. 14,

polisher

habits

Inoo.

rdy

anything but commendable as far as the use of intoxicants were concerned, but ('apt. Stnrdevant, who was then at the head of
tire Allen Mission in that city, saw in
the bright-eyed young man something
besides a drunkard. On one particular
evening he found the young •man in
his place of business partially under
the influence of liquor, stepping into
the editorial rooms of
a
morning
paper lie borrowed a brush broom,
which he completely demolished in
slicking up the young man so that he
should be in presentable condition to
enter Allen Mission, for there was
where be went and took the pledge of
total
and that
brush
abstinence,
broom, vigorously wielded by the sturhand
of
was
the
sturtevant,
dy
('apt.
first step towards saving the sheriffelect of Cumberland county. Mr. Pearson made his maiden temperance speech
that evening in the Mission that for 2:;
years since lie lias presided over, and
where hundreds of men have made
their start on a life of total abstinence.
During this quarter of a century Mr.
Pearson has probably aided more men
and women, and fed more hungry people than any fifty other men in the State
of Maine. Those who have known Mr.
Pearson all these years, no matter what
their belief is in regard to the enforcement of the liquor law, believe that he
is an earnest, sincere man. and thousands of people in the lower walks of
life simply worship him for what he
lias done "to aid them in the hour of
were

need.
Mr. Pearson lias been in a great
many trying, critical places, but never
yet lias be disappointed bis friends.
He now steps into a new sphere of
activity, and those who know him the
best and have trusted him the most
believe that be will acquit himself
A more
honorably and acceptably.
brilliant career than lias been that of
the Kev. Samuel F. Pearson, sheriffelect of Cumberland county, it would
lie difficult to discover in the State of
Maine. [Turf, Farm and Home.

j

memoirs of fifty years of his busy life
and relates many amusing anecdotes of
well known people. Besides the Kipling story, the magazine contains several interesting short stories. The il-

lustrations

plentiful.

are

particularly good and

SFRIMi BEOS, MATTRESSES, LOUMi is and
EASY sHAIRS, FANCY ROCKERS.

VELOCIPEDES

CHAIRS

Buy the boy a Velocipede. X'ow is the chance, oniy a
few of them left
Remember this is the ouh chance
you will have to buy one at such low prices.

Restore

Cure

at cut

}>■

1
not delay, we must close even thing
If you want to get your share of tl e'bargains,
’'|

lays

are

dangerous.

Lost

and Manhood

Impotency, Night Emissions, Loss of Memory, ail wastiiv
diseases,

all effects

self-abuse or excess
A Nerve Tonic and

ox

and indiscretion.

60

Blood Builder.

Brings the pink glow to
cheeks
and restores the fire of youth.
pale
By mail 50c per box, 8 boxes for $2.50,

PILLS

50

with our Bankable Ouarantee Bond to
cure or refund the money paid.
Send for circular and
our Bankable Guarantee Bond.

CENTb

copy

c

Nervit&Tablets!“
Positively
guaranteed

developed

cure

for Loss of

Shrunken

Power, Varicocele, U

Organs, Paresis, Locomotor Ataxi
Nervous Prostration, Hysteria, Fits, Insanity, Paralysis and th
Results of Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor. B
mail in plain package, $1.00 a box, 6 for $5.00 with our Ban!
able Guarantee Bond to cure in 30 days or refund money paid
Nervita Medical Co., Clinton and Jackson sts., Chicago, If

gin, Penobscot, Aroostook, Piscataquis
26th year.

Wellesley college entered upon its
20th year of academic work Sept. loth.
Comparatively few of the old students,
however, were back, as recitations do
not commence till this week. As entrance examinations are being held all
through last week, the size of the freshman class cannot be stated definitely,
but it will number between 22."> and 240,
an increase of about Mu over last year’s

A Farmer’s

class.

or

Signs

of

Rain.

THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE

The fanner scans the western sky,
And tells his pretty daughter.
“The hay must all be in to-night.
The sun is drawing water."

The LKADIXG NATIONAL KKlTliLH AN N l'.Wsi'A I'KK, thor-aul.

If

always

bright rainbow spans the cloud
That conies at early morning.
a

A storm is

.stanch advocate and supporter of lb-publican prin.-'p'.-s.
of

\\

i

news

and sailors are
to take warning.

Admonished

A little circle round the moon
Makes sure a change of weather,
So bidd\ patiently anoints
Each pretty, shining feather.
The maple leaves with dainty grace
Reveal their silver lining
The sun retreats behind the cloud
Just at the da\\s declining.
The horses gallop round the tields,
With manes and tails a-liying
And heads erect, with answering neigh,
To distant mates replying.
••

Tlie robins sharply chirp at eve,
While distant vespers ringing
Seem strangely near and clear and sweet,
Like angel voices singing.
Great beads stand on the silver cup
Filled at the flowing fountain,
And angry clouds hang low and dark
Against the distant mountain.
.Sir chanticleer crows loud at night,
The tree-toad croaks and mutters,
Hob-w hite his prophecy of rain
In plaintive measure utters.
And grandpa says his “rheumatiz”
Was never quite so trying.
And every “toe-corn’' aching sets
llis tortured nerves a-llj ing.
And yet the weather prophets say

That, taking things together,

The very best known signs will fail
Sometimes in dryest weather.
[ Lavilla E. Allen.

Augusta people are
er

a

reliable

near

anxious for quick

service between that city and Hooth-

bay Harbor,
islands, andseveral prominent business men are
talking of building a 20-knot boat, one
and

“Excuse me, but
A Cautious Reply.
didn’t I meet you in Chicago some time
ago?” “Not unless I was there at the
time.” [Cleveland Plain Dealer.

ROCKERS, all

NERVITl PILLS
Vigor
Vitality,

and Washington. The vote stood IK, 111
in favor and iii,Ki‘> opposed.

tion.
After taking, she slept all night.
Further use entirely cured her.” This marvelous medicine is guaranteed to cure all
Throat, Chest and Lung Diseases. Only
50c. and $1.00.
Trial bottle free at R. 11.
Moody’s drug store.

and

_70 <£72 Mai:

A compilation of the returns on the
vote of the constitutional amendment
to establish a state auditor, shows that
the attempt to establish the office was
not a success. As was expected it was
the vote of the out-of-town people that
defeated the move. It the cities were
taken by themselves the office would
lieve been established. Taken by counties those 11 at voted in favor of the
amendment are: Hancock, Androscog-

Wellesley's

tor one-lm

manufacture.

Mr. X. F. Trefethen, the Portland
Pier lobster dealer, is having built in
the dock at the head of the wharf on
the easterly side, an arrangement for
cleaning and repairing lobster cars.
Air, Trefethen’s new arrangement will
doubtless save much time and expense
during the .course of a year. It is a
framework of piling and lumber upon
which the car can beltoated at high w ater.
At low water it will lie left resting on the structure several feet above
the water, thus enabling workmen to
get at the bottom and sides and clean
them ilia thorough manner.

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.
strictly sui generis. That on its
passed for democracy, pure and
E. ('. Plummer lias received a
insimple, but that its inner workings were teresting volume, the first of very
its kind
in charge of the titled gentry, who, if ever
entitled
“Bowdoin ’87
published,
necessary, would line up "toe to toe, a History of Undergraduate Days.”
The
book
is
splendidly printed and
with their toes in blood,” to keep down
bound in the most up-to-date fashion.
and put back into its becoming place of It is from the
pen of Clarence B. Burquiescence the contentious brood of leigh, class of '87. It is written in a
plebeans. 1 lien lie took up the mixed most entertaining style, beautifully
of the
illustrated, and recites the
politico-theologic proposition of the class and biography of itsstory
members,
numbers one, two and three, stating of whom Mr. Plummer is one.
Mr.
that from ids own personal and ollicial Burleigh makes a present of the work
standpoint one was ample, but that to his classmates. [Bath Times.
The wonder is how Mr. Burleigh,
Duke Conner had wanted to serve as
with his newspaper work and activity
and
he
had
consented, though
vice,
of usefulness, finds time
vice, once a stranger in this sweet little in other fields
Dale,was now too much in evidence;that to write books. Perhaps lie will give
us later another Aroostook story.
Marquis Knowles wanted to serve as
Rudyard Kipling's new story is the
scribe, and that was necessary, for
feature of Everybody’s Magthere was a vast amount of scribing principal
azine for October. “A Burgher of the
down to do—winding up this phase of Free State”
portrays the scenes immethe contention grandiloquently with diately before and after the capture of
the assertion that this proud trio had Bloemfontein by the British, and the
old Scotchman, who has been a burgher
come to the conclusion that the times
of the Free State for over forty years,
were not ripe for killing the old Harry, throws much
light on the true situation
but that he is yet needed as a primitive in South Africa. The story is full of
and disciplinary agent. He could, how- the wit and word play so charmingly
A Night of Terror.
characteristic of all Kipling’s short
ever, leave no doubt in the minds of stories. That the
anxiety was felt for the widow of
Dowager Empress of the“Awful
brave General Burnham of Machias,
those present that the trio felt com- China was a slave is generally known,
Me., when the doctors said she would die
petent to kill and would kill uno—the but the methods by which she mounted from Pneumonia before morning” writes
old Harry, when the status of the com- the throne, and the subtle cunning by Mrs. S. 11. Lincoln, who attended her that
which she attained her position, are fearful night, but she begged for Dr. King’s
munity should seem to warrant it. As facts most entertainingly told in this New Discovery, which had more than once
to the stuffed hog-skin, he said that if number. “How Does It Feel To Be saved her life, and cured her of Consump-

Baked Alive?” is the title of another
article which answers that question.
Staurt Robson continues his delightful

assortment of these, will sell below cost of

an

l

A BICYCLE SULKY
for sale cheap or will
exchange

CHILDREN’S CHAIRS and ROCKERS
Quite

all IIAIMI A 1N>

all and look, our stock over. you can't
you want, at some price.
N'd reason
fused on any article.
_

IX

an-

something

AT ABOUT HALF PRICE.

Last week Deputy Vnited states
Marshal Norton took to Portland William I >. Haley of Fort Fairtield, and
Loren Campbell and Patrick Cassidy of
Houlton, indicted at the Bath September term of the district court, on tire
charge of smuggling. They were arraigned in the district court. Sept, loth,
when Cassidy and Campbell pleaded
guilty and were lined so each, with respective sentences in Portland jail of ko
and :;o days.
Haley pleaded not guilty
and gave s.-,oo bail for his appearance at
the December term.

Former students, on their return,
will tiud many changes among the facFor reasons of
ulty of the college.
economy Pres. Hazard will this year
carry the duties of dean as well as those
of president, thus leaving Prof, foiuan
free for her work as head of the department of economics and sociology.
The associate professorship of Biblical
history, left vacant by the resignation
of Prof. Woolley, will be filled by Miss
Caroline M. Breyfogle, a graduate of
Chicago university and the first woman
permitted to study in the theological
department of Berlin university.
Prof. Kush Rliees of the Bible department has been called to the presidency of Rochester university, and Miss
Alice II. Luce of the literature department will begin her new duties this
fall as dean of Oberlin college. By the
retirement of Prof. Morgan, who has
been connected with the philosophy department ever since the second year of
Wellesley’s existence, Miss Mary W.
Calkins, who lias been connected with
the psychology work for over io years,
becomes full professor of the department of psychology and philosophy.
Prof. Hamilton C. MacHougal of
Providence, K. I., has been appointed
associate professor of music and will
give his entire time to the college.

main

Racks, Towel Rollers, &c.,

Alfred 11. Smith 1 ms been given the
commission to paint the portrait of
former (iov. Kdwin
liurlcigh for the
State liouse collection. The work will
lie done tlii- fall. Bov. Burleigh going
to Dost on to give the artist sittings in
bis borne studio.

Sheriff-elect Pearson.

His

you

left,

HUSKS

few of those Cane Seat Chairs left at

SIDEBOARDS

3

>(),(»( mi.

IIA 1 Illlll AIN.
Boston.

face it

removed,
president began on the closing part, Canto 10, of the it was meant to illustrate the Dale
Knights of Boguesdale, entitled “Songs organization, the reverend would find
of my Youth.” The silence became by puncturing the hide that he had
painful; he stopped, turned to his waked up a white man.
From this point, although the night
right, and, noting Princess Mary of the
House of Randall, Truetown, sitting in was hot, the company did not seem ina retreat by the stage, partially hidden clined to break up and go home, but a
from view by the curtain, but leaning kind of skirmish fire of words was
debris was

ami

in the treatment of

1

nobility

There are indications that the statute
allowing hunters to shoot deer in September liv taking out a license, may lie
revoked by tin- next legislature, it is
alleged that many of the fall forest
tires are due to the carelessness of
hunters.

fathers-and

luirg. as the star singer. Manner,
! mien, clear and
strong tenor voice and
powerful emotion exemplified in the
singing of the old time "Village Pells."
was here reproduced, so that when

tel 1-y a committee ol three; for
j
the-.- matters in the Dale organization
ale never allowed to run loose, lest the
masses

great

In

Randali, the Karl of Carters-

F.

left, going quick

Only

Remember another year
higher price for them.

at

CANE SEAT CHAIRS.

space for one more in the rotunda.

reached its
Kev. s. r. Pearson, the slieriff-elect,
the is an interesting personality. Twentylive years ago lie was laboring as a
Dale singing school, conducted in the
in the
silver
of Portland.
church

culmination

to wait until tluwould be full
.Mill bad 1 eel altered: so out oi

t.

characteristic

Price s4.:,ci.
at

greatly reduced prices.

CRADLE^

few left.

FAIRFIELD LAWN SWINGS

CHIFFONIERS

Only

a

of

building, rearing

I

ijiu-er folks, sung in the Dale
l■ forty years ago, Sunday- school

urty

friend in Au1 think that
the course 1 outlined in my letter is the
wisest tiling for the liepublican party,
and 1 shall stand lirmly to all that I
said in my letter."

I see them in the mind's eye in the
strength of manhood and womanhood,

;
i
I

..!

pieces

tin-

president

fait

if
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last Ipv-ii Wilsl idl,
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tin
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1
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private letter to a
gusta. .1. II. Manley says:
In a

the sunshine and the cleaness of the
springing waters.

I
I

lullabies, fathers' songs to the lad on
his knot
those ni the young folks,
b a ! m Mil;.i i,la. ai d patriotic, and
ti.osi

Only

sturdy mold, hut of gentle
Mrs. James (i. Blaine lias presented
White Iron Beds
heart.
Uncompromising honesty was the state with a portrait of her late A
i Inly a few left,
few
they
Stepladders, Clothes Horses, Wash
the measure of their honor. The purity husband, which will lie placed in the
of them now.
rotunda of the capitol. opposite the
Clothes
Benches,
Baskets,
of their lives had the transparency of
Paper
portrait of Lot M. Morrill. There is

women

\pplanse followed.

deceptive ne appearanees
Canto passed in review

joys
leputhetic relation
'> appreciation ot

-1

-;\o o]

>a

Ha

In

reply,

Tin

and

human

a■

-si.:

the prompt

lelations of canst
In it 11 the science

t

At present there are 77-‘> inmates in
the insane hospital, the largest number
ever in the institution.
The eastern
Maine hospital at Bangor will be ready
for the furnishings next January.

The lime syndicate has bought out
review of current events, but dwelt at the Carleton's lime works, two quarsome length
on
the character and j ries, six kilns, two large brick blocks,
one hotel,
one-halt a local railroad,
worth of the old-time inhabitants of
tenements, wharves and vessels, valued
tlie Dale. They were indeed men and in the aggregate at about sqoo.ooo.

\

Bureaus, complete with
mirrors, imitation walnut, imitation cherry, and finished light, price $0.50, will close for
$5 00

Cramps, Ac.

8iz.s, 25c. and 50c.
Pain-Killer, Perry Davis.*

ON.

CHILDREN’S CRIBS and

We have a limited number of

We have a few nice Chiffoniers

The torpedo boat Craven, Lieut. John
It. Edie, commander, has arrived at
Bath from Portsmouth for improvements at the Bath Iron Works.

1 have deferred stilting that the president in his exordium made brief his

forward with eager look, asked if she
could hear 'I wasn’t listening.” was

nthei groans a little
anaioL'iius in sound,

re

for

SALK

*

GOING

BUREAUS

ent size.

old Pine Tree State.

unto the stars, and calmly awaiting the
higher call. Herein was The Dale, as

i.

sure cure

The Oxford Paper Co. has voted to
double its capital stock and increase its
plant at Kumford Falls to twice its pres-

ting close of Old Home Week, so auspiciously begun this year in the sturdy

i.oiii Iieime the gong sunlbam m t board, which

;Mcd with biomtits and liain-

ia

one

ODT

t

Maine News Items.

seemed a tit-

hinging compliments

ti

io

meeting

and the

and country, and in old age, yet erect
and with firm tread, with faces upturned

annexe

full

a

a

it

goes.

Bagiev;

spring

The outlook

ever.

as

frThere ta only

Mr. and Mrs. William Pottle and Frank

tin

from

Two

by C. F. Conner; song by C. S. Adams;
reading by Eva Ripley; music by Mr.
and Mrs. John M. Sukeforth; canto by
the president, and remarks by F. F.
Phillips.
Among those present were noted with
pleasure some of the oldest residents
of the Dale: Mrs. Solomon Gilman,
Mrs. Taylor Gilman, Mrs. Eben Colby,

a

■#■■■

——________

year reported the following program:
Music by the Club, address of welcome

tne

A

Pain-Kil!er

The committee on exercises for next

Al germs of consumption.
El Better kill your cough
mm before it kills you.

are

in the

rignt

■

it wasn’t out; it wasn’t in it, as the old

making everything exactly

—

—

The

He

up

veyance to

greetings.
president's

"PainKitter _STILL

prominent Montreal clergyman, the Rev. James
Dixon, Rector St Judes and Hon. Canon of
Christ Church Cathedral, writes:—“Permit me to
send you a few lines to strongly recommend
Perry Davis’ Pain-Killer. I have used it with
satisfaction for thirty-five years. It is a preparation which deserves full public confidence."

feet.
exploded at the
picked up some of the scraps, parts
of a broken collar in particular, formed
them into hand-grenades with cyclone
rapidity, and hurled them back at the
Duke, who sought cover, but didn’t
have to take his hair in with him, for
shell

Sneumonia.
nly keep it

con-

A
H.

S

■

%

about

well directed shot, that took eifect between the eyes. Duke Ripley thought
to throw in a bomb-shell filled with an old

the memories of Dale

-'.GREAT

Few
Words

harness broken up years ago in a neck
and neck race, never to be forgotten in

throat and
lungs. Itis
I better than wet
feet to cause
bronchitis and

the date. The meeting was held in
Orange Hall, the stage of which was
beautifully decorated with dowers by a
volunteer committee of ladies. The
president came from Hangor, and was
met at the boat in Belfast by his august
chief of staff, den. James Warren Skinwas

ner.

i

to tear the lin-

desigAug. loth

nated for the meeting and

opened all along the line, with Dukes
Ripley and Conner, Lord Howes and
the president conspicuous on the firing
line. An attempt’was made to draw
Sir John Sukeforth into the fray, but
he prudently kept behind the works.
; Lady Sukeforth, on invitation, fired one
■

that can make the
hours.

the

run

in less than four

THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN
|

including discussions, correspondence and .speeches

j

limit editorials, reports from all sections of the land >lion
etc,, and will commend itself to the careful pent>ua!
who has the true interests of his cuutr\ at heart.
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I’ublished Monday. Wedtiesday and Friday. is in
reality a fine, fresh* everyother-day Daily, giving
latest news on days oi
issue, and eovering news

tin* Other three, li eontains all important foreign war news whieh ap
pears in Till-: DAll.V Tli 1 111 N E of same date,
also ]foniestie and Foreign ('orrespomlenee. Stun t
Stories. Elegant Half-tone Illustrations. Humorous Items. Industrial Information. Fashion Notes.
Agricultural Matters and Comprehensive and Id
liable Financial and Market reports.
I" rihliriP
tuunt

* *t

Regular subscription price,

.$1.50 per year.

We furnish it with THE .lOl'RNAI. for .$g.r*o
<
y • ar, in advance.
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iJegular subscription pl ica
We furnish it with Til K .H»!
per year, in advance.

Send all orders to

The

Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast U

r

Bills for Cemetery Work.

1)1;

All bills

against the city of Belfast for work in
any of the cemeteries should be left for approval
Notice is hereby given that a diat the office of the Belfast Livery Co. on or before
noon of the Saturday preceding the first Monday cent, will be made on all taxes foi ;
before .Ian. 1. 1901. I shall be at
of the month in which said bills are payable.
Boom in Memorial Building from
WATER G. HATCH,
M.f and Saturdays from 1.30 to * r
DANA B. SOUTHWORTH.
Trustees of Cemeteries

Belfast, May 12.1900.- tf20

■

M. C. HIM

Belfast, August 1,1900.—3ltf

1

|

BURGOS.
Corner

moerest

and

>lonks

of

war-horse!

Journal.]

Spain, Aug. 15, 11*00. One
ccts of greatest interest in
old town is the Carthasian
two or three miles from the
Queen Isabella founded four

proceed

You

tgo.
-cpure
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the

the coach that looks

tall in

to
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Day |
Kings

Dead

ui<l <»«*‘«*n**
orrespondenee of The
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Spain.

Suns,

the King of Italy, who met a
tragic
death while out hunting. This
convent
was a favorite of the
Cid, whose body,
in accordance with his
dying request
was home here upon his
Babiyca, and buried here in 1090. His
empty monument now stands in a small
side chapel. The effigies of himself
and his faithful Ximena are
placed on
stone pedstals, and look
gloomy enough
to scare the rats and owls
away. More
than a score of monuments of the Middle Ages still remain, and as
many more
that antedate the fifteenth
century.
Fannie B. Ward.
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•ul to make a
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pesos from your purse.
Linage to give his rickety
\\ tench by running
over a

extra

Mother's Love
is
to

Yet it is utterly
helpless
give strength to the child born with a
low vitality. The time to give
strength
to the child is before birth and to
impart
this gift the mother herself must be
strong. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription gives strength to mothers. It
preserves them
in robust health in the
months before baby comes. It practically does away with the pains of motherhood, and enables tlie mother to endow
her child with a healthy
body and a
happy disposition. "Favorite Prescription contains no alcohol and is absolutely free from opium and cocaine.
1 consider l)r. Tierce's Favorite
Prescription
the best medicine made," writes Mrs. Mary
Murdock, of 220 Taylor St.. Topeka. Kansas. ’<1
know it has no equal. 1 am the mother of ten
children and only one living-the tenth one.
She is t'ue year old and is as well and hearty as
can be.
She is a beauty. Of my other babies,
some were born at right time, but dead, others
were premature births; one lived to be one year
old but she was always feeble. I tried different

ditch: do you tarry a
the way to look to some
ospeet; do the mules, buckto a

•

iping under the merciless
a
portion of their rotten
are expected to make good
oral times over.

You cross
the other side of which is

la.

long,

a

narrow

park,

elms, which furnishes

a

••treat for the people of the
tin summer heat.
It is a

through

;/ive

the tree-lined

would be but for the omni-

keep

__ais,

who

igo in

spite

pace with
of their alleged

determined to be “in at.the

doctors but none of them could tell what
my
trouble was. I was examined by surgeons but
they found nothing wrong. I 'did not know
what t6 do. so I
thought this last time I would
try Dr Pierce's Favorite Prescription. I took it
the entire nine months and now have a fine1*
baby girl, and I can not praise your medicine’
enough for the good it did me.”

you come to a halt,
of the Alameda are exten-

never
e

There are about 50,000 eligible voters
the island of Porto Hico.

on

boundless.

ds. and you meet soldiers on
o-ssed in loose, red trousers

Alaskan travelers say that the mosthere have driven men to sui-

quitoes

cide.

The retired list of the regular armv
includes 704 officers on half pay,
averaging about $3,000 each.
The Postoffice

to talk

English.

A new volcano, which scientists predict will soon disappear, lias broken out
thirty miles southeast of the old C’oliug
Volcano in Mexico.

■

■

>rs.

for of course no women

austere monks are

daitted within those sacred

prison

naked as

cells.

as

cheerless

and

The doors are of

The Herman government has set aside
•-’0,000.000 marks *4,700,01101 for providing small homes for its railroad officials.

railing a hasty hell at the stone and walls perfectly hare, with a
It is reckoned that at least .7000 more of
ally a small grated window tiny opening in one corner where the these homes will be built at once.
.-ide, revealing the cowled shivering occupant may light a few
A telegram from Troutsoe. Norway,
.ink, who, in answer to re- coals to keep himself from freezing dur- in
reporting the return of the Duke of
hnission anxiously enquires the severest winter weather.
Each Abruzzi's arctic expedition, says the
any females in the party, monk lives apart from his brethren, not Stella l’olare readied latitude so deminutes north, thus penetratIIis grees
leseuce of one of the sex even taking lus meals socially.
ing farther than Hr. Nansen.
11 bis soul.
Being assured scanty portion of food is brought to
The number of Mohammedans in the
him from the refectory by one of the
is not a petticoat in sight
world is about 1
of these
700.11011,
a
servants
and
at
hole
retired
to
convent
placed
having discreetly
is. 1100.11!io are under the rules of the
is
d awn Turkish government, 4:;,mm.non are ruled
side ol the building—the in the wall, through which it
is unbarred and the male in, as by a convict in solitary eontine- by other Mussulman sovereigns. :',o,7ou,1100 are subject to African princes, 411,limself inside a long, damp ment. < Iverhead in the cell is the sleep- 000,000 live in China and (I'.i.oiio.ouO are
a
coarse
I
rest of this narrative of ing-niche, containing only
under Christian rulers. «11 these last
dan monastery is. of course sacking stuffed with straw, a low stone about 7s. 110(1,0(10 are under British rule.
del vt*.
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an

equally quaint

in

a

called Las

Iluelgas.

an

and characteristic

institution for Cistercian nuns.

frock of coarse and not
flannel, witli a cowl of

aite

■

caudle, and

llurgos
opposite direction 1'roin the monastery
>ome

to the nuu-

isitor follows

for erueilix and

stone step on which the monk kneels to
say his prayers.

ciucenu'd. who consoled

s

It is

and was tounded

elosely-slmven by the wife of Alien/-- VIII.. the beaustockingless tiful Eleanor of England, daughter of
rules of his order, though Henry 11.. and sister of Richard Coeur
de Leon. Of course only women visitv severe, do not forbid him
full and handsome heard, ors are ever admitted here, and they
iks are met, all with white do not get very far inside—though we
their shaven heads, softly lingered as long as possible in order to
pavements with their heel- “turn the tables" on the male members
who had enjoyed themi- as they
pass to and fro of our party
selves so well in the monastery while
r daily duties—sweeping the
pieparing the food, etc., for we poor women waited among the begof the inmates are said to gars outside. Through the grille which
divides its splendid church you may look
e blood there is no distincand the Brothers perform upon the choir, whose stalls, during serrial offices of the place. This vice-time are occupied by picturesque
and a
was begun in the year 144g j white-robed Cistercian nuns
Im i I., the father of Isabella, beautiful picture they make, that lingers
King John's death, it was in tlie memory long after the arches
by his more illustrious daugli- and pillars have faded away. The trana-re buried both her parents.
septs are very lofty and narrow, with
“Their gorgeous alabaster two chapels in each thinking the chanis perhaps the most perfect- cel, one of which is the Chapel Royal,
tomb in the world." On one or burial-place of early Spanish kings.
royal sepulchre, also in front Here are the tombs of Alfonso VIIL.
igh altar of the monastery and bis English Queen; of Alfonso VIE,
tomb of far less pretension, Alfonso A'111. and his wife, Leonora;
a's only
brother, Alfonso, Alfonso X. - "El Sabio") although bis
mely death left her pathway body rests at Seville. Several kings
throne. Isabella, however, of Castile were knighted in this ediuried here in the family maus- fice, after performing their nocturn.ch she built and where she al vigil before the altar, among whom
;.iwn over

A peach grower neat Heorgetnwn.
Del., protected his trees from the depredations of fruit thieves this summer
by conspicuously displaying this legend
011 signs nailed to the fence surrounding his orchard: "Caution! I’liis Fence
is Surmounted by a Five Electric Wire!''
The wire could be seen on top of the
fence, strung on glass insulators, and
no one attempted to meddle with it.

his

Paid for the Schooner.

iminis on his
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e

a
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tu
c

were

rest at last with her kinlies beside her husband in

the

city

St.

Ferdinand

Here also the

knighted

which witnessed the

and Alfonso XI.

English

Edward I. was

in the year 1254,

by

Alonsi el

During Sabio.
A o convene ever nau more exrraoriuyears of her life, this place
ally the most sacred spot on nary privileges than this. The abbess
the gentle and devout Queen, j was a princess palatine, and second in
1
She
came to pray before the dignity to no one but the Queen.
like an archbishop, and
'■r beloved dead; and to-dav, ! was mitred,
mpse of four centuries, the possessed the rights of a “Senora de
monks never speak above a liorea y euchillo”—that is, with powers
tliis part of the monastery, of life and death, she was also styled
ill of another room is a curi- “For la gracia de Dios”—by the grace
Every nun housed here must
ig of scenes in the life of our of God.
ch is made with leaves, to belong to the nobility and bring with
Among those who
ike a screen. It is the veritable : her no mean dowry.
have taken the veil in this convent were
as carried by the pious couple,
id and his Queen, in all their Berenguela, daughter of Saint FerdiMaria of Aragon, aunt to Charles
was placed on an improvised nand;
and
V;
many other royal personages.
ncir every camp, where miliIn the Capilla de Santiago is still prewas always celebrated in the
quest of the Moors.

1

their armies.

A settlement lias been made by Percy
Small with the Mallory Line steamship Co. for the loss of the live-masted
schooner ('has. P. Xotman. which was
run into by the steamer Colorado and
sunk in sixteen minutes on the nth of
last dune, four and one-half miles from
Fathom Bank, while on a passage from
Xorfolk to Portland. The Xotman had
a cargo of 2.400 tons of coal.
The settlement with the steamship company
was reached a few days ago, during a
recent visit of Mr. Small of the firm of
Percy A Small, Benedict A Benedict
of Xew York were counsel for the
schooner.
The amount paid by the
steamship company was about 855,000
for freight and personal effects of the
vessel. The cargo is not in this sum. It
was settled separately.
The expenses of the counsel and personal claims of the crew, who lost everything during the collision, will probably
bring the amount down to be divided
among the owners to about 845,000,
Which will be about 87oo to a sixtyfourth. Some of the crew have not yet
showed up to present their claims. The
crew claim to have personal loss ranging from 815 to 8200 apiece.
The owners of the Xotman are congratulating themselves over the prompt
manner in which the settlement was
effected without a law suit.
The Xotman was the best paying piece
of vessel property on the Xew England
coast. During her five and a half years’
service she has paid in dividends 81250
to a sixty-fourth.
Her cost was 81012
A

The maiority of persons upon
reaching middle age and past
nnd their blood becomes weak and thin, and diseases that were
easily controlled in earlier life begin to affect the constitution.

--muiuw .VUULCI,
Rucumausm, wut ana other hereditary troubles mav esran«
till then, but as they age the blood, so
long tainted and weakened by accumulated waste matters is no
*°
nourish
the
properly
I 1°n85r
body, and it becomes an easy mark for disease. At this critical period
Mood
be re-enforced before it can perform its
rd
legitimate functions and rid the system of
these
and
so
poisons,
nothing
S
surely and effectually does this as S. S. S.
S’
S‘ 8trenKthens and enriches the blood, improves the
appetite, and builds up the general constitu.•
T.
blood P«nfier, but the best tonic for old
°n'y
"
be.,t
people. It warms
blood, tones up
the
removes
all taint from the blood, and prevents the
nenres,
1
development of disease
S' “■ S- “
th.e only P“relv vegetable blood medicine known. Not one particle of mercurv, potash or
I ...
....

When she was launched
she was one of the handsomest yachts
owned
afloat and was
by a wealthy New
York man who spent his summers at
Deer Isle, the Sunnyside’s present
hailing port. The owner was worth a

million or two, but in the course of time
be lost part of bis wealth and also interest in the attractions at Deer Isle.
The yacht, however, was still at the resort and after several years, to pay the
bills charged by the caretakers of the
boat, lie gave over the craft in liquidation of the expenses which it had incurred. After a time it passed into the
hands of Capt. Eaton, her present ownfor years she has
er and captain, and
been coming to llangor for various sorts
of light cargoes, one of the curious
characteristics of the Sunnyside is that
her house runs the whole length of the
deck.
Otherwise she looks like most

by
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It purifies and
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pepsia,

diseases, kidney troubles,

female complaints; gives perfect health.
Only otic, at K. 11. Moody’s drug store.

Getting

Boutelle

Well.

B a nook, Mk., Sept. Hi.
A report
sent officially from the asylum in which
A.
Charles
Boutelle
is reCongressman
ceiving treatment for aphasia, and received by his family here to-day, throws
aside the caution which his physicians
have been preserving in making statements of his condition and states without qualification that he is rapidly improving. The brain obstruction which,
by allowing a physical pressure upon
certain parts, made it impossible for him
to properly control his nerve centres,
lias so far been absorbed under the treatment he has been receiving that lie is
now only slightly troubled in thought
or speech, and in general he is practically himself.
At no time during his illness has his
physical condition failed. The physicians say they are agreeably surprised
at liis recent rapid gains and they are
confident enough to hope for an early
complete recovery. This is a regular report. such as the family arranged for at
stated periods long ago, but at no time
before this has the surgeon in charge
allowed the extreme caution governing
their construction to be removed.

ume wunoui

Harm.

airs. v. k. jonnson, or
Blackshear, Ga„ was for years afflicted
with a severe type of rheumatism, and had used evenremedy
known and recommended as a cure without
receiving any
benefit. S. S. S. promptly reached the seat of the
disease and
made a complete and permanent cure.
and will send U9 a statement of
your ease, our physician will

thirty-five

XI
yuu arc in uoudi aooui your disease,
give you any information or advice wanted, for which
Book on Blood and Skin Diseases sent to
any

we

make no charge.
Address Shrift

desiring it.

ar. at.

*
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Specific Co., Atlanta,

riff IDEAL TONIC AND

Ga.

BLOOD PURIFIER FOR

PEOPLE,

_OLD

COAL! COAL!
*

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY
receiving our fall stock of
Lamps. They are XKW GOODS
in new styles, at lower prices than
ever.
We respectfully invite all

are

YOUR WINTER S COAL.

to call anil examine them.
W e are also

headquarters

lor

!

First

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared
AYe offer to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity
following well known coals..

Pearl

Agate Goods,

PLYMOUTH VEIN,

LACKAWANNA,

LATTIMER LEHIGH,
ELK GARDEN CUMBERLAND,
and WOODVILLE STEAM

Tinware,
Stoves, Ranges

Delivered in
Dump cart.
$6.10

Prices at
Wharf.

Chestnut Coal.$5 85
Stove
5.85

g Furnaces.

Kgg

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

5.85
5 85

\VE GUARANTEE PROMPT DELIVERY,!

Jitcholl & Trail.

CORRECT WEIGHT AND CAREFUL DELIVERY

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.
33. 35 and 37 Front Street,
tulktiiom;

Five Trip* a

M'eeh

to

anil

Belfast.

34-3

;•>

from

Remember the “Old Home”
I

1 can see no way by wbieli
AIomiok.
ran be grown at a profit in Maine
when tin' price falls below six cents per
pound at wholesale. Generally speaking i do not approve of the hog. brt if
he must he kept, keep him out of the,
cellar and feed only pure food. The
weight of evidence goes to show that
hogs are an injury to the orchard unless
they can lie prevented from rooting
deeply. This can only be done by ringing, and that is cruelty to animals. Furnish the pigs with green food in its seaI would not pasture them unless
son.
they were breeding sows. Feed growing pigs in the pen and sell at eight
months old. ! K. ('. Dow.
I think cheap feed will
Giiam.i:.
solve the question of the profitableness
If you have a good
of swine raising.
hog pasture and plenty of waste that
costs you little or nothing, it may lie
made profitable, but by all means limit
your hog business to tire size of your
pasture and the amount of waste material at your command.
|Oscar W.

...AM) i". V

JEWELED.

//

Souvenir
IT WILL VAX Vnl

YOUR* EYES

KKTIHMXC.

i Wo

From Boston, at 5.00 i\ m., every day except
Sundays and Thursdays.
From Bangor, via all way-landings, except
Hampden and Searsport. Mondays and Wednesdays at 12 noon; Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2.00 i*. M.
From Hampden at 12.20 i*. m., and Searsport at
2.00 i\ m., Mondays and Fridays.

lvorine^wort^veiwnore^hai^otMogethe^a)S>^Tie^^^^^^^^^^^

One

Lady’s Crescent Bicy

call

cle cheap for

Cash-«I\ew 1900 model.
I

|

National Bank Balding,
Belfast, Maine

(

H J. LOCKE & SON.

1

Boston,

will

run as

Actual

from

Business

the

Start.”

Book-keeping,; Shorthand, Typewriting, Commercial Law, Penmanship, Banking, Etc.
Elegant rooms. Bank and equipment. Terms
very low. Ke-opens first Tuesday in September.
For prospectus, address

3IU34

H. A. HOWARD,
Koekland Commercial College,
Koekland, Maine.

AM

Bangor.

PM
1 30

+1 35
+146
1 50
12 05
2 15
2 23
2 45

4

30

A M

Waterville. 8 47
P

READ

Boston
Boston,

Chronic Diseases

BELFAST.

7 00
Belfast, depart
City Point.17 05
Waldo. .+7 15
Brooks. 7 20
Knox .17 38
Thorndike. 7 45
Unity. 7 53
Burnham, arrive. 8 In
8 32
Clinton.
Benton. 8 42

4 no

fEr'.
j w D.|4

3 16

M

Portland.12 02

tiEO. T.

....FOR....

lollows

FROM

10

5 35
9 00
9 15

PM

3 30
!3 38
13 57
4 30
14 48
5 20
6 60
0 25
tO 50
17 08

A ml Tin* lMsnmr.s ivouhar
Wmiirii. Diseases of the
""'i
N•
’iis S\ sii'iii, ami
all disease, and’ Diseased
"lidit i.ms of t he |\ idm*> s,
l'iadd-T. 1. mits
Stomach,
I. .or and Heart and all diseased states
f tin- I’elvic
and lo pi'inliietivr Organs.
J together a itli ever> lonn of
7 15
Skin I
sc.
AM
Most cases
1 25
euickly r«* 1 i• d and iu rma5 57
nenity emeu ny me i.ival Mint (miiim s^mln-s.
7 25 Send tor Om-ral Symptom Blank ai.d in- mi
M-ii
Diseases nf Wiinii'ti
sidered hopeless have bert) min d In tin
(Beat
A M ! Remedies.
I) 111* i 11 IT Mas
lid .1 lilt' H'.dilnn
9 00
free by mail. Dr. Miteln!! ean In.. ,'n inee
8 30 at Ills Boston oftiee Mo|nia\->. \V
.1
P M
m
m.
Thursdays and Saturdays from
100 Other days his rejrulai -■<*n^u!t;ttnui
he ehniimd.
ite
Monthly tTeatnn id .t n
4 10 rates. Add ess.
1 40
(HARMS II. M I T( ill I I V i>
p m i
•JD Tr-'iiioiit *tn
4 H! |
Muon Savings T. ink
'.I•:.
4 27
N \t to Hotel Tom
4 45'
T.o-tm
Mass.
6 03
I.aboratory, ; Howard I *! a < l.’ovlm;. Mass
5 12
15 21
5 35;
15 45
PILi-'S!
PILES!
'5 55,
6 00
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will .-lire
t*'
I'*

■

..s

TO BELFAST.

-•

Is Agent for the

Boston,

COMBINATION WINDOW
WASHER

ana

( E. D.
W D.

j

P M
7 00

Portland.1100

CLEANER.

Waterville.

A M
+5 05

•-

A M

9 50

Bangor. 7 00
Call and see the best thing on the
market to save labor and trouble.
Call

on

him for

HOSTS’ WAT ERHROOF BELT OIL
and LEATHER HRESERVA IIVE.

a

m

Benton.tO 13 +10 00
.1+5 27 110 15
Clinton...
8 30
10 45
Burnham, depart.
Unity. 8 48 11 20
11 45
8 57
Thorndike.
Knox. (9 0+5 U2 00
9 20
12 30
Brooks.
Waldo. 19 30 U2 47
11 o7
City Point. i9 4i)
1 15
9 45
Belfast, arrive
...

PILES!

j

station.

R. A. French & Co.
Have MARKED DOWN all their

-SUMMER GOODSmake room for their
fall and winter stock.

to

^CASTILIAN

tFlag
Blind, Bleeding. Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
ahsorhes the ttur.urs, allays tin* itching- at once,
$5.00 from Belfast and all statu s on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and .Noith | acts as a poultice, gives instant rebel. l»r. Wil
west, via all routes, for sale By L. W. (Jforoe
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prej ar*
only tor
CEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and Ceneral Manager.
| Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothF. E. Boothnv. (ien’1 Pass, and Ticket Agent.
; ing else. Every hox is guaranteed. Sold by drug
Portland, June 18, 1900.
gists, sent hy mail, for 50c. and gl.oo per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’O CD.. Prop's, Cleveland,Ohio
For sale by It. H. Moody.

E. L. Stevens, M. D„
Residence 12 Church Street.
Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.

CREAH^

for removing grease, ink and fresh paint
on clothing, constantly on hand; also

POWDEH,

HP“Office hours from 1

to

4, amt 7

to

8

l*.

H. H. SELLERS will give piano
lessons at her home on Water street
Terms reasonable.
Searsport, Sept. 19, 1900.—3m38
Mrs.

OPERA

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE CUKE OF....

QUALITY.

Piano Instruction.

Dr. John Stevens,
OFFICE HOI KS

...

...BY THE-

j

y..u> h:,,It you will *ri\*

..OK..

.BEST

24 Oz. Package
the cake of White

st

On and after June 25,1900, trains connecting
at Burnham and .Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

TALCUM

Powder

u:m inter,

HOME TREATMENT

Rough Water.

^ashinw

n,iK;.\ I

YOUR WATCH

Gould.

t on more

l'o j

OUR WINDOW.

Commencing Tuesday. Sept. ll. 1000. steamers
wil! leave Belfast
l <>r Boston, via ('amdeii and Koekland. Monr. m.; Tuesdays,
days and Fridays at about
Thursdays and Saturdays at 5.no r. m.
For Bueksport. WinteVport and Bangor at from
7.'Hi to s.oo ,\. m.. Tuesdays. Wednesdays. Thursdays. Saturdays and Sundavs.
For Searsport and Hampden. Wednesdays and
Sundays at about s.oo a. y\.

FRKI) W. POTK, Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, (ieii'l Sunt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager. Boston.

\

Spoon.

pork

Many housekeepers say, “I consider
Toilet Soap which I find in each package of

6 00

A discount of 25 cents per ton will he made from the above prices to all customers for
CASH settlement within lOJdays from delivery of their coal, provided their orders in ton
lots, or more, are placed before September 1st, and are ready to receive their coal at our
convenience any time before November 1st.

Pigs.

Glycerine

$6.25
6 25
6.00

Lehigh Coal 25 cents per toil higher.

SEVENTEEN

in

Delivered
and put in.

6.10

5.60
5 60

Furnace

From Guard of Agriculture Bulletin.

The Five-Master

Coal,

the

lloston.
Profit in

UI

„"y°fubaye

E. U. Munday, a lawyer of Henrietta,
Tex., once fooled a grave-digger, lie says:
“My brother was very low with malarial
fever and jaundice. I persuaded him to try
Electric Hitters, and lie was soon much better, but continued their use until he was
wholly cured. I am sure Electric Hitters
saved his life.”
This remedy expels malaria, kills disease germs and purifies the
blood; aids digestion, regulates liver, kidneys and bowels, cures constipation, dysnervous

Kugui

remedy

5. ». s. cured Mr. H. Borden of
Saumsville, Va., of a case of
Eczema of
years’ standing, after the best physicians
In the surrounding country had failed. This was seven
years
ago, and there has been no return of the disease.

We

Heath Off.

«u>

—

that reaches deep-seated blood troubles like
Scrofula, Cancer Rheuma
tlsm, Eczema, Tetter, etc.
restores the blood to a
es it
» impossible tor
healthy, normal condition, and makes
impossible for
waste
materials to accumulate.
any poisonous
an
»ore or an obstinate ulcer that refuses to
or are troubled with boils and
?ld
..
heal,
trv S. S S
carbuncles,
never fails to make arun?',nS
quick and permanent cure of these pests. If your system is run down and vou feel
mn^
the need ot a tonic, S. S. S. will
and
as
it
has
others
to
a
strengthen
help you
many
happy, healthy old age.
1

~

~

many yachts built after her f unous
at Cowes.

Dr. E. Deteliou's Anti Diuretic

May be worth to

J1*18*

race

The handsome live-masted schooner
tV. ('. Carnegie attracted much attention in Portland. A number of people
rowed down the harbor for the express
prtrpose of getting a photograph of her,
and also of the Jennie French Porter, another fine five-master. There is considerable speculation as to whether the
will
successful.
six-masters
prove
The five-sticked crafts are only at their
winds
best in heavy
owing to their
great tonnage. One of the sailors on
the Carnegie said she was not what one
would call a comfortable craft in
naturally
rough weather for she
drives right through everything instead
of riding it. Seas break over her and
deck.
run the entire length of the
This is, of course, to be expected in a
craft of her proportions, however, and
a sixty-fourth.
i lie settlement was one of the quick- there is no gainsaying the fact that her
est on record when the amount was enormous carrying capacity will make
her pay for herself in a comparatively
such a large one. [Bath Times.
short time providing she meets with no
#100
accident. [Portland Press.

1
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HEALTHY OLD AGE

graceful! iues.

Ice Shipments.
than SUM if you
have a child who soils bedding from incontenence of water during sleep. Cures old
Gakdixer, JIk., Sept. to. lee shipand young alike. It arrests the trouble at
sent from the KenneS|.
Sold by A. A. Howes A Co., ments are being
once.
bec as fast as vessels can be procured.
Druggists, Belfast, Me. lv rlb.
At the present time there are live different crews at work at as many houses
Stain’s Confession Not Credited.
along the river. Navigation will not
In an interview last week Hon. close for two months yet, but it is genJosiali Crosby of Dexter, dean of the erally a difficult matter to get captains
Penobscot bar and one of the leading who are willing to risk coming on the
lawyers of the State, characterizes the river after Oct. 15, for fear of being
the reported confession of Charlie Stain, caught in a freeze-up.
The season compares favorably with
relative to the Dexter bank robbery, as
Air. Crosby said: “I still other years as to the amount of ice
a humbug.
insist that Stain and Cromwell were un- that has been loaded, but it is not
harvest will be
justly convicted and are in state prison probable that the entire
Dealers who know what
served the articulated statue of Saint wrongfully. But this talk by Charlie shipped.
hand
on
is
amount
say
that, unless
James, which, moved by mechanism, Stain about the case is not to have any
credence placed in it. He has lied so there should be a period of warm
was made to perform the ceremony of
much about the matter that lie does not weather, at least one-third of last winknighthood, and also placed the crown know when he is telling the truth.”
ter’s crop will be carried over.
This interon the head of monarchs.

part
dlding, which was the original
ns been turned into a refectory,
i'nigh to serve two hundred
but alas! there are now only
relic of the Middle Ages is now
'ix.
The Carthusian order, you esting
shown to visitors, and we failed
rarely
■or, was founded by Saint Bruno,
to get a peep at it.
year lost!, and was long one of
Another interesting convent, but rare''detest orders of the church, subbecause it lies
sternest rules of labor, as well ly visited by strangers,
miles from Burgos, over a
"tistant prayer and penance. For some eight
dreary meadow unmarked by a wagon
■"s the Carthusian monks were
11'
I
is San Pedro de Cardena, of the
agriculturists; but in later years track,
"u lands
and resources have been con- ! Benedictine order. It was founded as
until now about their only rev- | early as 537,by Queen Sancha.in memory
d'U't comes from
gifts and masses for the l of her son, Theodorie, and her husband,
The oldest

The two-masted schooner Sunnyside,
Capt. Eaton, which is lying in Kenduskeag stream at the easterly end of the
railroad bridge, has had an unusual experience during her ;S5 years of existence, though now she looks like an
ordinary coasting craft except to shipping men who readily recognize her

Department has issued rebuilt
nun say
fraud order against the American she has"yaclrs. though shipping
exceptionally handsome lines.
Teachers’ Agency of Washington and
The Sunnyside came up from Deer Isle
its managers.
light and is waiting here for a cargo.
-V geographic board in the Dominion [Bangor News.
of Canada settles all questions as to the
This schooner is well known at this
correct spelling of geographic names in
port, having been a frequent visitor
the Dominion.
here when owned by Capt. J. W. Green
South Dakota has an aggregate of
of Deer Isle, who sold her to the presll.5oo.ooo acres of government land,
which is now subject to entry by quali- ent owner, she was built at Wiscasset
fied applicants.
in isiio. and originally had a lug foreHawaii lias closed its last school for sail. the sail trimming well aft of the
teaching the native language. Here- mainmast. This was the rig of the
after voting Ilawaiians will be taught famous
yacht America, and was copied

■

■

Sunnyside.

a

military band,
Dr. Pierce’s Pellets cure heart-burn.
‘/en trumpeters, is always a
Meat.
First the trumpeters
Two hundred and forty ships are now
(lead. Their hours for devotion are from
in the service of the Czar. The Russian
v
measure alone; then the
eight to nine in the morning: from three army figures in grand totals 74,100 ofup the strain, and dually all to four in the afternoon: and
again in ficers and 4,70s,000 men.
d ice an excellent effect,
the night, winter and summer, they are
American miners in
Alaska
noble
posi- aroused from their slumbers to pray, territory have received disputed
astery occupies a
notice from secif a bill, from which an exHav
of
under
the
protection
beginning at half-past ten and continu- retary
w of the surrounding conning to half-past two a. m.—in all six Anglo-American modus vivendi.
had. The outer court of the
If eggs kept in cold storage are in the
hours, or just one-quarter of the twenmg structure is pre-empted
vicinity of spoiled fruit they will taste
ty-four! Think what a volume of prayer of
spoiled fruit, because the shell of the
troup of the nohle army of is this, going up night and day without
egg, being porus, absorbs odors rapidly.
awaiting the sure coming of ceasing, through century after century,
Search of records at Boston showed
_uers who visit Burgos; and like a cloud of incense before the Most
that Hon. Richard Olney, Bryan’s new
■he visitors are not many in High—but not only in this monastery,
supporter, who has urged voting as a
everybody of foreign birth but in all others of the order, scattered paramount duty, has not voted for five
u to be literally made of money
in lonely places throughout the world, years.
Seville's hottest day was August nth,
: d on as legitimate prey.
The who can say that such persistent
with a temperature of 117 degrees in the
escape the mendicants is to “thought concentration” is without
shade. Thousands of birds fell dead in
i e Monastery as quickly as effect, looking at it from the purely tlie
streets, and the weather record in
But this advice applies only phychie standpoint. The rooms of these the Spanish city was broken.
coats. The

ur

The Schooner
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want to

enjoy them?

44Every Goad Has
a Silver Lining.”

[Camden Herald.

The Herald then urges that the citizens of Camden should take hold and

before

make

arrangemonts

spring

“for the erection in some attrac-

another

tive spot of a good sized up-to-date summer hotel with modern conveniences.”

What is said of Camden applies with
equal force to Belfast, although Camdenis now prepared to entertain a large
number of
have no

summer

provision

visitors while

-4

The clouds of bad blood enveloping
humanity have a silver lining in the shape
of a specific to remove them. It is Hood's
Sarsaparilla, America's Greatest Medicine,
*which drives out all impurities from the
blood, of either sex or any age.

JRED A. JOHNSON’S-

been told that the past summer there
were at the hotels, boarding houses and
cottages of Camden, and at the farm
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
houses in the vicinity, not less than two
thousand summer visitors. The sumMrs. Mary E. Leathers is visiting friends
mer hotel is the essential factor in buildin Brooks.
ing up a resort. The building of cot- j
E. A. Carpenter and E. G. Roberts made a
tages invariably follows.
business trip to Bangor Tuesday.
The Waldo

fair this year was
not only a success in itself but the forerunner of greater successes in the fu-

county

People

ture.

have often

said, why

can-

I

A tremendous sacrifice in

prices. EVERYTHING MARKED DOWN. Of course We
don’t like to do this at this season of the year, but read on and
you will see the reason
NEW
Our
STOCK
OF
FALL GOODS has been arriving daily for the
why.
past two
weeks, and now our counters are crowded with seasonable merchandise. But it is a ease
of MUST SELL AT ONCE. It has been decided to REMODEL our store. We
hate to
do this just as the busy season opens, but rather than run the risk of our
goods V
ting soiled during the fracas, and in order to make room for the carpenters we are
FORCED to sell a good many things EVEN AT A LOSS.

Rev. Mr. Barkerls absent this week, attending tlie conference of his society.
Thomas West and wife of Auburn have
been visiting the family of Stanley Perkins.

not Belfast have a successful fair as well
other places? but to explain the

E. C. Boody has sold the trotting horse
Guy Wilkes to T. I. Iluxford for a round
of past failures would be to, price.

as

causes
¥

For President,

up matters that had better remain in semi-oblivion. What we have

Charles E. Lane and son Albert have returned from a business trip to Aroostook

to deal with now is the present and the
We have a good half mile

county.

ped park for fair purposes.
from the remarks heard on the

T. E. .lellison and wife have had a visit
from their daughter, Mrs. Carter, and family, who live in Massachusetts.

For Vice-President,

of New York.

there will be at least two

last week

very little of the kissing
-a-davs. la t I.ient. Hobson has

J'etun eiltntliis country from the (trient.

Judging
grounds

exhibitors in loot for each one in 1900.

t-.r.

1

Everybody

will have

tribute next

something

to con-

The ladies are al-

year.

ready planning new ventures in fancy
work, the Village Improvement Society
I
i'm ination of the victims of the
will have an exhibit, and our amateur
live-ton recalls the fact that
Ho,id at
and farmers have been fired
lit. "v the veiioa lever epidemic at gardeners
to excel their neigh\
ir l-'T it was found with an ambition
ms
in display:, of fruits and vegetables.
bors
!
linn The dead,
l he deaths
e.--aiy
a
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red l"!1 a time some three hunl it .Mil interment was impos-
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1
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full of

g.i me. .ii'.'.hig and h anting season is predicted.
Evidently Mir game laws are
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results,

and are
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Hi:.mi

file.-.

di.
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win.
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regard
v"i

n'

coi

a S~i

odd-,a

reel'lit

elec-

oil

eels are

for their ollical
not lords hut serv-

that

they will he called to

out for their trusts-"

a village improvement
society of
I'rof. .1. M. Mnnyou ol PhiladelThe
i ii :i is not scoring .1 success.
man who made millions out of patent
medic nes cannot seem to make a go
on' ol a single scheme to benefit and
beautil.i Uangeley. For a year lie lias
been
lavish with time, money and
brains. nnU in lie turned down on all
•sides.
Ami now Prof. Munyon lias
thrown
up the sponge.
[Kennebec
.Ton mat.

A>

"!!'■

MV do not know what the
I’rof
to lie

plans

Munyon
short-sighted policy to turn
were:

a

of

hut it would seem
down

combination as "time, money
and brains” when devoted to the public good.
such

every face.
there, of course, lmt

ment

on

numerous

nor

The fakers were

they were neither
noisy, and no one grudged

then

si arc.

gether mu!

bring

Now
avc

a

let

us

all

pull

to-

fair in luoi that will

ail V.';.Mo county to Belfast.

Papers and Periodicals.
The

tr.-.ostook

Republican of Caribou

ha- ueeii -eh] In Enter ,v Leonard to A.
tY. Hall, the funner proprietor, who will
take Inniieillate possession. Mrs. Florence
(
Eoi ie’, is going to California.
We have received No 1. Vol. 1. of the
riir'-i an''ivic League Record, to be published inomiiA at It at ervi lie. Rev. Wilbur
F Rorr}. editor.
It lias In pages and i- filled with matter in behalf of the enforcement of The prohibition law and the making
of better homes and better citizens.

"It is evident,"
The Portland Home Journal is a finely
Knowlton, “that public printed and handsomely illustrated maga-

to account

art
,o

and

er!a. Cl

s

of til'

:.
1

y uliiei '. s. anil act in accordtheir cutivictiuns without

tinned Mr.

nets, t

in

of Portland

dicta'.ion.

to

people were on the grounds, it was
pleasant to see the general exchange of
friendly greetings and the look of enjoy-

Hell ast-lmilt

hllihoi-, land COllllt >
dearly to the neopk intend
part in ti e selection anil elcc-

to take
in

Knowlton

i;\

c-Oee

On the

second day. when nearly five thousand

e-taOiislied

a

tlal' the

a

not its least attractive feature.

a

reputation
*'a j,ae11 \
■_
and good
in;
i Mid '.ms reputation will
maintained,
M

■

t

that

in he

"

The social side of a successful fair is

them the dimes and nickels that fell to
t.isn

■

a

devoted to Maine interests. The August number opens with an illustrated article describing Portland and the connecting
link with Boston, the Portland Steamship
Co.
This is followed 1>> an article on the
battleship Kearsage, and some impressions
of old Home Week. Some of the leading
hotels are illustrated, anil there are departments devoted to books, authors, music and
editorial comments.
zine

Secret Societies.
The eleventh annual grand assembly of
the Pythian Sisterhood of Maine was held
in Westbrook Sept. 25th with a large attendThe reports of the grand officers
ance.
showed a net gain of :;27 for the year with a
present membership of 215:;. Petitions for
eight new assemblies are now out awaiting
action.

The Degree Team of Silver Cross Lodge,
Knights of Pythias, went to Dixmont Centre
7 uesday afternoon in buekboards of the
That prosperity has come to the peoBelfast- Livery Co. to assist the Grand
ple is shown by the fact that they had Officers in
instituting a new lodge at that
2,100.547 more hank accounts last year
place. The lodge is called Dixmont Lodge
than in the Democratic year of ]§94, a nd starts with 70 charter members.
The
and that there has been a gain of near- Grand Officers instituted the lodge and the
ly two billion dollars in the amount of Degree Team of Silver Cross Lodge conferrmoney deposited to their credit. Maine ed the degrees. About 125 Sir Knights
has been a sharer in this increase of were present from various lodges in the
prosperity,as the followingligures show: vicinity and they were royally entertained
by the people of Dixmont.
banks.
Depositors.
National....
State and Private..
Loans and Trusts..

Savings.

,

Miss Etta Pratt of Clinton. Me., has been
track, and with projected improvements visiting her sister, Mrs. E. C. Holbrook of
this village.
to the buildings will have a well equip-

IHEODORE ROOSEVELT

We

bring

future.

william McKinley
of Ohio.

IS! 14.
is, 851
175

189(1.
25,986

3,330
119,308

6,929
120,921

(Milk'

SALE IIP DRY

we

We have

for them.

WOAVOl

Doubtful Consolation.

225

Editor Plaisted made the New Age look
like a poultry show last week. lie had a
Total.
141,070
154,064 colossal rooster over the returns from Knox
Increase in No. of depositors.
12,391 County, a smaller one to emphasize a Dembanks.
ocratic gain in Augusta, and another to
Amount of Deposits.
call attention to the fact that Hallowell
1894.
1899.
National.§11,770,612
§15,976,326 made a gain. Four Hags also appear at
State and Private...
64,257
68,434 intervals. The comfort that Pro. Plaisted
Loan and Trust—
1,410,574
3,721,534 derives from the Maine election reminds us
Savings. 38,900,031
44,766,938 of the old story of the man wlio was killed
in a railroad accident.
The family was
S 04,533,232 shocked by receiving a dispatch reading
Total.$52,146,094
Increase in deposits.
§ 12,387,138 something like this
“Mr. Plank had his neck and leg broken in
an accident on the A. A* P.R. R.” Very soon,
lion. < liarles Sumner Cook, member however, another dispatch was received
of the Governor’s Council for the Cum- which read: Later—Mr. Plank's neck was
broken but not his leg. In view of the fact
berland district, tells the Portland Press that Hill’s pluralit y in this election is about
that be does not think the defeat of the double, or 17,one more than the average
since l.s7i», the consoamendment to provide a State auditor Republican plurality
lation to be derived from the election seems
would be any loss or detriment to the to us very much like that derived by the
from the second dispatch.
State, although perhaps an auditor stricken family
Piscataquis < >bserver.
whose, functions could be properly limChina. This town was visited by burited might have been of some advantMr. Cook was very emphatic in glars at some time last Sunday night. They
age
entered the post-ottiee by forcing the doors
his opinion that the Governor’s Counwith bars. They forced open the
cil was an entirely competent and bus- open
money drawers and took a small amountof
iness-like auditing board. The idea that
money and stamps and made a strong
the Council was an agency of laziness
attempt to open the safe but did not succeed.
and extravagence arose from misconThey drilled a hole near the lock with the
ceptions as to the financial system of evident intention of blowing it open but
the state and the relations of the Coun- seem to have been frightened away before
cil thereto, This knocks the bottom en- accomplishing their purpose. Powder was
tirely out of the arguments advanced in found on the door near the safe. Postfavor of the adoption of the auditor's master Washburn is also town treasurer
but the town’s safe is kept in another room,
amendment. The prime cause of its
which was not entered. The burglars made
defeat, however, was the impression, a strong
attempt to enter the stores of W.
which largely prevailed among the plain R. Ward and Rowe Brothers without success.
people, that there are already too many
VP-TO-DATE 1900.
high salaried officials at the State capThe most complete Tariff Text Book ever
ital.
published is the new edition of “Tariff Facts
for Speakers and Students,” Defender
9—200 pages, just out. Order
Camden lias had an object lesson this Document No.
by number only. Sent to any address for
year as never before upon the necessity twenty-five cents. Address American Proof more summer hotel accommodations. tective Tariff League, 135 West 23d St.,
Nearly all tlirough August every hotel New York.
and boarding house in town was refusLast year there were imported into
ing applications for board. Very many
people were anxious to come to Cam- the United States over 1,000,000,000
den, but could not get accommodated grains of quinine, costing over Si,500,and were unable to wait until later in 000.
the season. What is the use of boomThe plague has increased in India
ing and advertising our town when we
can’t take care of the people who al- OveT 1,000 deaths were reported last
know
of
Camden’s beauties and week.
ready

is the time for you to buy, even if it is a little
early. There will
be many rare values if you want them, and if
you come before your neighbor

Vashti Fogg has sold her stock of millinery goods to Mrs. W. 0. Estes and Inez
Fogg, who will conduct the business.
Quite a delegation from Brooks attended
the institution of the new Lodge of Knights
of Pythias in Dixmont Centre Tuesday
night.

you will get

Supt. Geo. A. Morrill gave his Sunday
school a concert last Sunday afternoon,
which proved to be interesting.
They will
have another in four weeks.

better choice.

a

FRED A.

Robert MoTaggart is running a hay
machine in this vicinity and doing good
work. He threshed about noo bushels of
oats for M. J. Dow last week.

_ALL

JOHNSON,

Masonic

Temple.

BUNDLES DELIVERED WITHIN CITY LIMITS FREE OF
CHARGE

A Pleasant Social Event.
Stockton Springs.
_>liss Emily Overlock, wlm spent the summer with her parA delightful society event was the reception held at the home of Mr>. Horatio 11. ents. returned to Somerville last week_
Johnson, on Court and Kim streets, Belfast. Mrs. J. L. Lancaster has rejoined her husTuesday evening, when the above named band in Camden.....Mrs. (J. A. Stevens regoods adapted :o the season.
and her daughter, Miss Ella M. Johnson, received.
he cards were worded, “At home turned with her father, Mr. Blaisdell, reEugene Fletcher of Jackson has received
Tuesday evening. Sept. is. from s until 11." cently, to visit the old home in Burnham.
a new Peer! >>
threshing machine, with j Between those hours the house was throngMiss Gertrude Pendleton came home
which he proposes to do business this an- j ed with the leading society people of the the middle of
last week from her v sit to
who were most graciously entertained.
tumu. 11 is tir>t job was for Ezra Carpenter city,
Mrs. Johnson ami Miss Johnson, very be- her sister in Vassalboro.The 1 incut
all
of this village, and they
say it U a very 1 comingly gowned, received the guests in the Events' Club held its first
meeting since the
nice machine.
parlor. The rooms were very prettih dec- summer
vacation, Sept, loth, and wore enorated with entwined stringers of everThe principal event of the week will be !
tertained by Mrs. ( has. Park. The next
greens. ferns, potted plants and {lowers.
the teachers' convention, which meets here ; During the three hours of reception there session will be Oct.
:ird, at Mrs. David
was a
constant
How
of
and
deincoming
While it ma\ be spec- !
Sept. Jsth and •J'.'th.
A crew of men were in this
Thompson’s
guests.
Refreshments,
parting
consisting
ialh valuable to teachers, it will doubtless of ice
village last week, stringing additional telecream and cake and punch, were
prove beneficial t<> all who are interested in | served. Mrs. Frank J. Rigby, who was at- phone wires-The funeral of Mrs. Autired in a most becoming evening costume,
the subject of education.
M. Devereaux took place last Thurspresided over the punch bowl. She was as- gusta
Gilman Philbrick, an old resident of Knox sisted by Mrs. Cami\ and Miss Mamie day at her late residence. Kev. A. A.
The waitresses were the Misses Smith officiated in a manner most satisfaci and well known in this village, died Mon-' Barker.
Maude Miiliken, Mary Johnson, Annie and
day, aged s:; years. Deceased was a well- Ethel Barr and Gertrude Ferguson. The tory to the bereaved son and daughter.
Suitable musical selections were finely rento-do farmer, and is survived by a widow usheress was Miss Marion Wells.
Among the guests of the evening noticed dered by a quartette consisting of Mrs.
and two daughters, Mrs. Florence Rose and !
by the Coinmen i'al reporter were lion" Soden, Mrs. Gilman, Mr. Greene and Mr.
Mrs. II. L Wing, both of Thorndike.
William B. Swan, Asa A. Howes, Mr. and
Park. The many Moral tributes gave eviThe Misses Mabei and Gale Treat are in Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore, Rev. and Mrs.
J. M. Leighton, Rev. A. A. Smith. Rev R. T. dence of the respect and esteem in which
town, called In re by thedeath of their grand- (
<
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Albert Carter, Mrs.
Capen,
the deceased was held by her many friends
mother, Mrs. Margaret Huxford. Their O. Boor, Mrs. Fred W. Bote, Mrs. James S. and
relatives. Sim was laid to rest beside
father, Hon. Charles IT. Treat, was born in Harriman. Mr. and Mrs. William Randall,
Mr. and Mrs. George Ouimby, Mr. and Mrs.
the monument erected to the memory of her
this county and lived here many years. He Charles E.
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. James husband, the late ('apt. Albert Devereaux,
is now collector of customs at East Orange,
II. Howes. Mr. and Mrs. George I. Keatin the family lot at Mount Prosj ect, stockDr.
and
Mrs. E. L. Stevens, Mrs. M.
ing,
X. J.
Mrs. Phineas Griffin, Mrs.
R. Cooper, Mrs. George E. Johnson, Mrs. ton Springs
The matrimonial market is somewhat Tarbox, Mr. and Mrs. W. If. (tuimby, Mrs. \ Mary Crosby and Mr. Ferdinand Blanchard
active. Among cards recently received are John Burke, Mrs. Seth L. Miiliken, Mrs. ! arrived from Boston, Sept, loth, called here
Edward Sibley, Mrs. II. II. Hilton, Mrs.
those of Walter Dickey and Grace Jenkins; G. C.
Kilgore. Mrs. Josiah Mitchell, Dr. and by the death of the mother and sister, Mrs.
Edward Cunningham of Swanville and Mrs. E. A. Wilson, the Misses Xadee Carter. Peverpaux
Mr. F. 11. Cousens recently
Mary McTaggart. These are among our Juliette Wiggin, Barrie Field, Mildred, finished painting the buildings of the late
< harlotte Colburn, Annabel Walker,
Slater,
best young people and they have the best
Maude Johnson, Miss Batchelder, Miss ( apt. David Ames-Mr. and Mrs. Libbeus
wishes of all for long life and much happi- Clark, Miss Maiden. Ada Larrabe* Mrs. Wardwell and child of Camden arrived
Charles II. Field, Mrs. Charles N. Black,
ness.
Thursday and are the guests of his uncle,
1 Messrs. Frank Woodcock, W. L. Dilworth,
Mr. John Lancaster.... Mrs. S las Adams of
At last the new church bell has arrived
Hugh McLollan, Mr. Kilgore, Dr. John
and has been hung in the belfry. It was Stevens, Dr. W. C. Libby. Herbert Field, Portland returned to her home Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sherman, Harold T. after spending a week with her
grandrung for church services last Sunday. The |
Sibley, Percy A. Sanborn. [Bangor Com- mother, Mrs. Almira
town has been settled just one hundred mercial.
Patterson_(apt.
Sprague arrived Saturday foi a brief visit
years and this is our first church hell. We |
to his family
are indebted to various parties outside of
Mrs. James Treat is critiTransfers in Real Estate.
the town for valuable contributions for this
cally ill. Dr. E. A. Wilson of Belfast was
in town Sunday, in consultation with Dr.
object, for which we feel deeply grateful.
The following transfers in real estate
on her case—Mr. F. 11. Cousens
II. S. Ham and wife of Lawrence, Mass., were recorded in Waldo County Registry of Stevens
and Mr. Edgar Colcord spent Sunday in
Charles Wood and wife of Arlington, Mass., Deeds for the week ending Sept. *J<>, lono:
Castim*—Mrs. Walter Kimball and little
and C. C. Rowe and wife of Belfast, visited Mary A. Rraley, Burnham, to Annie M.
Burnham. daughter Frances returned Monday from
recently at J. G. Stimpson's. Mr. Wood Green, Hallowell; land in
Castine, where she spent several days, the
is a native of Brooks and is now on the po- Amelia L. West, Stockton Springs, to
guest of her sister, Miss Mabel Simmons
lice force of Arlington. Mr. Ham, who is a Lillian X. Staples, do.; land in Stockton
Master Harold Griffin is quite ill with pneuprominent and wealthy citizen of Law- Springs. Jane W. Nickerson, Swanville, monia— Mrs. Maitland
Lafurley and chilto Ella J. Thompson, Searsport; land and
rence, has visited Brooks for several seadren returned Monday from a visit of sevbuildings in Searsport. II. Drummond
sons and has many friends here.
eral weeks with her parents in Mt. Desert.
Harriman, Cliftondale, Mass., to Herman J.
do.; land and buildings in Sears- -Capt. Elden Shute arrived home MonHooper,
The Second Cavalry Reunion.
Mr. Ferdinand Blanchard and sister,
port. Rufus N. Brown, Swanville, to E. II. day—
Mrs. Mary Crosby, left Monday for their
Nickerson, Portland: land in Swanville.
The ‘-’nil Maine Cavalry Association met
Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Win. A. Whitney, Boston, to Ellen II. homes in Boston
in Augusta Sept. li>th. The following offiand son George returned Sunday
Iredell, Plainfield, N. J.; land in North- Hopkins
cers were elected: President, Lieut. \V. H.
from their visit to Camden—Next Sunday
port. Mary J. Hoag, Belfast, to Mary E. !
Moody, Liberty; 1st vice president, Mat- Hamilton, do.; land and building in Belfast, Kev. A. A. Smith will hold his last service
thew Morrill, Grey: 2nd vice president, J.
Seward Harding, Burnham, to Eva Jones, for this season in our church.
M. Teague, Weld; 3d vice president, C. K.
do.: land in Burnham. A. V. Myriek,
Wing, Wayne; secretary and treasurer,
Wintkrport. A Sunday school rally
Unity, to F. A. Bartlett et als., do.; land
George R. Smith, Augusta; historian, S. C. and
in Unity. Chas. R. Pendle- was held at the Methodist church Sunday,
buildings
Small, Boston.
ton, Islesboro, to Louis Starr, Philadelphia; at which Mr. I. N. llalliday of Portland,
The roll-call showed that but three memland in Islesboro. Benj. Ladd, Searsmont, State President of the Maine SundayJSehool
bers, Sergt. James M. Studley, Lieut. War- to A. K.
Paul, Boston; land in Searsmont. Association, presided. Mr. Halliday is an
ren II. Pierce and Joseph Kimball, a memSarah E. French, Stockton Springs, to Fred interesting and forceful speaker and a large
ber of Co. L. had died during the past year.
F. Perkins, do.: land in Stockton Springs. audience listened to him with close attenConsidering the fact that the regiment had Arvesta E.
Barker, Montville, to Marzetta tion, both morning and evening. His visit
l,5ixl enlisted men and recruits the number
id' deaths during the past year is consider- C. Turner, Searsmont; land in Searsmont. cannot fail to be productive of much Jgood.
ed remarkably small.
F. W. Kelley, Winterport, t<» Andrew W. _Mrs. J. W. Hatch and children are visitOne of the most important measures
Mrs. Geo.
Frankfort: land in Frankfort.
ing her parents in Kingman
voted at the business session was to erect a Hopkins,
Havener went to Iiockland Saturday to
memorial window in honor of Capt. Moses
Resolutions of Respect.
R. French, the oldest living officer of the
attend the funeral of her brother-in-law,
regiment. This will be placed in the MethMr. Grown
Miss A. M. Wilson ofjiangor
odist church at Solon, the home of Capt.
Headquarters George G. Davis Post, called on friends in town last Tuesday
French. The work will be done by a BosNo. 04, G. A. 11.
ton firm and the w indow will be completed Brooks, Me.,
Mrs, Wiswell of Prunswick and Mrs. DunWhereas the angel of death lias entered
n time for Mr. French to see and enjoy it
ning of Pangor were the guests of Mrs. V.
our midst our
removed
from
and
our
ranks
while living.
W. Haley last week—Mr. Lamb of ramThe evening was devoted to a campfire in beloved comrade, Ahnon S. Young: thereden is visiting his daughter, Mrs. P, C.
the Grand Army hall. The exercises were fore be it
Resolved, That by the death of our com- George.... Mrs. E. F. Littlefield, Miss Elbe
of an informal nature and consisted for the
most part of speaking. After a brief talk by rade, the order has lost a true and faithful
Littlefield and Miss E. M. Hall will attend
Mayor Lane, who cordially welcomed the friend and one who was in every way worthy
T. l\ in
the State convention of the W.
old soldiers and extended to them the free- of our highest esteem.
Resolved, That George G. Davis Post, No. Calais this week. Miss Lizzie Treat wil
dom of the city, President-elect Moody
for
its
in
charter
mourning
thirty
04, drape
spoke at some length, lie said:
The Y. Union held a |
the Y’s
“Mo man is more independent than the days and a copy of these resolutions be represent
old soldier. He has a right to be proud and placed upon our records; a copy be sent to meeting of more than usual interest last I
independent. If it bail not been for him the bereaved family : also a copy be sent to Saturday afternoon, at which Miss Lillie
the country would not be in its present The Republican Journal and to the Bangor
Clement, Superintendent of the Physical
prosperous condition. Although he is proud Commercial for publication.
Culture Dept.,gave them aline drill. Several
and independent he is sensible to the wishes
Committee
Lorenzo Jones,
This organinew members were voted in.
on
of others, but, nevertheless, he is pleased to
Jefferson Hours,
t Resolutions. zation is
be treated with respect.
C. M. Place,
rapidly growing in numbers and
“How many memories this city brings
influence....Mrs. Charlotte Roberts of Posback. We were young then and it was here State of Ohio, City of Toledo, I
ton visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I). M.
I have
we learned the first arts of war.
Lucas County.
(
travelled a great deal and cannot remember
Frank .1. Cheney makes oath that he Spencer, last week...-]). M. Spencer has
I wonder is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.
a more beautiful place than this.
been quite ill, but is improving—Mrs. C.
if you people who live here all the time ap- Cheney & Co., doing business in the City
preciate the city in which God Almighty has of Toledo. County and State aforesaid, and M. Chase has been ill, but is now convalesplaced you. There are no cities prettier any- that said firm will pay the sum of ONE cent. ...Mrs. Etta Slenker has returned to
where than those on the Kennebec and HUNDRED DOLLARS for eaeh and every her home in New York
Little Marion
Penobscot.”
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hutchings has the measles.
Other speakers were Charles E. Wilson, the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
now' a prominent lawyer
in California,
FRANK J. CHENEY'.
Judge .Stevens, Gen. Winfield S. Choate,
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
S.
C.
Andrews
and
the
historian,
Judge
presence, this (ith day of December, A. D.
Small of Boston. The association will meet 1881!.
in Augusta the second week in September,
(
A. W. GLEASON,
1
1901.
j KAI' j
Notary Public.
This signature is on every box of the genuine
Hall’s Catarrh is taken internally and acts
Tablets
TO CUKE A COLD IN ONE I»AV
Laxative
surfaces
mucous
and
directly on the blood
the remedy that cures n cold In one day
free.
Tables.
of
for
the
Send
testimonials,
system.
Bromo
Take Laxative
Quinine
F. J. CHENEY' & CO., Toledo, O.
All druggists refund the money if it fads to
The average wealth per inhabitant in
cure. 1. W. Grove’s signature is on each Ky Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s
I
Family Pills are the best. 4w36. the United States is $1050.
Iy3«
box.
Miss Alice I.. How has gone to Boston,
and after spending a short time in the trimming department <>f (’. A. Browning A: Co.,
will return with a selection of millinery

Rubber Goods Mummeift'
FRESH FROfl THE FACTORY.

—

A

1: I- !,HSK. Ill

1 A i

HOT WATER BOTTLES

j

POOR & SON

warranted.

FOUNTAIN and BULB

—

DRUG

STOKE

SYRINGES,
V'T WILL Ft Nh

j

A ml a full lim- of
in IOiblmr.

ovt-rvi

hiiiu

fr If your Syringe don’t work
brinii it in and lum* it rt*pair«d.

wall

CITY DRUG STORE,
No !).'! MAIN STREET.

MAT I Ml’i' !!T KI'
FKu.M i;i;k.ma\v

EDMUND WILSON, Erop’r.

I

—I

---—

j

Also

a

I'ul1 1

■

—

OUR BAHRAIN
....

—

j

—

j

only

NICE
STEAK
Cold

Storage

nkxt nt>m: tu *;i.v\

Market,
\

Bath Dishes.

n-m.i*.

Gravel Paper.

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas, Evelyn A. White of Searsport. nt the
County of Waldo, by her mortgage deed dated

duly >, ISOS, and recorded in Waldo Ke-giMivof
I..
Deeds, ISook 232, Page 214. conveyed to (b-.*i
(’losson of said Searsport. a certain pare.-I of
land situate in said Searsport and described as
follows, to wit: bounded north bv Cross street:
east by Havener lot and land of Wallace, south
by Penobscot Hay, and west by Norris -street,
with the buildings thereon, and whereas on the
17th day of August. A. D. moo, for a valuable consideration, the said (Jeorge I.. Clossou sold and
assigned said mortgage and the debt thereby mcured, to the undersigned, who hereby became
the legal owner and holder of said mortgage and I
the debt thereby secured, said assignment being
recorded in said Registry of Deeds, Yol. 2:7.», Page
203, and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of tiebreach of the condition thereof. { claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Searsport, September 23. V.hh).
nwoO*
.JOHN Cl.OSSON

CARRIAGES
and HARNESSES
SALK.

We offer for sale about a dozen good horses
and several carriages and harnesses.
We also have a lot of S1IOATS and PICS for
sale.
BELFAST L1Y ERY CO.
Belfast. Sept. 21. 1900.-

WANTED!
SALKSM H N
^

who

can

control

—

Bromo=Quinine

The house lot on Congivss street known i* the
Patterson lot, will hr sold at a bargain. Apple to
IH'NTON & DCNTON.
Belfast, Sept. 20, WOO.—3Stf

* t

....OF A 1.1. KtNI». I> A

IF. A. FOLLETT S.
I have just reeoi \ ed a !:i;
direct from the factor),
shall sell at lowest t AMI
< all and see for \ ourself In-,
chasing elsewhere and *,r
1 have the agene) for

Columbia

Graphophones

or

FOR SALE.

•>:

Guns, Rifles, Revolve s

FOR RENT.
Ap

all game in the State1
best plaee to huv

* •«

paint trade with large prop- !
erty people in Be;fast.
Af>I>KKS> THIS OKKK'K

Tin* C. II. Mitchell house on Cedar street.
ly to
MRS. WILLIAM CROSBY,
2ni38
C11 AS. F. SWIFT. Belfast.

>n

<

ami the

loaded Shells and
Ammunition

HORSES,

FOR

War Declared

—

—

Springs

I). A. >liKKK>, Proprietor.

—

—

$1,00 Upward

From

Remember this salt*
closes at D r. m.

—

—

FOR.

Thursda.v, Sept.

and R;
Come in and hear the beautifn
of instrumental and \

F. A. FOLLETT
51 Church Street, Bella*'

Raceabout for Sale.
Raceabout “Ouananiche,” built by Rigby of
New York in 1899, from designs by Crane. One
of the fastest of the Islesboro fleet. Complete
outfit, sails, spinaker. etc. Can be seen at
John K. Dailey’s,Camden. Price reasonable.
R. II. DKRBY.
Inquire of
3w38*
9 West 35th Street. New York City.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

Desirable Rent
For small family. Also furnished or unfurnished
rooms at low rent.
Inquire corner Church and
Grove streets, or of
“BOD” THUMBS.
at Peoples National Bank.
38tf

FOR RENT.
Desirable down-stairs rent, with stable, 25 Miller street. City water ami furnace. Apply t<>
DR. F. A. KNOWLTON.
Fairfield, Maine.
3$tf

$33,000
DSPOSITSiSOL"

Sate

depositiboxes

tor

reni
a

ai

11

$3, $5 C

year.

Our new vault is unequaled in Kastand UNEXCELLED ini security |ftuud

burglary in the country.
renting boxes can have the
rivilege of taking their boxes to an
Those

bank.

•**
■
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news of belfast
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horse in
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s, left Bangor on
\. m., ate dinner
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a

ear-load of

Bnghton Saturday,
L. 11 Knight shipped
vame day.
his lease,fixtures,
of Main and
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corner

a claim
Belfast on
a'ieged to have been
t i, a "idewalk on Bay
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Sewell Pierce's

presented
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last week, ana
the upper hareven
above the
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-..me what
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summary of the
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Condition of the
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yellow, !*o
acreage of each:
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f.aatoes and

a

little

kit's. George
block, will have
>
and misses' jackad** suits and furs,
Mendell, represent1.1

,;k
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cloak and suit
full assortment
_}• ju iced jackets and
cml measurements
-ai'inents
made to
* at events of the
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.mods store, and
•hat the date i> Fri\
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Tlie Waldo Cotinmeet with Geo
Thursday, < »ct. 4th: day.
Comrade.-'
for the election
for the close
••
h.t\ e evel \ Post in
The P.»>t and Re~

n

1
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furnish beans.
along your lunch
The brooks Hand
occasion. C om_i\ e tin- address of
Purham the remdei snipe will he
-p- a I- er. and you w ill
••!,ort to meet with
w
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meeting brings

b will surely come,
-"i-’ier than
we may
a day otf and come to
s; inson. Sec’y.
municipal officers
:da\. as required by
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the Gilbert R. Ellis
Several witnesses
was shown that the
t .i house, L and barn,
place was owned by
idubd. n
was rented to
-ccupied by LlewM,
re and Charles W.
ork in tields near by.
'•mini: out of tlie barn,
;he tiames had broken
lie hay in the lower
w
farthest from tlie
estimated the value
about si500, and they
of Suoo in the Grange
.' had two \ears’ hay
about 40 tons. It was
1 i> was insured.
Mr.
-of his furniture, but
ds belonging to G. K.
he attic and were burn.-that the cause of the
"t
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Sell. Lena Maud arst. .John, N. !>., with
: vV Co.
she had an nnshe weighed anchor in
i uesday forenoon at lo
ied off Lewis wharf in
Wednesday afternoon...
mm arrived Sept. *20 from
oal for the Belfast Fue
Lame Cock arrived Sept,
t to load hay for Boston
v
Co— Schooner A. W.
r, loaded with coal, was
tug Sommers N. Smith
1
amden, where she w ill
.The Grand Banker

!

i at

Bueksport Monday

codfish—The British
from Greenock for Banhay Monday afternoon,
bars for Greenock....
arrived Tuesday, light,
•ad ice from the Belfast
for New York.

!

i 1«u■ <k.

1 lie

managers
be eon- ;
'iicce.'S of the recent enHe* next attraction is one
a

|

House

are

predicted

j
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I

|
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|

to

bring

a

Faust. Last FriMilk White Flag was
audience. The stage
1 and well managed,
place to the satisfacand the play from the
the curtain was much en1

}

to

'Oil’s

th-

specialties were new
inlay evening, Gorin all's
:m s appeared, with a full

i

|

iil'-rs of the troupe are
\ arious shades, and they
r
The
parts naturally.
>
wore more true to life
minstrel performance.
abounded in specialties, all
.a juvenile coon, about
:tle, as our Major Don Rob|,M of tin* play, always doing

|
I

|

J
i

I

(

1

The evening conM"*cted.
ak
walk in regular Southern
Vill age Postmaster” soon to
at the Belfast Opera House,
> from the 14th St Theatre,
u 'c-re
it enjoyed a run of 114
formances. ...A superb speci' lion of
!
the great religious
will be seen in this city
i,
'Uikc charactization, always re*
those who have witnessed it,
ip., '1
n<'
i;!
originally created this sea^l b> \eil
Burgess himself, in
^iit' iv u.llh the big revival of‘“The
-lr*
its entirety will be
m !I1 this
city soon.
I

1

■

^■:

■

The lawns are still green, and only here
and there have the leaves begun to assume
their autumnal tints.
Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Mrs. F. H. Black, (5 Union street, Monday
afternoon, October 1st.

Don’t
Dot Thin

Wedding Bells.

THE CHURCHES.

Bbown-Mansur. Thursday

evening,
Sept, 6th, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred E.

Whitney, 42
Mass., was

Riverside street, Watertown,
the scene of a quiet but very
pretty wedding. The contracting parties
K. C. Barton lias formed a partnership
were Lewis Harold Brown of Charlestown
nice and
with Ben I). Coleord in the lunch-car busi- Get
and Ellen Gertrude Mansur of Waltham.
ness, at the corner of Main and High streets.
there is
in
Only a few of the intimate friends were
Lovers Jof £ mushrooms have Hooked for
Summer has tried your present. Mr. Fred Issalet acted as best
them in vain this season until the first of
man and Miss Alice J. Shaw was maid of
the present week, when they appeared in
winter is
honor. The rooms were beautifully decogreat profusion.
rated for the occasion. The bay window,
to
Fall
your
Parties who have business with the next
where the ceremony was performed, was a
Probate Court are requested to present it is the time to brace
bower of flowers. The bride looked very
Tuesday, Oct. 9tli, as the officials will be
sweet and
of
Swiss
But weather is
look mulle, en lovely in a gownwithwhite
absent later for a week or ten days.
white lace
train, trimmed
out!
Look
out
and
for
colds especwhite satin ribbon. Slie wore lilies of
George A. Gilchrest is to build a 4-masted
the valley and carried a bouquet of the
schooner this winter for New York parties.
same.
She will probably be built on the
The maid of honor was also gowned
railway,
Scott’s Emulsion of Cod in white and wore pink roses. After the
as was the schooner Theoline last winter.
a dainty lunch was served, immeMrs. S. A. Mansur of Monroe has beenap- Liver Oil is
the subtlest of ceremony
diately after which the bridal party,followed
pointed County Superintendent of the Loyal
It is food, the easiest by showers of flowers, took a carriage to
Temperance Legion for the \Y. C. T. U. and
No. 417 Main street, Charlestown, the home
has the entire charge of the W. C. T. U. food in the
world; it is more of the groom, where the wedding reception
juvenile work in Waldo County.
was held.
than food it
They were met by a large assemyou
Advertised list of letters remaining in the
bly of their friends who had gathered to
Belfast post office Sept. 28th: Ladies—Miss your
and
more nutriextend their congratulations and good
Alice Do we (2 letters).
Gentlemen—Mr.
wishes. Refreshments were served, consisment from it.
Willard G. Bennett. Harold Bickford, C. K.
ting of sandwiches, ice-cream and cake and
Don t
Blake, .W. W. Gates, Mr. John Mayhew,
thin, there is fruit. The wedding gifts were beautiful
Mr. K. A. Mitchner. Mr. F. A. Spicer,
in
Man and useful, and will be appreciated not
George D. Tucker.
only for their value but for the sake of the
woman and child.
At the regular meeting of the Belfast Imgivers. Mrs. Brown is the daughter of the
If you have not tried it. send for free
sample
its agreeable taste will surmise vou
late Daniel Mansur and Mrs.Enmia(Stearns)
provement society, held Monday, Sept. :Mth.
SCOTT & BOWSE,
a vote of thanks was tendered
Mansur of Monroe, Maine, her former home,
Mayor Poor
Chemists,
409 Pearl Street,
and the City Council for the use of the As\ew York.
where she is most highly esteemed as one
50c. and «i.oo; all druggist.
sessors room, and other favors.
of Monroe's tinest young ladies, beautiful
The next
in form and feature, disposition and charmeeting will be held Monday, Oct. 1st, at :i
Will the person who took an umbrella acter. Mr.
p. m. All members are earnestly requested
Brown is an employee on the
from the railroad depot Sept. L'otli leave the Mme Central
to be present.
railroad, and is a young man
of good abilites and faithful in the discharge
The Bridge Committee of the City Council same at lUirketi’s store and save trouble:'
The annual fair and exchange day of
met last Thursday, examined the bridge,
every duty. He is very perserving in
and voted to accept it. The bridge was Lincolnville will be held in Tranqnillity making the most of his opportunities, and
opened to travel several days before the Grange Hall Saturday, Oct. nth. All are we predict for him and his lovely bride a
bright and prosperous future.
contract lime, Sept. l.">th, but was not com- invited.
pleted until more than a week after
During the repairs at the Fred A. JohnStimpson-IIasski.i.. Harry 11. Stimpthat date. The matter of bonus to the con- son store, Masonic Temple, they will be
tractor lias not yet been decided.
obliged to use the Main street entrance part son and Miss Sadie W. Hassell were married at the home of the bride's mother, Mrs.
There will be a Book Social at the vestry of the lime. Customers will please take
John Ilassell, No. l.v> Waldo avenue Wednotice.
of the M. I!, church Friday evening, Sept.
loth. The double
at
7.:>o
o'clock.
The
will
be
The
-Sth,
Electric Koai>. The stockholders nesday evening, Sept.
library
were opened as one, and the arch
composed of members of the church and of the Waldo Street Railway Co. met Tues- parlors
between them, the windows, the stairway
congregation. Baring tlie evening there day afternoon and voted to open the books
which the bride came dow n, were neatly
will be an auction sale of the books, thus for subscriptions to the stock. Messrs. by
twined with wild clematis, and an orange
aifording the audience a rare opportunity of Kocherspeger and Wilson have secured
and banana tree and potted plants were
adding to their households. No children in- pledges of over SiO.nno to the stock, and the
arranged to give a very pretty eil'ect. The
vited, unless under the care of parents.
that
the
charter
and
franchises
of
promise
couple stood on a white mat while the marthe
will
be
l’>. C. Binsmore
to
surrendered
them
Sun have begun on
company
riage ceremonj was performed b\ Rev. R.T.
when
have
>.*>0.000.
All the branches <
extensive repairs to tlieir store on the corthey
apen. The bride was dressed in white
ner of Main and High streets.
The front of the business are working favorably. >i 1 k muslin with lace and ribbon
trimming
w ill be carried up to three dories and covThe committee of the Wesleyan Grove
and carried a bouquet of bride roses. They
ered with iron in imitation of stone, while Canipmeeting Association will meet to-day
were unattended.
Ice cream and cake were
the High street side w ill be in imitation of to decide on the location across Northport
served after the ceremony. The presents
brick. The building will have a Hat roof Camp-ground, and a meeting of the citizens
were useful and valuable and were from a
ami will be greatly improved in appearance, ot Northport will soon be called to act on
large circle of friends. Mr. Mimpson lias
the question of exempting the power-house
while the iron covering w ill be a protection
lived in Belfast since he was a small boy.
against lire. The necessary mat- rial lias and other property from taxation.
He attended the public schools, graduated
been ordered, and the work will be done as
from Belfast High school in lsps. ami from
soon as possible.
Rockland Business College in isim. He is
state Constable .1. R. Meat s made search
at present assisting his grandfather, s. (i.
and seizures last week at the places of L.
Stimpson, in his market gardening, on the
farm on lower Congress street. The bride
and \\ A. Centner, M. R. and E. 11. Know
is a native of Belfast, a graduate of Belfast
ton, ( .has. B'Connell, H. (1. llickmdl and E.
A. Jones. The cases were all heard in the
High school of the class of i‘.*ou and has a
host of friends, especially among the young
Police Court Saturday.
The respondent^
were arraigned on the four usual indictpeople. The happy couple will reside at
ments.
<>n search and seizure they were
Mrs. Hassell’s. The best wishes of their
each found guilty and sentenced to Siooand
many friends go with them.
costs and r*u days in jail, from which they
Moukill. Dr. T. \. Pearson, assisted
appealed. < Hi nuisance, common seller and
keeping a drinking house and tippling shop
by Dr. J. \Y. Pearson of Providence, H. I.,
the respondents were bound over to the Superformed a surgical operation upon Pussell Gray last Thursday. The patient seems
preme Court in s*joo in each case.
to be improving.Oscar Storer, who has
Tin-; Festival at Bancor. The Maine
been at home on business, returned to PosCentral railroad will make a special rate to
ton last Monday. Trat'ton Hatch left the
the music* festival at Bangor Tuesday, Oct.
same (lay for Syracuse, N. Y., where lie con2nd.
The fare will be *1.75. which will intinues his medical studies—Miss Ora<*ie
clude a 5o cent ticket to the concert. A
Simmons is teaching in Connecticut
Miss
“1
(dive Blood is teaching in Belmont
Mrs.
special train will be run down the branch, if
L.
B.
returned
last
Klder
from
Iii
these days of plays of all kinds, with a
Thursday
they can sell 75 tickets. All who wish to
where she has
attend on this day are requested to report certain amount of the immoral predominat- Xorthport Camp Ground,
ing, it is an unusual and genuine pleasure been nearly all summer.1-lev. M. Purinat Pitcher's Music Store before Saturday to witness a
w
ill
ton
of
Portland
here
next Sunpreach
stage presentation constructed
noon, that arrange'ments ma\ be made for
upon the lines of reiinement and decorum day at 11 a. m.
the special, providing the requisite number without any cause to pinken the cheek of
innocence or make the susceptible lip
is obtained. The Tuesday concerts will be
quiver. To witness a play, whose aim is
specially line, and it will be an excellent to perpetuate the truths which inspire high
and afford genuine pleasure to
opportunity to hear two great artists for a humanity
the toils of life, basking in the alluring emOpposite
small expenditure of time and money.
brace of intellectuality and culture, is much
Court
The spectacular play Zephra will be given more satisfactory than to behold the innuedo
which inundates the stage with risque sugHouse.
under the auspices of the Belfast Improvegestiveness, as is so often presented to enment Society (>et. 2<; and 27. The play in its
lightened audiences under the disguise of
character and scenic magnitude is patterned the modern society drama. A genuine gem
after the productions of English Christ- of clean literature therefore is Lewis Morrison's “Faust" and as such it has for years
mas pantomime that
have been given at succeeded in stamping its name upon the
as the adaptation of vast intelligence:
Lane
age
Drury
theatre, London, nearly every
Yuletide for the past hundred years. The and after having been presented in all parts
of tlie world during the last seventeen years,
story is an old Norse legend and is told in it is still on the road and will be presented
the dramatic part of the spectacle. The at the Belfast Opera House on Monday
music, both solo and ensemble, is of the evening,Oct. 1st. Prices, .35c., 50c 75c. and
*l.oo. Seats on sale at Mixer’s Friday mornsparkling kind usually denominated as ing, Sept 28th.
catchy, while the scenery, calcium effects
and mechanical devices have been lavishly
News of the Granges.
introduced. The arrangements are in charge
of the entertainment committee, Mrs. F.
Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has adopted the
J. Rigby, chairman.
The first rehearsal following resolutions of respect:
will be Thursday, Sept. 27th.
Whereas, Death has once more entered
and taken our beloved
The North Knox Fair.
The follow- Dirigo Grange
Brother, William F. Nutt, it is but just that
ing Waldo County horses were entered in a tilting recognition of his many virtues
the races at Union Wednesday and Thurs- should be had. The deceased was a member of Dirigo Grange in its early days, workday : 2.28 class, Kirt, b. g., M. B. Lawrence,
ing for its best interests, and holding many
Belfast: Darcy, r. g., E. C. Boody, Brooks; offices of
responsibility, and although not
Belle Wyman, b. m., Eugene Blanchard, situated for the last few years so as to atthe regular meetings he always held
Sandypoint; .less, b. m., 11. E. Staples, tend
the Order and its interests in deep respect :
Brooks.
2.45 class, Shoemaker Girl, b. m.,
therefore, be it
and Brookside, g. g., C. A. Piper, Belfast:
Resolved, That we, as members of Dirigo
Grey Wilkes, g. g., E. C. Boody, Brooks: Grange, extend to his bereaved family
our heartfelt sympathy, and ma\ the memLady, b. m., I. S. Staples, Brooks: Flossie ory of his noble and useful life be a silver
C., 11. E. Staples, Brooks; Morrill Chief, b. lining to the dark cloud of affliction that
s., C. P. Morrill, Belmont. 2.1b class, Deck- now overshadows them.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for
er, b. g., M. B. Lawrence, Belfast; Haroldthirty days, and a copy of these resolutions
son, b. s., L. L. Centner, Belfast: Darcy,
be sect to the deceased brother’s family, a
r. g., E. C. Boody, Brooks.
2.55 class, Nel- copy be placed upon our records, and a copy
lie Drew, b. m., L. F. Nash, Belfast; Hazel sent to The Republican Journal and Bangor
Weekly Commercial for publication.
W., b. m., F. B. Jackson, Belfast ; ShoeW. F. Woods,
Com.
on
maker Girl, b. m., and Brookside, g. g., C.
M. K. Bl siiek,
Res.
W.
II.
Spkagi
)
e,
A. Piper, Belfast: Darcy, r. g., and Guy

fat; get

Rev. R. T. Capen will preach at
Cove next Sunday at 3.15 p. m.

Services at the Baptist church next Sunday will be as usual. The Scripture lesson
for this, Thursday, evening is Acts 27th
chapter.

plump

safety

plumpness.

food-works;

Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mission in the Frye school house, Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. All
are welcome.

coming

breath-mill.

try

yourself.

school at 12

digest

get

sehool; at 0.15 p. m., young peoples’
ing; topic, “True Friendship."

E.
b. m., and Flossie
Lady, b. m., 1. S.
Chief, b. s., Clias.
g.

g.,

C. Boody, Brooks; Jess,
C., 11. E. Staples, Brooks :
Staples, Brooks: Morrill
P Morrill, Belmont.

Advertisements.
Horses, carriages and harnesses for sale by the Belfast
Livery Co. Also, a lot of slioats and pigs.
See advt. of salesmen wanted who can
control paint trade.• Burkett’s big garment
sale takes place to-morrow, Sept. 28tli....
You cannot well help seeing the attractive
advt. of William A. Clark, tailor, clothier
and outfitter, next door to l’henix House,
and then you will surely call to see what
he has in the line of nobby clothing. Last
week Mr. Clark visited about 25 worsted
mills in Rhode Island, buying worsted suitings and overcoatings for his custom department _The pork season has opened at the
market of Fogg A Brown, corner of Main
and High streets, where you will find the
best of everything in that line, as well as
meats and poultry of all kinds.Harry
W. Clark, 83 Main street, offers his ready
made clothing business for sale. It is a
good chance for some one. Meanwhile
every one has the chance to buy hats, caps
and furnishings at very low prices.Today, Thursday, nice steaks will be sold at
the Cold Storage Market, next door to Ginn
A Field, for 15 cents a pound. The sale
closes at 9 p. m.
>e\\

—

■

Sandypoint. Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Blanchard from Somerville, Mass., spent a few
Mrs.
days herewith relatives last week
A. 1). Withered of Boston is with Mrs. L.
s. Perkins for an extended visit—Mrs.
Flora Perkins came from Penobscot Saturday to visit her daughters_Mrs. M. Black
was in Bangor last week buying dry goods
for her store_Miss Inez Maxfleld arrived
home Sept. 18th from Poland Springs, and
left the Saturday following for Orono, where
she will attend the fall term at the University of Maine_Mr. F. L. French, E. II.
Ginn and A. II. Heath have gone down the
bay fishing in schr. Poor Jim, Uapt. Berry.
_Mr. Fred Perkins is having his buildings painted by workmen from Searsport.
_Miss Emma Louise Partridge, daughter
of Uapt. A. V. Partridge of Lowell, Mass.,
was married Sept. 5th to Mr. William Howard Magratli of Boston. The wedding was
at the home of the bride's parents and atAfter a short
tended only by relatives.
wedding trip they will reside in Boston.
Friends in Sandypoint offer congratulations.
Friends and relatives extend sympathy
II.
to Mrs. Annie Goff of Bedford, X.
Her husband, Mr. Stephen Goff, died the
Friday after she was called home from
here,'where she was visiting her mother and
sisters.
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Tailor Made Suits and Furs
...WILL TAKE PLACE..

meet-

.

Cool the Blood
In all Cases of

Itching

MR. MENDELL,

Burning Humors
with the

and Sait house, will be present and have
tion a magnificent assortment of

CUTICURA RESOLVENT
While

Cleansing

representative of the largest New York Cloak

The

the Skin and

on

exhibi-

Scalp with hot baths of CUTICURA SOAP and healing the
Raw, Inflamed Surface with
CUTICURA OINTMENT.

Complete Treatment, $(.25

I
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Special measurements will be taken for those desiring Garments made to order.

ScstahT

Opera House,

Monday,

asrThe

Oct. 1st,

public

are

cordially invited

to

be present.

LAST PRESENTATION OE

LEWIS

*

REMEnBER

HORRISON’S

Complete and Elaborate Production

FAUST

GEORGE W. BURKETT.

With it< Magnificent Electrical and Scenic
Ellects and its Marvelous Story
The Seven Wonders o*' Stagecraft.
The Fiery Brocken,
The Illuminated Garden,
The Nuremberg Cathedral.
The I lectric Duel,
The Blazing Cross,

HAS

The

Walpurgis Revels,
The Beautiful Apotheosis,
\nd till the Great Features of this Favorite
Elay.
Original Company. Car Load of Scenery.
EVERYTHING new RET THE TITLE....
Prices

35c

50c

75c.

Seats on sale at Mixer's

OPENED.

$1.00.1

and

Friday. Sept.

*>sth.

FOCC & BROWN

j

-Have

I!

everythin'.;

it

lin>--

that

CLARK’S

i Ci RNfcR.

Roasts*

Chops,

Steaks*

Livers

Ham and Bacon

and

Leaf

Lard.

'L
FOk„s

COTTAGE HAT,BONELESS HAM, DOVER PRESSED HAM,

flORRELL’S CELEBRATED COOKED H AM.

The Best Makes of

Sausage.

OXFORD and DEERFOOT SAUSAGE.
SPEIGeLL’S FRANKFURTS and BOLOGNAS.

PIGS’

PICKLED

Everything

FEET, HEAD CHEESE

FOCC& BROWN, Cor. Main
30

Tl

and

in the Pork

Line

High Streets.

I.Kl’IIOM

Lamson & Hubbard

This is a out <»i tin* J
Lamson A Hub )
banl Hat I«*i‘

^

D. P. Palmer

fall]
datr\

Agent,

An ii)>-1"
Hat in i-\cry par Ji

Masonic

ticttliir.
WELL HADE,

Temple.

STYLISH anJ

j
\
4

*

—
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At the North churc h next Sunday, at 10.4.'>
m., services with preaching by the pastor.
Rev. G. S. Mills; Sunday school at 12 m.;
Y. P. S. C. E. meeting at 6.30 p. m. At 7.30
p. m. Mrs. II. II. Hilton will lecture on
‘*t lirist in Literature and Art
during the
Last Half Century.”

We’re Open to Conviction—Are You?

Wilkes,

—

a.

•'

—

W

next

plumpness.

—

—

Golf Suits,

The services at the Universalist church
Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45 a.
m., regular service, with preaching by the
pastor; subject, “Voicesat 12 m., Sunday

get

—

Opening:;:^

Ladies’ and Misses’ Jackets,

The 74th annual meeting of the General
Conference of the Congregational churches
of Maine, and the ninety-third
anniversary
of the Maine Missionary Society was held
in the South Congregational church, Augusta, this week. At the closing session this,
Thursday, morning, Rev. Geo. S. Mills of
Belfast will speak on “The Caste Spirit in
the Church."

helps.

safety

J

m.

The 30tli annual session of the Maine
conference of the Unitarian churches of
the State will be held with the church in
Waterville, Oct. IM1.

ially.

helps

i-Grand

Morning service at the Unitarian church
next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon
by
the pastor, Rev. J. M.
Leighton; Sunday

tricky;

food,

Saturday

Fall
,1 1ST RECEIVED. A

Style,

1900

I.AUCE LINE OF

ALL RltiHT.
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COLORED SHIRTS
Call

at our store and we’ll demonstrate that we

give

the

very best values on earth—in NOBBY CLOTHING.
We “know how”—ought to—with 16 years' experience
—don’t you think so, too ?

Suits, Ulsters, Overcoats, Reefers,
everything

at a legitimate profit.

Mr. Clark visited about 2? worsted mills in Rhode Island
last week buying worsted
custom department. Look
your Fall Suit or Topcoat.

suitings and overcoatings for
over our

line before

selecting

Clothier and Outfitter,
Hfflfllll 4 ri4Rtf Tailor,
to Phenix House,
If HIM M xlt V Li it ft IV,7 Next Door .Belfast,
Maine.
-_____

HOSIERY. GLOVES, CAPS, UNDERIn all the fashionable shades.
WEAR, NECKWEAR, in all desirable shapes and colors. You will
find

everything

all

right

D. P. PALMER’S,

ij

at

Hasonic Temple, Belfast,

FOR SALE.
Mrs. G. S. Pendleton of 12 Norlhport
Avenue, offers for sale an upright EverA bargain If sold before
ett Plano.

October 1st.
Belfast, August 30,10tK>.—35tf

FOR SALE.
Tlu* house anil lot on Wilson Hill. Main Street,
in Belfast, known as the Avery place, will be sold
at a bargain. For terms, inquire of
DUNTON & DUN TON.

Belfast, August 30,1900.—3in35

4

j

ij

GIRL WANTED
To <lo goneral

housework.

Apply

at the

tf

GIKLS’ HOMK,
Northport Avenue.

Just the thing; to dry
and evaporate Fruit.

FRtD ATWOOD, Winterport.
September 20,1900.—tw38

WASHINGTON LETTER.

'Wa.'Him.ton, Sept. ”4. Army offisoldiers, foreigners, and, in
fact, everybody who examines the sitcers, old

uation, cannot understand tire desire
evinced on the part of certain people to
trail the United states dag in the dust,
and to do everything they can to discredit our administration at home and
abroad. The men who would play politics in the Chinese situation when the
administration is doing its very best to
maintain the honor and dignity of our
country to keep the dag unsullied, are
the worst possible hypocrites, or else

they

are

decidedly unpatriotic.

When Cleveland delivered his famous
regard to the Venezuelan

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.
Little Liver Pills.

ultimatum in

are that it will be found that American
citizens are proof against any such
petty deceit, and that they will not only

remain pure patriots, but will look after
their best interests in supporting the
llepuhliean party and maintaining the
prosperity wliich'th'at party has brought
to the country.
Decent developments in the Philippines will go tar towards discrediting
tne Bryan campaign.
Captured correspondence found on the persons of men
high in the confidence of the Tagals
.mil their leaders, which is made public
from time to time by the AYar Department. shows conclusively that those
Filipinos who are being paraded as patriots oi the George AYashington stripe
arc a hand of cut-throats and murderers.
It has been shown;that they would
enter the city of Manila'and burn down
the town and destroy not only America.. but foreign property, and do this for
flu- purpose of making it appear that
the United states government cannot
protect tlic lives and property of all
the people there. Several attacks have
been planned which take the lorm and
at are of a massacre, and which resemble more the plans of a hand of savages,
rather than of men supposed to he organized soldiers, lighting for their libLoot, not liberty, is what the
erty
Aguinaldists demand: anarchy, not government: blood and butchery, instead
of peace and prosperity.
<;«i. Charles II. Grosvenor of Ohio
lias a way of getting under the hides
of humbugs better than almost any
otl er man in public life. Jt is interesting to note how he punctured the
■'Windbag from Cumberland,” as Senatoi Wellington is now being called,
lb- n ade Wellington very angry, and
that he could do was to call Grosve>i
a a old fool and an ass.”
Of course
e\ ei y. ne
understands that calling
n.o.i !■•
is not argument, Wellington
then Coes mi and indulges in abuse of
Vi-fsidei.t McKinley, and in his pecu-

Weliingtoniau style, challenges

liarly

incident to refutt certain statements that l.e lias made, just as if the
ot the l tiilcd sta tes could
1'reside
lies'" cl to handy words wit 11 a political!
who has lii'- the Hepnb lean party
I" cause lie wa- dissatisfied with the
patronage. One of the amazing things
.mu; \\ I'ilini’li'ii is how he cvci canic
to
tie front.
It can only he explained
l mm ti
! act that when the Republicans
"i
I)
ocratie yoke in Marylirew
land. they took up the hrst man that
came t'
lie surface in that work, and
t1:.

’!■

s

Wellington. Wellington disthe Republican governor
Maryland, and ci'iitrihnted his mite
was

"t-d

.n:

id

will

defeating the candidate last
tail, "'cause the governor would not he
absolutely controlled in his appointment' by Wellington's dictation.
to”

aids

I'ht '.v is ,i suspicion gaining ground
that Bryan lias abandoned tlie States
w las'll
were lor a long time known as
tl
si!vt■ states. This is very ungrateful to tie' Democrats of that region, liecause
it was through the smaller silver
states that Bryan was aide to force his
p. to 1 in the Democratic platform.
Perhaps it is not so much Bryan's abandonin'm of these mountain states, as
the abandonment by these States of
Bryan. Senator Slump tells me that
Idaho was never enjoying sueli prosperity as it is to-day. I have the same
information from Senator Carter regarding Montana, and from others in
that state. People in Colorado say
that the ( entennial State is on the top
Utah is another
wave of prosperity.
state where the beneficent effects of
Bepubliean legislation are felt among
all classes of people. That being the
case, you can scarcely expect the free
silver calamity cry to carry any weight.
■■

It is evident that unless the 'Wharton
Barker and Ignatius Donnelly ticket
receives a large number of votes this
fall, that the Populist party will be
practically eliminated from national
politics. The turning down of Towne
at the Kansas City convention, and the
fact that Bryan has forced the Populists to accept Stevenson as a Yice'PresidenTial candidate, will practically eliminate that party in all of the States
in the coming campaign. Of course,
in some States like Nebraska and Kansas. in case the fusion forces are successful. state offices will be tilled largely by Populists. Bryan, who appears
as boss not only of the Democrats, but
of the Populist's as well, has forced the
Democrats of these States to give up
the state offices to the Populists for
the purpose of securing fusion, and in
return he lias forced the Populists to
accept Stevenson. The biggest boss
the Democratic party ever had is Billy
Bryan. Cleveland had many of the elements of a boss, but lie never saw the
time that he so dominated the one party
us
Bryan does the Democracy and the
Populist party of to-day. It would not
be surprising if Chairman Butler, of
tlie populist party, who was wiped out
of existence in North Carolina Ijy the
Democrats, would be pleased to see the
Barker ticket make considerable headIt Is the only resort left for the
way.

Populists.

In spite nf all their efforts to conceal
it the declaration of Senator William
M. Stewart of Nevada has given the
Democracy a nasty jar. There are a
lot of miners and silver men all over
the western country who are pretty apt
to think that there is not much use of
clinging to Bryan as a silver man when
Stewart deserts him. Stewart was one
of the lirst Republican senators to leave
the Republican party on the silver question.
He was out of the party long before Dubois, Teller, Pettigrew, Towne
and others, who make up the Silver

Republican organization, ever thought
of leaving.
Stewart cannot stand the
scuttling policy, and he has got a lot of
friends throughout the western States
who are likely to follow him. But long

before Senator Stewart announced his
determination to oppose Bryan, there

had been a rapid revolution in the former silver States in favor of the Republicans, and it was giving the Democrats
a great deal of concern.

One of nature’s remedies; cannot harm
the weakest constitution; never fails to
cure summer complaints of young or old.
Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry.

Must Bear Signature of

FaoSimile Wrapper Below.

Tory small and
to take

as

as

sugar.
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HEADACHE.
DIZZINESS.

BILIOUSNESS.
TORPID LIVER.

CONSTIPATION.
SALLOW SKIN.
THE COMPLEXION

CENVINB MUiTHAVI

Price

125

easy

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

Cents

Purely

^CMATUHt.

TeyetaWe./^few^^J
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CURE SICK HEADACHE.
Maine Fisheries.

Prosperous
Tlit*

Return of

“The

the Mackerel Seems
Assured.

ilshing

to

be

indust ry of M aine is in a

prosperous condition now,” said lion.
O. B. Whitten, ex commissioner of sea

and shore iislicries, to the Portland
Press recently. “Of course it is not up
ti. what it was in the flush times of the
mackerel and the Grand Banks fisheries
twenty years ago; but for ail that it is
very good.”
Air. Whitten does not think there will
be much agitation over fishery questions
in the legislature this winter, because
the lobster question, which lias been
productive of conflict, seems to have
been settled. The law abolishing all
close time and fixing a minimum length
of ten and a half inches is generally
satisfactory. Some of the fishermen,
it is true, are agitating a little for a
close time; but m general the law is
satisfactory. The fish dealers, who are
very influential, do not want a close
time, as it compels them to discontinue
their business for a portion of the year,
and thus interferes with profits and
with
economy of management. In
other years the canners of lobsters have
bad great influence, and have started
frequent agitations. But the law now
discourages the canning of lobsters in
Maine, and that industry is probably
broken up here. The principal canning
is now done in the Provinces, and it is
thought that it will soon he diminished
or wholly interdicted there.
The sardine industry, which is centered principally on the eastern coast,
with some business at Boothbay, may
come to the legislature this winter for
a law to regulate the business.
An imliiHisi1 number of these sardines arc
canned. The annual output amountsto
about two millions of dollars, and the
product has reputation that is worldwide.
But it is claimed 111 it some of
the packers do not use the best oil, do
not cull the fish properly, and put too
few in a box.
It is hoped hv legislation
to regulate this, so that the reputation
of the Manic sardines may he kept at
its present high position.
-Mr. Whitten says that when the
mackerel and Grand Banks fishing failed. the Portland men in the business
gradually became discouraged and disposed of their vessels and their outfits.
But the Brand Banks fishing revived
al ter a time and is now a profitable industry. The mackerel business lias
been fiat lor many years; hut this year
it has been excellent. Some Gloucester
vessels have stocked twenty-live thousand dollars, and the idea is pervading
the fishing world that the mackerel are
coming hack for reasons as mysterious
as were those that prompted their departure. It is thought that next season
there will be several Portland vessels
in the mackerel fleet, and Mr. Horace
M. Sargent is spoken of as one of the
enterprising veterans who is likely to
lit out one or two vessels.
It is thought
that others may he fitted out in Portland. being built very likely in Bath
during the winter.

McKinley

on

American

Shipping.

The

Marine Journal is several removes from a political journal, but we
are deeply interested in what political
parties propose to do with reference to
maritime interests. On this subject
Mr. McKinley in his letter of acceptance shows a keen appreciation of the
needs of American shipping.
He says:
"Xinety-one percent, of our exports
and imports are now carried by foreign
ships. For ocean transportation we
pay annually to foreign shipowners
over S105,000,000.
We ought to own
the ships for our carrying trade with
the world, and we ought to build them
in American shipyards and man them
with American sailors. Our own citizens should receive the transportation
charges now paid to foreigners.”
President McKinley has spoken to
the same effect in two messages to
Pongress and it is now up to that body.
What Mr. Bryan has said so far on this
subject may be thus graphically set

forth:

Bryan’s Insincerity.
The

insincerity

W. J. Bryan is

of

now

politics is amusing.
pleading for harmo-

ny: for votes. In IMio, he said of those
Democrats who would not accept free
silver: “They are branded as traitors;
they shall not come back.” The Populist party was originally made up of
farmers: Kansas people can remember
when the Populists refused to nominate
lawyers for judges, and when farmers
were actually elected as judges of districts. Now the Populist party is run
by lawyers and professional politicians,
the chief being W. J. Bryan, who never
did a day’s work in his life. (Atchison
Globe.
Nervous Debility Cured.
Nervous Debility, Lost Vitality, effects of
overindulgence, or overwork quickly cured
by Old Dr. Ilallock’s Wonderful Electric
Pills. Thoroughly tested for 50 years. Nervous Trembling, Tired out, Discouraged,
specks before the Eyes, Dizziness, rush of
blood to the head, Weak Nerves, Thin
Blood, pale, haggard countenance, Fluttering Heart and all Nervous troubles cured
by Dr. Ilallock’s Wonderful Electric Pills,
for weak, worn-out, nervous peo tde. Try
them; they cure after all else fails. The very
medicine you have been looking for. ft petbox, or 6 boxes, sufficient to cure most obstinate cases, $5. Sold at drug stores or sent
from laboratory, all charges prepaid, on reDescribe symptoms and
ceipt of price.
Free personal medical advice given. Address HALLOCK DRUG ICO., 110 Court
st., Boston, Mass.

Vessels.

script.

One Little Girl in the Slum—“Wot d’yer
saj she died of:’” The Other Little One—
“Eating ice cream on top of 'ot puddiiiV’
First
Mentioned—“Lor'!
What a jolly
Tit Bits.
death!"
It's folly to suffer from that horrible
plague of t-lic night, itching piles. Doan's
Ointment cures, quickly ami permanenth.
At any drug store, 50 cents.
Head.—“I heard that you
said i remi' led pm of the north pule.
He: “Of course 1
Don't tr\ to deny it.”
did. You are >0 sought after you know
Indiauap'dis -Journal.

Keep

;

a

Fool

What Shall We Have for Dessert?
question arises in tlie family every
day. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-U,
a delicious and healthful dessert.
Prepared
in two minutes.
No boiling! no baking!
set
to
water
and
cool.
Flavor:
add
boiling
I
:—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and .Strawberry. At jour grocers, 10 ets.
ly 10
This

It Came Natural—.Mrs. Johnsing—“Mali
Land ! I)at chile cant be mo' den IV moot s
! old an’walking eround like er full-grow n
man'.’ 11 ow'd you’ lain him?*’
Mrs. Jackson-“Why Mose begin whisllin' a cakewalk de odder day, and dat's de result."
[ Puck.
Working Niglit and Day.
The busiest and mightiest little tiling that
made is Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
These pills change weakness into strength,
listlessness into energy, brain-fag into mental power. They’re wonderful in building
Only 25c. per box. Sold by
up the health.
R. II. Moody, druggist.
Ini3(5

ever was

His Age. “Are you old enough to vote?”
asked the tourist in North Carolina. “1
dunno erzackly wliat my age is, boss,” replied the colored man. “Rut I can tell you
dis. 1 alius was old enough to know better
dan to try to vote.”
Washington Star.

Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Washington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
Information, Seattle, Wash., O. M. Moore,
ltf
secretary.
Cheated. “Ah,” said the groom, “here it
is! Here's your friend Bardsley’s wedding
present!” “Oh,” exclaimed the bride, who
was busy in her boudoir, “what is it?” “An
original poem of—let me see—live stanzas,
with his book.” “Well,” It seems to me
that after what I gave him and his wife they
might at least have sent us a salad dish or ii
pickle fork!” [Chicago Times Herald.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., DrugMe.
gists, Belfast,
Iyrl9.
Not for Their Health.—“Oh, my! Oh,
my!” exclaimed the clergyman, who had
happened upon a group of small boys playing craps on the Sabbath day, “what are
you playing that game on Sunday for?”
“Fur keeps, w’at d’yer s’pose?” replied one
of the boys”. [Philadelphia Press.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
Norfolk Sept 12 from Washington, D C.
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Bath Sept

for Baltimore.
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at Brunswick
Sept IP from New York.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
Brunswick, Ga, Sept 11 for New York.
Mary A Hall. Haskell, arrived at Boston
Sept 9 from Philadelphia.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Bangor
Sept 19 for New York.
RAY Hopkins, 11 ichborn, arrived at Fort
Morant, Ja. Aug 20 from Norfolk.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Philadelphia Sept 13 from Portland.
sa'.Iie r<»n, AY 11 West, arrived at Philadelphia Sept 11 from Boston.
Tola, A s AA’ilson, sailed from Jacksonville s<*pt n-for Philadelphia.
AA'illie L Newton, K Coombs, arrived at
Pliiladelphia Sept 3 from Boston.
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so

a

most annoying way

; so

grim.

the

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, the first publication to be thirtv days before the 9th day of October, A. D. 1900, that
they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast. within and for said County on the 9th day
of October, A. D. 1900, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioners should not be

Madame Vale’s

HAIR TONIC

Ladies and Gentlemen.—It has gone on record
that Madame Yale’s Excelsior Hair Tonic is the
first and only remedy known to chemical science
found to he a genuine hair specific. It has an
affinity for the human hair for nourishing and invigorating its entire structure. It is antiseptic in
character, as well as stimulating; its action upon
the scalp and hair is truly wonderful, inasmuch
as it has never been known in a single instance to
fail to cure scalp diseases and to create a luxuriant
of healthy, beautiful hair.
It stops hair
ailing within twenty-four hours and brings back
the natural color to gray hair in nearly every
instance. It is not a d\ e; it is not sticky or greasy;
on the contrary it makes the hair soft, youthful,
beautiful and glossy ; keeps it in curl.
It is a perfect hair dressing, and can be used by ladies.
or children as a daily toilet requisite,
ts influence is delightfully soothing.
All Dealers sell it, $t per bottle. Mail orders
may be sent direct to the manufacturer,

?growth

fentlemen

MADAME YALE.
189 Michigan Bivd.,

Chicago,

COUPON.
Name of paper
This coupon may be exchanged for one
of Madame Yales celebrated books on
health, grace and beauty. Please cut out
coupon and mail it to Madame Yale with a
request for a book.
Madame Yale mav be consulted by mail
free of charge.
Address a'.l comm uni. a
tions to her, 189 Michigan Blvd. Chicatro.
..

you

smart.

sots you

straight,

And when you say, “I'll bet you fifty dollars,” he will let
Ilis eyebrows droop a little and remark, “I
take the bet.”
And when you tell that story which in infancy you knew,
He smiles and gives its origin and author
when you're through,
He politely brings cold water all your arrogance to

He's

drown,

diabolic terror, is this
you down.

a

man

who calls

So friends, if you should meet him, have a
care and pass him by,
Nor suffer him to fool you with his soft and
kindly eye;
Nor heed the sweet expression of his guileless, open face,
Nor listen to the cadence of his voice’s soulful grace.
He is lurking to ensnare you, for his only
joy in life
Is to cut your thread of vanity with satire
like a knife.
O, come, my fellow-bluffers—let us drive
him from the town,
For he makes our lives a burden, does this
man who calls you down.
[Washington Star.
When Molly Led the

Meeting.

LIVERITA, the up-to-date Little Liver 1 wuz settin' with the sinners—’ay back by
Pill; 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c. boxes
the door,
contain 40 pills, 25c. boxes contain 100 pills. In a pew that smiles a welcome—meetin'
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Belevenin's—to the poor.
fast, Me.
I wuz jest the hardest sinner that salvation
3yrs24.
ever

knowed—

reg'lar ol' backslider that has lost the
gospel road.
ciety.
’Twuz a Wednesday night pra r1 meetin’—
Hereupon Art tears its hair.
when they talked from left to right;
“What,” cries Art, agonizingly, “did a An' the word
come that
the preacher
primorial protoplasm look like?”
wouldn’t be with us that night.
For it still devolved upon Art to paint
would
lead
the
?”
An’
“Who
meetin'
A
of
our best peoportraits of the ancesters
woman raised her hail',
ple*.
An’ Molly, with the bright, sweet eyes,
The theory of evolution was not universally accepted, even in the most select so-

RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.

A

marched up an' took the stan’!

My heart

wuz

palpitatin' !—an’ what would

“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and NeuMolly say?
ralgia radically cures in 1 to ,'i days. Its ac- She didn’t keep me waitin’, fer her bright
tion upon tlie system is remarkable and
eyes shined my way 1
mysterious. It removes at once the cause She give that ol' time hymn out, an’ they
and the disease immediately disappears. The
sung with sweet accord,
first dose greatly benefits. 75 cents. Sold With
Molly’s voice a-leadin’ ’em—“Come Ye
by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
that Love the Lord!”

T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise An’ lots of ’em went
up fer pra r’, an’ got
City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of
religion true;
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two An’ Molly called acrost the pews: “John,
doses of it did me more good than any other
ain’t you coinin', too?”
medicine I ever took.” Sold by A. A. llowes An' 1 come—I
couldn’t stan’ it. They hol& Co., Druggists, Belfast.
lered out, “Amen!”
With Molly’s lian' a holdin’ mine I got re“Uncle John,” said little Emily, “do you
ligion then!
know that a baby that was fed on elephant’s
f Atlanta Constitution.
milk gained 20 pounds in a week ?”
“Nonsense! Impossible,” exclaimed UnJane—“Willy got his feet soaking wet and
cle John, and then asked, “Whose baby was
caught de croup.
it?”
Maria—“How did he come to git his feet
“It was the elephant’s baby,” said little
soaking wet ?”
Emily.
Jane—“Mudder bought him a new pair ov
For Over Fin* Tears.

Our Most

Successful students

Shorthand and

Typewriting,

or

Tele-

>ne rate of tuition pays for all.
Write for catalogue and full iufor

graphy.
ination

i

concerning
Typewriter

our

Rem-Sho

free offer of

a

to our students.

L. F. SHAW, President,

Portland,

Maine.

Why try to stick
things with something that doesn’t
\ sti k? Buy MAJOR’S

CEMENT; you know
it sticks.
Nothing
breaks a wav tn an it.
MAJOR’S
Stick to
CEMENT. Buy once,
k. you will
buy torThere
is
8 ever.

f

% nothing as good;
V; don't believe the
substitutes
MAJOR’S RUBBER and MAJOR’S LEATHER.
Two

separate cements—the

ht-st. Insist on having tiu-rn.
ESTABLISHED !>:><.
15 an! 25 cents per bottle at all druggists.

MAJOR CEMENT CO., MEW YORK CITY.

For Women.

Dr. Tolman's Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do th s. No pi,in, no danger, no

interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence, and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Rear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLHAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

of

Winterport, in said County -d u
having been presented for prob.ii,.
Ordered, That notice be givt,
terested by causing a copy ol il i>
lishetl three weeks successively
Journal, published at Belfast! n

SS.—In Court of Probate, held a» Bel
fast, ou the 11th day of September. 1900
Frank A. Ivuowlton, Executor of the last will and
testament of ,1. \V. Knowlton. late of Belfast in
said County, deceased, having presented his account of administration of said estate lor allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof l»e given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, on the 9tn day
of October next, ami show cause, ii any thev
have, why the said account should not lie allowed.
geo. e. Johnson, judge.
A true copy. Attest.
Chas. P. Hazej.tine, Register.

certain instrument, purporting
will aim testament of Brad:

A

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

I

VITALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelT?
last, on the 11th day of September. 1900.
Otis 1). Wilson, executor of the last will and testament ou the estate of Patience T. Moodv, late
ot Searsm.mt, in said Countv. deceased, having
presented his first and final account ot administration of said, estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in tlio Republican Journal,
a newspaper
published in Belfast, in said countv,
that all persons interested mav attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day
of October next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

_

-,

i(

Probate Court held at li.for tin- ( uiuity uf Waldo, -u.
A. I). 1900.

H. KOWE, widow ol
late of Jackson, in said (
ceased, having presented a ].«•
Mark S*. soles may be appoint
the estate *.f said deceased.

LOl’ISA

Ordered, d hat the said petit i.
ail persons interested by qimi,
order to be published three u.
the Kepublican Journal, a i.«--.v
at Belfast, that they may a; ,Court, to be held at Belfast, u,
County, on the 9th day ot <..••
at ten ol the clock before noon
any they have, why the prayei
should not be granted.
GEO. E. J< !
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. 1\ Hazki

that L.
tratrix

deceased, having (presented a
Agnes Morrell may be a;
on

the

!

;
|

of said un
Ordered,That the said petiti-•
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro- all persons interested by causn..
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th day order to be published three we.of October next, and show cause, if any they have, the Republican .Journal, a newat Belfast, that they may appv
why the said account should nor be allowed.
Court, to be held at Belfast, w :•
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
County, on the 9th day of n. ;.
at ten of the clock before nor.,
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
if any they have, why the praytiouersshould not be granted.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for ;
GEO. E. JOli.'the County of Waldo, on the Uth day of SepA true copy. Attesttember. A. D. 1900.
Cm as. P. Ha/i
ALBERT L. BLANCHARD, guardian of BeniaA min W. Blanchard, minor son of Gustavus At a Probate Court held at Be
B. Blanchard, late of Unity, in said County of
for the County of Waldo,
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
September, A. l>. 1900.
praying for a liceuse to sell at private sale and T AGNES
MORRELL, heir a:
certain
real
estate
of
said
convey
minor, which is
jLi Morrell, late of W interprparticularly described in said petition.
et Waldo, deceased, having prv~
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
that she may be appoint
ail persons interested by causing a copy of this praying
of the estate not already am:
order to be published three weeks successively in
C. P. Morrell.
Mary
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Ordered, That the said petit
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court,
to all persons interested by canto be held at Belfast, within and for said Couutv,
order to h«* published three we-i.on the 9tli day of October, A. I>. 1900. at ten .‘>f
the clock before noon, and show cause if any they the Republican Journal, a n<
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should at Belfast, that they may am
Court. t« be held at Belfast, urn
not be granted.
County, on the 9th day
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
1900, at ten of the clock liefA true copy. Attest:
cause, if any they have, why
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
petitioner should not be grant.
geo:e. joii
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
A true copy.
Attest:
the County of \\ aldo. on tin* second Tuesday of
C11as. P. Ha.
September, A. I>. 1900.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament •>( Wilder H Worthing,
late of Palermo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of tlii order to ho
published three weeks successively in Tin- Republiean Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Crobate Court, to be h.eM a’l
Belfast, w ithin and for .-aid County. .m the second
Tuesday of. October next. at ten <>’i the cloek before in.on, and show cause it ai y they have, why
the same should m»t be proved, approved and
all- *wed.
Cl.o. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas P Hazeli ink. Register.

A

>

Mi.rr

.•!

it.-imu-, held at

lh-1-

the 11 th day •»I September, l'.Miti,
Lucinda Fletcher and (
\V. Wesa.it, executors
oi the will ot John .0. Fh-tcher. late ot Bellast,
in said County, deceased. ha\mg presented their
lirst and tina! account ot soiministratioii of said
estate tor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks succes.-ively. in Hie Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Reliant, m 'aid ( minty,
that ail persons interested may attend .m a Probate Court, to be held at Bellast, on the i)tii day
ot October next, and show »ause, it any they
have,why the said account should .•>; be allowed.
< iEO. E. •!( )h Nm >X
Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazklunk. Register.
-In Court of Prolate, held at Belthe 11th day ot rseptember. 1900.
fast,
Keuel W. Danforth, administrator "ii the estate
of I.ewman K. Dantoith. late ot Searsniont. In
said County, deceased, having presented his first
account >t administration ot said estate for allowance.

W'ALDO
M

SS
on

Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Bellast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to e held at Belfast, on the 9th day
of October next, ami show cause, if any they
have, why th said account should not be allowed.
(IEt). E. JOHNSON. Jtulge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

estate

a Probate Court held at Hthe <'ounty ,.f Waldo,on Ik- !
her. A. 1>. .100A A. l’AKK.MAN.
f Edward K. I’ai
estate
in said Couiity of Wald-.d* *•*•
ed a petition praying lot ,*
or private sale and convey
err
said dt ceased which is t. ip

At

MARTH

peti:i' *n.
Ordered, That the said pet i;
all persons in erosion by ••;n>
ordei t-> be \ ublislu-d thiee
n .1, .i
The livj.ubln .m
at lVitast, ’.*.i’ they m.
(. Olivt. tn be held at lVll.tr!
County

.on

i.

at ten o! I !u-1
any t hey h.tv
should not lie
A

rue

:t
1<
•.

copy.

day

I,

r.

y

CEO. E. b.;
Attest
HAS. I’, li \>

Cm l>at• Court held
the * uutvol Waid.
her. A. 1). 1
h

in

crauied.

A; a

4 N \ 1

<d

-ek before
why the j

OR* >SS,

vv

ni.

a;
’!

••

.\.

\
d
>eai**iuon:
u
deceaseu. having j resented a
an allowance out d tin per- f.
ceased.
t irdered. That tlie said [
t.» all perstins interested by
order to be publish.-d thru1 v.
the Uepuhliean Journal, a
at Hellasi, that they may a;
Court, to Ik- held at Cel fast
county,<>n t he t»th day ot 11
ten of he clock her -re in
any they have, why the prayshould not he grant* d.
CEO. E. JO:
A t rue Copy -A ttest;
l it \s. C. Ha.
.•

>

EXECUTOR’S

At a l’rohate Court held at
for the County ot \\ aid*
September, A I >. 1 lK»i> j
HO A HUMAN, win v
man. late of Htdiast, in
d*i. decease*!, having presenti
for an allowance out of the
said deceased.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
ABNER F. DUN TON.
immediately.
Hope, Sept. 11. 19(>0.

Ordered, That rlit* said pet
all persons interested by va
order to he published three w,
the Republican Journal,
a: Belfast, that they may
Court, to he liehl at Belfast, v
County, on the !>th day u «>•
at ten'of the clock before n
if any they have, why the pray

NO TICE. Tue subscriber hereby
gives notice that he has been duly appointed Executor ot the last will and testament ot
JOHN M. BOWES, late of Lineolnville,

NOTICE.

pointed

The subscriber herebeen duly apand testament

KEZ1A

s.;

■

should
A

m't he

true

copy-

granted.

CKO. E.
Attest:
Chas. 1’. H.\/

of

MICHAEL CHASE, late of Brooks,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

<>•

ment

Oo^

immediately.

Brooks.
Safe. Always reliable. Ladles, ask Druggist for
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH in Red and
Gold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Take no oilier. Refuse dangerous substitutions and Imitations. Buy of your Druggist,
or send 4c. in stamps for Particulars, Testimonials and “Relief for Ladles." in tetter,
by return Hall. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by all
Druggists.
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
Madison Square,
PH1LA., PA.

True’s
PIN WORM

Elixir

The only sure, safe, entirely vegetable remedy for
worms
in
or
children
adults.
Harmless under
any conditions. A speedy
cure for all disorders of the
blood and the digestive
organs.
Price 35c., at vour drufruiBt'i.
Write for free hook on“Chiii1ren''
D1L J. F. TBUE 4i CO.,

Auburn, Me.

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D, D. D. S,
The Nose and Throat.
No. 8 11*

Newbury Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.

BOSTON,
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 1900.—Iy45.

NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
administrator of the
appointed

The subscriber
has been duly
of

estate

JOHN P. MADDOCK8, late of Swauville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased and
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

HERBERT 6. MADDOCRS.

Swanville, Sept. 11,1900.

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
has been duly appointed
wiR ami testament ot

CAROLINE JIPSON, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased arc desired to present the same tor settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
JOSEPH L. WILDES.
immediately.
Monroe, Sept. 11, 1900.

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subseril er
hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
WILLIS H. PENNEY, late of Knox,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are deto

present the

same

for settlement, and all

indebted thereto are requested to make payment
JOHN YEATON.
immediately.
Knox, Sept. 11, 1‘JOO.
A

DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

The subscriber

A hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator on the estate of
SARAH G. BARLOW, late of Freedom,
ia the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having tie
mauds against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payHENRY G. BARLOW.
ment immediately.
Freedom, Sept. 11, 1900.

At a Probate Court, held at B«
the County of Waldo, on tin
1). l'JOii.
September,
4 certain instrument. purpo\'ill
and
testament
of c1\
of Frankfort, in said County
e*i, having been jiresente*! lm
Ordered, That notice he give
terested by causing a copy of
lished three weeks successive!'
Journal, published at Bellas*
pear at a Probate Court. *•
within ami tor said County,
day of October next, at ten
noon, ami show cause, if any
same should not be proved, a'i
ceo. f:
A true copy. Attest
Cl!as. P Ha
<

At

a

Probate Court held

at

for the County ol \\ aid.
>. 19(H).
September, A
THOMAS F. REILLY. heir
1 late of Frankfort, in saio
deceased, having presented
that he may be appointed ;o
estate of said deceased.
ordered. That the said peir.;
all persons interested y o.
ilerto be published three w»
Republican Journal, .t news,
Belfast., that they may appi
to he held at Belfast, within
on the 9th day ot (letoher. \
the clock hcforc noon, and >!
have, why the prayei of >a’
not he granted.
GEO. E H'
A true copy.
Attest
(Has. P. 11a;
■■

WAl.DO SS.- In Court of 1
Vt
fast, on the lltli day
1 >aniol \\« yinouth, Administ tv
Zorada Weymouth, late of M
ty. deceased, having presented
administration of said estate
Ordered, that notice thenweeks successively, in The Ihq
newspaper published in Belt..-,
that all persons interested m:»\
bate Court, to be held at Belfast
of October next, and show ;t
have, why the said account slm
GEO. E. JOHV
A true copy.
Attest
Ciias. P. Ha/.i
1

NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
gives notice that lie has been duly appointed
Executor of the last will and testament of

EXECUTOR’S

LYDIA J.

PROBATE NOTICES.

ALFRED E. CHASE.

Sept. 11. 1900.

EXECUTOR’S
gives notice that he
Executor of the last

sired

ALDEN, late of Belfast,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
WILMER J. DORMAN.
immediately.
Belfast, Sept. 11, 1900.
NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
administrator of the
appointed

The subscribe!
has been duly
of

estate

HENRY MANNING, late of Lincolnville,
iu the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

payment immediately.

Belfast, Sept. 11,1900.

JOHN R. DUNTON.

j

September,

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in 'llie Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Countv.

n

v

At a

At a Probate Court held at Belt
the Countv of Waldo, on the 1 ;•
her, A. 1). 1900.
CLARA E. MORRELL, L. Am
\J Edith M. Page,heirs at Liu
roll, late of Winterport, in sain <

on

\r.u,im»
fast, on
tt

dj
•*!

tl

pear at a Probate Cour.tob.
within and for said County, ..u
day ol October next at ten !
noon, and show cause.it any ;|.,
same should not be proved, ap|
GKO. K .i11h
A true copy.—Attest
Chas. P. Hazki.i

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belthe Uth day of September, 1900.
F. bunton. executor of tlie last will and
testament of Laviuia K Baker, late of Belfast, in
said County, deceased, having presented his second and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
fast
WALDO
Robert

EXECUTOR’S
by gives notice that lie ha'
Executor of the last will

rubber boots!”

Ida—“There goes a man with over a hunAn Odd and Weed-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been dred ribs.
millions
of
May—“Gracigus! Is he a freak in some
used for over fifty years by
mothers for their children while teething, museum ?”
Ida—“No,dear, he is an umbrella mender.”
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
Two old jokes met in the next world.
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrluea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
“Well, well,” said the Mother-in-Law
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five Joke, “are you dead at last?”
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be
“Yes,” replied the Cook-and-Police-man
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow ’s Soothing
Joke, “as dead as you are. Of course, we
kind.
no
other
take
and
are
liable to be resurrected at any moment.”
Syrup,

are

those who combine the Regular Uusiness Course with the special brandies,

um

are

copy.

1

..

...

inpressed

And he bends his head to hear you, and his
forehead shows no frown:
He lets you tell your story out—and then he
calls you down.
It makes him happy when you undertake to
lix a date.
He quotes the books verbatim as he blandly

true

'‘1

>«-,

WALDO

quiet, yet

know wluit's happened you
are swelling out your client
And piling up small fictions with more fluency than art,
Because you think he's easy and imagine

At a Probate Court held at Belfa-o
the County of Waldo, on the
September A. D. 1900.

granted.
A

?!

thtawiff-Hwt

thereof.

owners

■

'-i^

deceased, having presented a petition praying
that said Ernest O. Patterson, administrator with
the will annexed of the estate of said deceased, or
some other suitable person, maybe authorized to
sell at public sale, certain real estate described in
said petitiou and distribute the proceeds among

lie listens all serenely to the things you’re
telling him :
lie seems so interested and so thoroughly
That before

A

ERNEST

The Man Who Calls You Down.
lie has

*'•

O. PATTERSON and Mary F. Patterson, devises under the will of Robert O. Patterson, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,

SCHOONERS.

Takes the burn out: heals the wound;
cures the pain.
Dr. Thomas’ Eeleetric Oil,
the household remedy.

At a Probate Court held at
Helfast
the County of Waldo on
September. A. D. 1900.
certain instrument, purportiuc
will anil testament of Rieharti u'C
ol Swanville, in said
County of wai,,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to »n
terested by causing a copy of
lished three weeks successively i,- n * u
Journal, published at Belfast*, tliarTi, i"ii
pear at a Probate Court, to be i,e
within and for said County, on o,* H
day of October next, at ten of
Ui»on and show cause, if
any they h
same should not be
proved,appr.v.V,-’ ■'
GEO. E.
JOHNsny V
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/., uiv
u

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, witbin and for
the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of August, A. D. 1900.

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, B F Colcord, arrived at
Port Blakely Aug 4 from Hong Kong via
Port Townsend.
A (4 Hopes,
Chapman, sailed from Honolulu July 14 for New York.
A J Fuller, C JI Nichols, sailed from
“An International Courtship” the new Seattle Aug 27 for San Francisco.
and absorbingly interesting novel by MelAryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New
ville Kirke, lias been described by a leading Y'ork April 2n for San Francisco; spoken
London weekly newspaper as “a remark- J lily 15, lat 50 S, Ion (Hi W.
able novel.” It is the story of marriage beBangalore, at Kahului Aug 10 for New
tween American girls and titled English- Y'ork.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at
men.
Published by The Neely Co., 114
Fifth Ave., N. Y. Postpaid fl.00
3yrs24 Honolulu July 28 from San Francisco.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
Mrs. Krimsen. “The fact of John’s hav- from Honolulu Sept 1 for San Francisco.
Emily Head, arrived at San Francisco
ing blue eyes and red hair makes it so hard
for us to decide.”
Aug. 20 from Kahului.
Gov Hobie, F Colcord, sailed fi rail Hong
Mrs. Azures. “So hard to decide wliat?”
Mrs. Krimsen. “Whether to send him to Kong Aug 2 for Port Townsend.
Yale or Harvard.” [Brooklyn Life.
Henry li Hyde, A W Blanchard, sailed
from Honolulu July :> for New York.
A Shocking Calamity
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
“Lately befell a railroad laborer,” writes from New Y'ork May 24 for Hong Kong;
Dr. A. Kellett of Williford, Ark.
His passed Anjer Sept. 10.
foot was badly crushed, but Bucklen’s ArPuritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
nica Salve quickly cured him. It's simply Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
wonderful for Burns, Boils, Piles and all
H I) Hiee, C K Carver, sailed from Honolulu
skin eruptions.
It’s the world's champion May 25 for Philadelphia.
healer. Cure guaranteed. 25c. Sold by K.
Keaper, arrived at Honolulu May 15 from
11. Moody, druggist.
lm:S(i
Newcastle, NSW.
S 1) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Port
A teacher of music in a public school
Townsend
25 for Hutch Harbor, not
tried to impress upon the children the mean- Honolulu Aug.
ing of f and ft' in a song they were about to
St Paul, F W Treat, cleared from New
learn. After explaining the first sign, he Y'ork
Sept 8 for Hong Kong.
said:
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
“Now, children, if f means forte, what March :i from Honolulu.
does ft' mean?”
State of Maine, 1. A Colcord, sailed from
“Eighty I" shouted one.
New Y'ork May ..1 for Hong Kong; passed
BELLA VITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets Anjer Sept. Id.
Tillie E Starlmek, Ebon Curtis, arrived at
and Pills for the complexion: lo days treatment 50c., 30 days treatment Sum. Sold by Philadelphia Aug. 25 from Honolulu.
Wm 11 Macy, Amsbury, arrived at S\ (liiey,
A. A. Howes ik Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
N. S. W. July 211 from Delagoa Bay.
3yrs24.
Wm 11 Conner, J T Erskine, arrived at
Clergyman (examining a Sunday school New York Sept 17 from Singapore.
class)—“Now, can any of you tell me what
W J Hotcli, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
are the sins of omission?”
from Port Townsend June 2n for PhiladelSmall Scholar—“Please, sir, they're the phia.
sins you ought to have committed and
HARKS.
haven't." [Exchange.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
The Greatest Evidence of the dangers Portland June Hi for Bahia Blanca.
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu Sept
of cholera morbus, diarrhoea, and dysentery is the increase in the death rate during 1 for San Francisco.
the' summer months. You cannot be too
Ethel, Hodge, sailed from Portland June
careful, and particular attention should be 27 for Buenos Ayres.
Herbert Black, \V H Blanchard, arrived
paid to the diet. A supply of Pain-Killer
should always be at hand for it can be at Buenos Avres Sept 10 from Bear River,
relied on at all times as safe, sure and N s.
Mabel I Meyers,!’ X Meyers, arrived at:
speedy. A tea-spoonful will cure any ordinary case. Avoid substitutes, there is but Rosario Aug 17 from Boston via Buenos i
one* Pain-Killer, Perry Davis’. Price 25c. Avres.
and 50c.
Matanzas, arrived at New York Aug 29
from Havana.
Much to Be Thankful For— “What, anothOlive Tliurlow, J O Hayes, sailed from
er ice bill!
Hang it! I can’t pay.” “Oh, Norfolk Aug 2 for
Newport News.
Harold, don’t be so violent; you ought to be
sailed from Montevideo Sept 2
thankful that we can afford to buy ice if we forPenobscot,
New York.
can’t afford to pay for it. [Chicago Record.
Rebecca Crowell, M G How, arrived at
When doctors fail, try Burdock Blood Bath, Aug (». from Trapani.
Rose lnnis Melvin ( olcord, arrived at
Cures dyspepsia, constipation;
Bitters.
Port Louis, Mauritius, Aug. lo from New
invigorates the whole system.
York via Reunion.
now
claim
that
Ferguson—“They
kleptoSachem, Nichols, at Hong Kong Aug. (j
mania is a disease.* That woman who was for New York.
arrested for shoplifting yesterday is said to
Thomas A Goddard, J H Park, sailed from
be suffering for it.” Henderson—“So? I
Boston July 30 for Rosario.
thought it was the shopkeepers who were
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, at Turks
But does she take
the sufferers.
anything Island Sept 1» for Boston, to sail in a few
for it? Ferguson—“Take anything for it? days.
Why, in one day she took three dress patBRIGS.
terns, a silk umbrella, a silver bouquet
Leonora, J 11 Monroe, sailed from Brunsholder, eight spools of cotton, three pairs of
gloves and a frying-pan.” [Boston Tran- wick, Ga, Sept 11 for New York.

Carter’s

See

of Deep Water

Barber—“Shall I take a little of the ends
of your hair off, sir ?”
Customer—“ Yes, I
think you had better take it off at the ends,
unless you can get it out of the middle.”
[Glasgow Evening Times.

Genuine

boundary dispute, there was not a voice
raised in this country against him. Xo
one injected partisan polities into that
foreign embroglio. The fact is the
Itemocrats are trying to mix the Chinese situation with the Philippine situation, and couple both together to create
an
“imperialistic bugaboo” for the
purpose of frightening voters into the
Itemocratic camp. The probabilities

Register

If you don't feel quite well, try a bottle of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It is a wonderful
tonic and invigorator. It will help you.

NOTICE
that !

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice

appointed administrator of the
CHARLES A. FOGG, late
in the County of Waldo, de< •

<

■

bonds as the law directs. All p<
mauds against the estate of saio
sired to present the same for sc’
indebted thereto are requested t

immediately.

WILLIAM B. PLA

Burnham, Sept. 11,1900.
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The New York Sun, whose able political editorials are a feature of this presidential campaign, in a recent issue
said:
Among the ten thousand words of
Mr. Bryan’s painfully wrought essay on
the theme that “republics can have no
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his supplies.
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now

establishing

a

stable

The insurrection in Luzon lias found
its mainstay in the encouragement to
continued resistance which the utterances
of certain American citizens
here at home have afforded to its leaders.
Most of Agu ilia Ido's sympathizers
have been persons without official responsibility, hut the utterances of even
these irresponsibles and light-weights
have served, as Gen. Lawton testified
just before his own death, to speed the
bullets that have sent our officers and
privates to the grave.
And now the man who will lie president of the United states, if the democracy wins this election, sends to the
insurgents his message of hope and
stimulus.
“Keep up your light,” lie
says to Aguinaido’s Tagals. "Keep on
down
the men who wear the
shooting
United states uniforms. If I am elect
ed you will have won.”
In the maze of his theoretical argumentations and in the confusion of liis
rhetorical detail, did William .1. Bryan
really understand how near he was to
treason':' 1 lid he foresee the one direct,
practical, murderous effect of his promise to the rebels in arms against the
United states Government and dag?

carefully adjust

Henry Simpson,

as we are

uiij;.

L

ilioseol her adorers,
ovulated so that each
do he lover remained
1
iie rest from the ob-

of seri-

form of government in the island of
Cuba; second, to give independence to
the Filipinos, j-ustas we have promised
to give independence to the Cubans;
third, to protect the Filipinos from outside interference while they work out
their destiny, just as we have protected
the republics of Central and South
America, and are, by the Monroe doctrine, pledged to protect Cuba.”
This is definite enough as a statement
of intentions and a pledge of action in
case Mr. Bryan is elected president.
He will convene Congress in extraodinary session, and use all the power that
a president can exert to induce Congress
to withdraw the fiag of the United
States from the Philippine islands.
When Mr. Bryan pronounced these
words, did it occur to him that he might
be giving at that very moment the
signal for the death of hundreds or
thousand of our soldiers in the Philippines? The United states government
is engaged in stamping on the embers
of rebellion in Luzon, and our men
there are doing their duty under the

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
day of July, 18WFbaHK DoBHLBB, Notary Public.

a
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just

8th

aiked for. and it will be
y in tlie attractive
i 1 nggins herself. Segna
.i tu her as a
lover and

consideration:

deserving

“If elected I shall convene Congress
extraodinary session as soon as 1 am
inaugurated, and recommend an immediate declaration of the nation's purpose, first, to establish a stable form of
government in the Philippine Islands,

healthy
A. M. KOBBBBOH.
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Williams' Pink Pills saved her life:
“Threeyears ago 1 was In a pitiable
condition; I had Just reached that
critical stage in a girl’s life when she
merges from girlhood Into womanhood. My rapid growth had sapped
my strength, ana when the change
which is incident to this time of
life took place, my system was unequal to ft. I was scarcely able to
drag myself from one chair to another.
My face was white as a
sheet. 1 became so nervous that at
times I was hysterical. A friend induced me to try Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pa^e People. I did so, and imI gained in weight,
proved rapidly.
strong, my cheeks took on a
ealthv color, and I looked and felt
like a different girl. I cannot praise
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People too highly, as they have made
me a strong and
girl.''

and clothing industry
"The Bonanza Dry
and Hardware Estab-

a

subjects,”

Miss A.M.

ii iv few among the men
susceptible to her ripe
she also played a
in-.
commercial activity of
the bead and
in fact,

Bryan's Encouragement
Filipino*.

lie would pass the rendezvous prepared
for him, and along he jogged with every
appearance of being on time to the
min ute.
Xo mishap occurred to him until the
moment when, facing the mound on the
left of the road from behind which the
two highwaymen were peeping, he gave
a gentle "hist" to his horse.
The horse shook his head, then stood
stock still.
Simpson dropped the reins
in sheer surprise, for there on the rise
of ground (ialligan and Biffo stood,
each one mutely pointing a ride in his
direction.
fiailisran made a motion,
and Simpson knew well enough that it
was expected of him to elevate his
hands above his head.
lie complied.
but inwardly was boiling at the thought
of being caught in a trap so easily.
Having done so. (ialligan descended
to the road. Biffo remaining still on the
rising ground, with his gun pointed
carefully in the direction of the superinteudcnt's head.
(ialligan, indulging in the joy of an
easx and profitable job. continued his
descent to the road in a manner which
he deemed befitting his character of
daring read aged". lie described eireles in the air with his rille in a gracefill, airy style, and approached the
superintendent with a suave smile on
his leering face.
"Morning. Mister Simpson," he cried
with an affectation of great amiability.
“1.ovely mornin’ for traveling, ain’t it?"
Simpson was too enraged to reply to
the banter of the graceless rullian and
(ialligan seeing how Isis bearing pertn rhed Ins victim, continued in the
same strain:
"It appears. Mister Superintendent,
that you ain’t much afraid of road
agents on your trips, "specially seein’
as von carry so much of the yaller
metal with you. It's foolish, Mister
Superintendent, very foolish, not to
hex an armed guard over stuff like
that there, so me and me friend, Mr.
BilTo over there, propose to furnish the
guard -d'ye see? And bein' nice, accommodatin' sort o' men, we won’t
trouble you to go to Eastonston. We'll
take the buggy along, an’ you can get
out and wait here 'till we come back,

The Washington Times attacked the
editorial, declaring the conclu-

Sun’s

sion to be

preposterous,

li it is a fair

says the Times, “the administration is with equal logic charge-

deduction”
able
our

w

ith treason in the introduction of

armies into

Luzon and the cause

which lias resulted

murdering of
including the

in the

and

many of our soldiers,
brave General Lawton.”

so

To which the Sun a few

plied :

killing

days

later re-

use all the power of the office of the
president in their behalf. Mr. Bryan
I did not know at the time how far he
was going. He was carried away, doubtless, by the exuberance of his own
rhetoric while attempting to build high
and wide and thick a false issue to win
certain votes for himself, and at the
same time to screen temporarily the
issue really paramount in his mind.
But it is not the less true that by this
great and irreparable mistake, Mr.
Bryan may have doomed to death God
knows how many American soldiers
now doing, as Lawton was doing, their
duty under an administration which is
doing its duty in Luzon.

Among

the

private

papers of

Agui-

naldo captured by Gen. Funston and
made public yesterday by the war department., is the letter of a poor and

probably senile wretch named Leverson, who wrote last summer from Fort
Hamilton to Vpacible calling him “Dear
Sir and Brother” and urging the Filipinos to “seize some official of rank in
the service of the United States” and
to try him by a war council and treat
him as a pirate, in order to emphasize
the fact that “Gen. Otis and all iiis
troops are pirates upon the territory of
the natives, and all persons compromised in this war are pirates.” “If I
was not an old man,” added Leverson,
“I would willingly aid you in your just
defence;” and lie went on with words
designed to aid and comfort the insurgents, advising them among other tilings
to make to the world a statement of
alleged atrocities committed m cold
blood by our soldiers on defenceless
women and children in the
Philippines.
■
juu can prove mat women nave
been violated,” wrote Leverson, “put
that also in your statement.”
Leverson will perhaps escape prosecution and punishment, but that will be
solely on account of his age and personal insignificance, and ihe suspicion
which his utterances aim previous record throw upon his perfect mental responsibility. Vet that may have been
tlie very letter which cost us Lawton’s
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5 85

;s.85
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cents per ton extra.

A discount of 25 cents per ton will be made from the
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delivery ot Coal.
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15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

We Guarantee it

New Kieno
Our

life.

Such is the work which the Leverand the Atkinsons and the Winslows and the Schurzs have been doing
in Luzon ever since President McKinley. in pursuance of his sworn duty,
undertook to enforce in that quarter
the supremacy of laws and the fiag. If
the measure of treasonable aid and
comfort is found in its practical results,
all that these men have accomplished is
nothing in comparison with the possible effect of Bryan’s message of cheer
to the insurgents from Indianapolis:
“Keep up your fight till I am elected
and your cause is won.”
A N iagara of words from the Democratic candidate on tlie consent of tlie
governed cannot wash away the American blood that may be shed because of
this pledge and the false hopes it holds
out.
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R. P. STICKIMEY, Agent,

Belfast.

Chicago, ex-comp-

currency, in a talk on
reporter last week said,

among other tilings:
'Mr. l!i van lias so grievously wronged
the Democratic party that no Democrat who really wishes to sec the party
get hack into public coniideuce ought
to aid and abet it at this time,
lie
would destroy the country's currency
system, if lie could, by substituting the
silver standard. Why give him indorsement
in that determination?
lie
would abrogate the right of private
contract, overturn the traditions, practices and high position of the supreme
court, and make impossible the quick
and effective maintenance of public
order in times of excitement and stress.
Why make it possible for him to even
uudertakeso much that is revolutionary,
even though lie fail in it all.
“I look upon Air. Bryan as the most
dangerous man to the'labor interests
today, in public life. In the iirst instance lie is a demagogue, possessed of
a certain quality of oratory which appeals always to prejudice. In the second. he is well grounded in no branch
of political economy and unsound in all.
He would be more unpopular with
laboring men, if elected, than, it is
claimed, he is popular with them now.
because his success would paralyze
business for a long time at least, during which time the laborer of necessity
would be without employment.
"When Air. Bryan is eliminated Democrats can readily assume a position of
respect anti influence in the Democratic
party, and until he is they ought to
tight against him.
“As far as L am concerned, I am
going to maintain my Democracy by
voting and speaking against Air. Bryan
and those who have debauched the party
and placed it in the attitude ot a defender of all the isms that disturb the
country. 1 do not believe in Bryanism
in the West or Crokerism in the East.
If a continuation of Bryanism and
Crokerism constitute Democracy, I do
not believe it does, and, therefore, 1
have faith in there being enough Democrats who are Democrats from principle to defeat Air. Bryan so emphatically as to make impossible the things
we have witnessed during the past year's
alleged Democratic conventions.”

Farm

amil Family
I’nited States.

Paper in the

Relieving that every one of our readers should
least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive journal, Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican Journ 1 on remarkably liberal terms
as given below.
Lack of space forbids but a brief
description of the contents of Farm and Home
which is unequalled for variety and excellence
nave ar

of the 8est

NOYES & NUTTER

The Best

mm

Prominent among its many departments may be
mentioned the Farm and harden, Market Reports,
Fruit Culture, Plans and inventions, The Apiary,
Talk.- wth a Lawyer, Around the hlobe, Live stork
and Dairy, The Poulin Yard, Hie Question Box,
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
Fancy Work, Household Features.
Farm and Homo is published semi-monthly
thus giving you 21 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming with
all the latest

and most

tor

Farm and Home Is 50 cents

Address all orders

What is the use of dragging
through life half alive ? Why
do you do it? Is it because
you think there is no cure ?
Of course you can’t be blamed
if you don't know TANGIN,
but any woman who suffers
after she has heard about it
has only herself to blame, for
TANGIN would surely cure
her. We don’t ask you to take
our word for it
send us a
postal and we will send you a
Free Sample of TANGIN,
together with a valuable medical treatise on the diseases of
women.
That’ll prove the
story.

reliable information that

experience ami science can supply.
1’y special arrangement we make for a limited
time the following liberal oITcr:
To ail w > pay for The. Republican l iurnal on
year in advance, $2.00, Farm and Home will be
sent fur one year tree. The regular subscription
a

year.

to
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4ni50
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CO.,
Me.
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makes it exceedingly pertinent to
print again that heroic officer's own
testimony as to the treasonable and
I
murder-breeding expressions of sympawondered, simple womthy and encouragement which have
ipsoii'.s uneasiness, while |
gone forth to Luzon from certain perd sought bard for an :
sons in this country, mostly Bryauites
sin- found it to her !
and supporters of the policy announced
"ii or. perhaps dissatisin Bryan's Indianapolis speech.
Writminers
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ing in November last, only a few days
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-lore after the sun bad
before his death by a Filipino bullet,
In Simpson naturally
Gen. Lawton said to .John Barrett:
-sociate with the men
"I would to God that the whole truth
.-lie reasoned. But Mr. ;
of this whole Philippine situation could
.'''d customer and dche known to every one in America as 1
it
like the
''tention:
know it.
not claim it. then it
"If the real history, inspiration and
| £.11
"d him.
Mr. (;allisran laughed at his own conditions of this insurrection, and the
SEEDS and
M r. Simpson was invited i
merry jest, but Ills enjoyment was cut influences, local and external, that now
the eoinfortable hack ! short by a shot ringing out clear in the
j encourage the enemy, as well as the
"t ablishment.
The remorning air. IIis partner. Mr. liiffo, actual possibilities of these islands and
! s.
Huggins’ following bad droped with a howl to the earth, people and their relations to this great
lie jealous, but, after
A. M. BININGER & CO.’S Successors,
•upon which the rascal, (lalligan, him- Fast, could he understood at home, we
Iinpor(<'i*s of
the attention was to be self
:
dropped bis gun to the ground and I would hear no more talk of unjust
New York.
to
the
!y
superinten- incontinently bolted toward the wood ‘shooting of government' into the Filidealer* in the tim-st <|ii,ility ..r
| on the left. A second shot well aimed I pinos, or of hauling down our Ameri,cl a wonderous change for the rear of that ruffian
brought a can flag in the Philippines.
He lost much of his howl of pain from the living tralligan,
~
“If the so-called anti-imperialists
it was always easy to I! but following
immediately upon it would honestly ascertain the truth on
a blush, and made more
came a peal of woman’s laughter.
the ground and not in distant America,
«
DWINELL-WRICHT
visits to the establisli| Almost at the same instant a head of they, whom 1 believe to he honest men
sat
a
little
rally
apart ! brown was popped over the bank of and misinformed, would lie convinced
id the rest of the visitors earth that skirted the road outlie
mtOKKS PKOMPTI.V I II I I II
right, of the error of their statement and conad only at rare intervals then the
figure of a buxom little woman clusion and of the unfortunate effect of
spoke into the conversa- appeared. A rosy blush was on her their publication here.
TT. T•», .'i? Front St., Belfmt, Me
\o one there was obser- cheek and in her hands a still
“If I am shot by a Filipino bullet, it
The finest blend of the finest Mocha and Java the
smoking
to see that Mr. Simpson
TELEPHONE 4-2.
nr
Winchester.
I might as well come from one of my
world produces.
It is not sold at a fancy price, but at
only when Mrs. Huggins
"Mercy of Heaven ! Mrs. Huggins! own men, because 1 know from obserthe
usual
a
for
first-class
coffee.
We
cannot
tell
art in the conversation,
figure
How did you do it?" gasped the amazed vation. confirmed by captured prison-ssary to further conceal superintendent.
you the secret of its superiority over all other coffees, but
ers, that the continuance, of lighting is
has been at all concealed,
The widow, for it was she. did not chiefly due to reports that are sent out
a trial will satisfy you that it stands at the head.
Get
Hpson was very much in answer immediately. She was busy en- from America.”
it from your grocer—in either 1 or 2 lb. air-tight tin
attractive little widow, deavoring to revive the prostrate ltilfo.
The sad prophecy was fulfilled. The
cans.
Cut of the " White House on every can.
love making would have
When be showed signs of renewed life, very next month Henry W. Lawton was
sod
beyond that stage she said, depreciatingly, “Oh, it was struck dead by a Filipino bullet, practiThe Prohibitory Law.
perinteiident sat in the nothing, nothing at all.’ You see, Jim- cally moulded, aimed and sped by those
PRINCIPAL COFFEE ROASTERS, BOSTON.
lalied her about her busimy, the boy who works in my store, here at home who were engaged iu en- Ex-Governor Kobie Favors lie-submission
er
her
plump overheard these fellows last night, and couraging the insurgents in Luzon to
squaring
If the People Wish to Vote Upon the
ounter to listen to a dis- come to me with his
story lirst thing continue the lighting. Gen. Lawton's
Amendment.
ale miners’ topic, is to be
this morning, it was too late to do blood is on the hands of some of his
Ex-tiovernor Frederick Kobie was inHere it not for a certain
vs.
anything else but come along myself, so i fellow countrymen.
terviewed by a Portland Express rer 'inspired.
1 took down the old gun that Huggins
I reason is defined by the constitution
last week, regarding the pro■out in this way. Segna left me—I used to lie a
porter
shot
of
the
United
States
as
good
war
pretty
“levying
When you seek a physician, you want a man of
resnbmission of the prohibitory
red two unsavory rascals, —and here I am.
I.eft the pony down against them [the United States) or ad- posed
constitutional amendment to the peoand a ilown-at-heel gam- below so 1 could
one who has cured other troubles like yours.
So
experience,
get near enough to hering to their enemies, giving them
.1
uiueky. whose then alias get a hand in the game without being aid and comfort." The revised statues ple by the next legislature.
with remedies, you should put your faith in the old trusty
“1 can see no logical reason against
dll partook of the liospi- seen too soon, (iness this fellow needs
provide for this crime the maximun such resubmission.'' said dov. Kobie,
cure for Dyspepsia, Constipation, Impure Blood.
establishment on such a doctor!"
penalty of death. The constitutional “when there seems to be a strong popu\
“
were not liquoring up
said
of “enemies” has been held by
"Certainly,”
Superintendent
meaning
The True
L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters [established 40
in
that
call
direction.
lar
The
amendtiit* establishment's only
Simpson with a happy inspiration. “I'll the supreme court to apply only to sub- ment was added by vote of the
a
Here tolerated more for the
bottle for a small orice.
people,
vears],
put him in the buggy and take him jects of a foreign power in a state of and if
they want its reeision they should
their related adventures
along to Eastonston, and say, "I guess open hostility with ns. This distinction, be allowed
an opportunity to so vote.
any personal charm pos- 1 need the services of a parson—there’s however, is not quite clear, for the
“Then resnbmission would afford an
i•
of them. Report spoke one in Eastonston: will
you come same opinion, as rendered by Justice
of conclusively settling the
mgs of them, and more along?”
Field, goes on to say that “to constitute opportunity
whether the voters of Maine
WE HAVE REDUCED
ohhery on divers occasions.
The widow sighed a little, smiled a a levying of war there must be an question
DR. MOTT’S
in
favor of absolute proare
•
really
been, but if report could little, and blushed a little, but she took assemblege of persons with force and
NERVKRIJVK DIIiLS
1
favored
the
hibition.
The
for
nervous prostration and all diseases of the generative
great remedy
prohibitory
into the future it could a
THE PRICE.
place on the seat beside the happy arms to overthrow the government or amendment and worked for
organs of either sex. such as Nervous Prostration. Failing or Lost Manhood,
its pasin which
p aimed robbery
all who aid in
superintendent and together they jog- resist the laws:” and
Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, excessive use
but it seems to me that a strong
sage,
man and liiffo arranged to
of
Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption aud Insanity. With every
ged along to Eastonston. [New York the common object of levying war
order we guarantee to cure or refund the money. Sold at $1.00 per b>x.
change of public sentiment regarding
ts.
When they had comAFTER USIN6' S$5boxes
against the United States, in however the prohibitory law lias since
Clipper.
for $5.00. JDK. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Clcvelund, Ohio.
taken
pians it seemed to them a
a minute degree, or however remote
place.
For
Sale
By R. H. Moody, Belfast, Maine.
•■asy affair.
SuperintenBELIEF IN SIX HOI KS.
from the scene of action, are guilty of
“While personally a temperance man
'U on a
certain morning
treason.” But the statute of July 17,
moral
on
that
and
1
think
business
and
Bladder Disease
Distressing Kidney
glit, was wont to drive to
1865, regarding the incitement of insurgrounds a high license law, with 30 or
in an open buggy, with eer- relieved in six hours by “New Cheat
AUK YOU
INSURKO ?
South American Kidney Cure.” It is a rection, is clear enough;
40 openly conducted and strictly su:|l gold dust, the proceeds of
“Section
who
on
5,334.—Every
person
account
of
its
July ami August an-1 lie great lightning mouths
great surprise
exceeding
saloons, would be preferable
i
a
pervised
two weeks’ mining. The
More farm property is destroyed at this season
in relieving pain in blad- incites, sets on foot, assists or engages to tbe two hundred or more semi-secret
because of lightning than by .ill other sources. [
g over 20 miles, was begun at
er, kidneys and back, iii male or female. in any rebellion or insurrection against
with which Portland is now
make a specialty of insuring farm property
■ur. and was always made
Relieves retention of water almost imme- the authority of the United States, or grog shops
against any loss or damage by lightning or tire.
They would be less of a
Send me a postal and I will go to your place and
"lislily, ]ierliaps, by Mr. Simp- diately. If you want quick relief and cure the law therof, or gives aid and comfort afflicted.menace
and moral eyesore.
this is the remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes &
public
toil you till about it.
shall
be
thereto,
punished by imprison- Long years of futile attempts at enMe.
Co.,
Druggists,
Belfast,
lylii
REV. E. .IIOSON HATCH,
lay along the narrow road
ment not more than ten years, or by a
forcing the prohibitory law, when the
'Is around the Summit Hills,
26tf
Cnentre iMnntville.
fine of not more than $10,000, or by
Over
Million
laws of the United States allow the
Assets
place for a holdup such as HalA Misanthrope.
Bowery Staggers.— both such punishments; and shall, manufacture and sale of liquor, and
''"I HilTo
“When
a
down
At
a
feller's
certain
tries
to
planned.
everybody
CAUTION.
moreover, be incapable of holding any consumption inevitably follows, have
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE OLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
shove him down furder.” Pell Mell—“Huh! office under the United States.”
mad was commanded
All persons arc hereby cautioned against riding
by a kind You
made
talk like soinebody’d been offering you
many dubious of the possi- C9-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION..^
al
Bonds lor Cashiers, Contract or driving on the new or lower bridge, so-ealleil,
It would be profitless to inquire
Security
rampart, and behind this it de
bility of its proper working. The ProVice-Presidency.” [Puck.
in Belfast, faster than a walk. Any person riding
proposition of the two higlifurther into the technical aspects of hibition sheriff-elect in Cumberland
ors, Administrators and Trustees. | Correspondence solicited I Real estate bought and sold
or driving on said bridge in violation of this
entrench themselves until
Mr. Bryan’s self-involvement in real or seems to have tbe way cleared, so far
notice will do so at their own risk and subject
The
New
Dessert
Jell-O,
themselves to prosecution therefor.
t„ •''I’Crintendent came along, to be
constructive treason, or liis culpability as it is
possible, for pure enforcement.
!*i:u Oitiu.u of Cu.m.vp itkk >n H toil ways.
d,
; 'eutly held up without risk and pleases all the family. Four flavorsLem- under the law against giving aid or By liis success or failure will abide in
NOTICE
Belfast, Sept. 20, 1000 —3W38
exertion
to
the
i,"nseemly
pair. on, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At comfort to persons engaged in insur- a large degree the question of public
'ppointed morning, before the your grocers. 10 cts.
rection against the authority of the confidence in tbe ellicacy of the stat!<:
In Boahi> of Aldermen,
Try it to-day. lylO
Bay mare, good size and weight.
Order No. «.
United States. AA'e do not believe that ute.”
Belfast, March 19, 1900.
I.'.', 1"'>'I1'bad broken over the Segna
Three-year-old colt.
Ordered, That all bills against the city shall be
had hitched his
Top buggy.
he was conscious of committing any
Simpson
itemized and shall be approved by the proper
" H‘e
Skeleton
True
Politeness.
wagon.
(to
elderly- crime against the existence of the govbuggy, loaded in his iron witness)—“ What is Magistrate madam)”
committee before placed in the hands of the audi
All persons indebted to me prior to February i
Sulky, high wheels.!
A Danger in Sight. “How do you feel
your age,
tor. Also that all said bills MUST be in the hands 1900. are requested to settle sit the store of Mitch
lie gave the Luzon inHarnesses and blankets.
his' i- ""x- l|K,ked to the chambers of Witness—“Thirty,
sir.” Magistrate—“Thir- ernment when
about this shirt waist agitation ?” “Well, I
of the auditor ON OK BEFORE THE FRIDAY ell & Trussed, ltr> High street.
however
invited.
and
seated
himself
in
Offers,
low,
"lv1r*
pretarai, ""
what—months or years )” [Chicago Rec- surgents the signal for continued rebel- don’t want to see it brought forward as a
next preceding the first Monday in each month
M. L. MITCHELL.
WM. C. MARSHALL.
lor his journey. At seven, ty
lion by pledging himself, if elected, to political issue.” [Indianapolis Journal.
ord.
or they will lie over until the next month.
13
Belfast, Me., June ‘23.1900—.2Ctf
Belfast, July 12,1900.—28
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Promises

Experience.

.BUG DEATH.
Kills all Bugs

■

large

On Plants-VVines.

AND

A. A. HOWES & CO.
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FARMERS!

§romptness

FRED ATWOOD

Wintcrport,

Me

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

Representing

For bale

Twenty
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NOTICE.

Vjiii’

Mr. and Mrs. Lanpher of Connecticut are
visiting Mrs. L's sister, L. J. Flowers.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Mrs Kate Brier returned from her western

trip Saturday.

given.

\V. E. Grinnell and C. II. Monroe have returned from a business trip to Boston.

Rev. S. A. Abbott and wife of New WhatWash., are guests of C. 0. Fernald
and w ife. Mrs. Abbott was formerly Ella
Saunders of this place.

( apt. X. F. Gilkey left last week for Fernandina to take command of schooner Edith
L. Allen.

Monday.

COUNTY

Miss Ellen Mcsman, accompanied by Mrs.
Fred Palmer, visited Mrs. Mary Mosman
last week.

CORRESPONDENCE.

1’rospect Ferry.
Capt. Mark Uarriis sick with typhoid fever.
He is attended by l>r. Emerson of llucksport_
Mrs. X. J. Heagan and Mrs. G. 15. Brown
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Job Brewster in
Camden.Miss Lulu Avery went to Andover, Mass., Sept. -’4th to attend school....
Mrs. Anna C. Harriman entertained the
Ladies' Circle Saturday evening.George
Gruby of Boston, Mass., visited C. 15.
Batchelder and family last Sunday-FreeBoston on last
man Batclielder went to
Monday's boat,

port Monday.
Mrs. Mary Dakin, who has spent a two
weeks vacation here, returned to Roxbury,

Mass., Monday.
Mrs. I*. P. Nickols and children left by
steamer Monday for their home at Northhampton, Mass.
The usual delegation from here are at
Swan Lake watching the tisli time out and
the fish time in.

Fred

M.. Harris of Boston arrived by
steamer Wednesday and will try the fish at
Swan Lake for a few days.
Mrs. Geo. A. Carver and daughter Elizabeth, who spent the summer at Moose Point
cottage, left Monday for Brooklyn.
Mrs. F. W. Nichols, accompanied by her
mother, Mrs. Harriet Dodge, arrived by
steamer Menda\ from Bueksport.

IsLEsnoito. Several of the summer residents have closed their cottages, but a large
number remain and are enjoying the beautiful autumn weather. Among those who
Scott Blanchard, who is attending the
have closed their cottages are Dr. R. II.
Commercial college in Bangor, rode down
Derby of New York, Wm. R. Dupee of Boson his wheel and spent Sunday in town.
ton, George Philler of Philadelphia, Rev.
Miss Marv Nichols, who is employed as Prall, Ph. D. (Heidelberg) of
Albany, N.
stenographer for the Northern Packing (’o. Y., K. S. Dixon, Philadelphia, James Lawat Eastport, is at home for a short vacation.
rence, Groton. Mass., W. N. Ross of PhilaW. P. Putnam, who was called here by delphia, L. K. Wilmerbing of New York
the sickness of his son, returned to Boston and Miss Maria Chapin of New York_
Saturday by train, leaving Willie very much Rev. Leighton Parks, I). D., rector of Immanuel church, Boston, occupies his pulpit
improved.
in that city Sunday, and returns Tuesday_
Prudie Nichols Putnam is in Boston to
Two elegant cottages are under construcbegin a course of elocution in the Emerson
School of Oratory, she is to qualify herself tion here. J. Murray Forbes of Boston is
building on the “Shipyard lot,” adjoining
for a teacher.
Dr. Derby's, and Gustav Bizzell of New
The subscribers to the exchange here are
York, who lately bought Babbidge's Point,
very much pleased with the working of the
is building what will be one of the finest
telephones. Electrician Hayes understands
cottages on the island.David II. Smith
every portion of the telephone.
is building a nice cottage adjoining the post
Mrs. George (’losscn, reported last week office at Dark Harbor... Geo. II. Wilbur of
at the hospital at Bangor for a surgical
Foxcroft, the contractor on some of the best
operation, is said to be doing well. The ! cottages in town, is building a house for
operation was performed last Saturday.
himself at Dark Harbor-Alpheus Pendieton is building himself a new house on
< Trie Pote, Mrs. Flavilla
M
and
Prouty
Mrs. Henry Wood were in this vicinity the his !ot....F. o. Clark is building a store for
hi" hardware and plumbing business at the
I ,,-t week :v.k t_ on friends and among the
corner near
the Baptist church.Miss
pa-*' vi-Ted was their old home at Bog
Hill.
I Rose Cleveland's cottage on Seven Hundred
Acre Island is nearing completion, and will
It > rumored that the Automobile (.'0111- be one of the attractive
features of that
l’iiny here offei a liberal prize to any per- section of the town... Mrs. B. C.
Briggs of
son wh<» will furnish them with the shortest !
New York is critically ill at her cottage at
mini*- i-onvey ing tlie idea of a
self-propelled Dark Harbor.

■

ITEMS.

Miss Rena Black is at home from Searsa short visit.

port for

never

wastes

More
the

saving

health.

Royal

Baking

Pow-

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price
25 eents.
Iyr36

no

baking

in

powder

so

economical
in practical
use, no

der adds anti-

matter how
little others
may cost,
as the Royal

dyspeptic
qualities to the

Lining

SHIP

keeps

the Glenvvood Home Grand

at

absolutely

an

even

heat

oven

throughout,

and with two oven shelves does the
baking in just one-third the time.

GLENWOOD

Palermo. Ellis Warren, the old man who
wandered from his home in this town last
week, was found Saturday night at the
home of James Allen in Brooks, where
Warren had called to obtain food. Mr.
Allen had read the account of the disappearance of Warren in the newspapers, and
when the old man called at the Allen home
he was forced to remain over night and Sunday morning was taken to his home. The
old man's story of his wanderings was a
pitiful one. He imagined that some one was
bound to take him to the poorhouse and he
had left home to evade his supposed enemies. W arren had slept in the woods for
live nights, and what scant clothing he had
on was torn into shreds, as was Hie skin on
his hands and face where he had come in
contact with the brush while looking for a
place to sleep, lie had suffered from cold
and was in a very weak condition when he
arrived at the Allen home. Since his departure from his home searching parties
had scoured the woods for many miles and
had finally given the old man up as dead in
some out of the way place where his body
would be discovered by accident.

light, sweet
good flour;

There Is

The Asbestos

—

im-

portant still is

Burnham. A fine cottage, situated on
the shore of Lake Winnecook, and owned
by a number of families, known as the Reynolds cottage, was burned, together with its
contents, one day last week. The loss will
be some 8300 or $400. The fire is supposed
to have originated from the explosion of a
kerosene oil stove—Mrs. Ella C. Wyman
has been granted a pension of $12per month,
with arrearages amounting to nearly $200.
The pension was granted on account of
the death of a son in the late Spanish war.
....Geo. F. Wyman has reshingled the roof
of his house and will make other needed repairs.Orrison Chandler has returned
from the Maine General Hospital in Portland with his general condition improved.
Mr. Chandler was suffering from cancer of
the stomach... Mr. and Mrs. Basslervisited
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Kimball last Sunday.
Kervin Reynolds is attending a commercial college in Bath.

Imitation baking powders almost invariably contain alum. Alum makes the food unwholesome.

Mitchell_&_Trussell, Belfast,

Me.

FOR SALE! SiV

IB,
As I want to tl> vote my whole time to our
rapidly ,,,
I. AO l ES a n tl G E X TL E M EX'S TA I LOR IXG R l \S /
A / a
I have a live business to offer, for whirl, I ask no

,,

boon,,

our

stock is now

in splendid

shape for a purchaser,
phenomenal business, the

customers

„„r

having given us a
two months, realizing full well it was the REAL
TUI w
We propose to keep our business alive for our
successors i,„
buying from time to time in limited quantities the I i n \
LATEST STYLES in

NEWS.

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

ed to pass the article. $250 was raised last
spring to repair this house. The contract
has been let to John Penney, who has begun
work—Rev. W. H. Abbott of Palermo occupied the pulpit of the Baptist church here
Sunday morning. After the sermon the ordinance of baptism was administered to one
candidate—E. I. Hall and E. I). Vose, who
have been spending their vacation here, returned to Lowell, Mass., Saturday_E. B.
Hall, S. (?. Tilton and Michael Clark have
been chosen a committee to arrange for the
observance of the 100th anniversary of the
Baptist church.
Monhoe.

Mrs.

Sept. ip. Sell. Lena Maud, Giggey, -St.
John, N. B.
Sept. 20. Sell. J. V. Wellington, Pattersliall, Port Johnson.
Libekty. Quite a number of the DemoSept. 20. Seh. Game Cock, Crockett,
crats of this place attended the Democratic Winterport; A. Ilayford, Ryan, Searsport.
Sept. 25. Sch. Sadie Wilcutt, Pendleton,
barbecue in Washington Saturday night.
Boston.

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

Kxox. A special tow n meeting was held
Monday afternoon to reconsider the vote to
Repair the Kenney schoolhouse. It was vot-

Albert Xewcomb has

It is said that if the Democrats of Knox
county smell as badly as did the roasted
ox on that occasion it becomes the duty of
all the people of that county to pray for an
early frost to prevent an epidemic.Don
Walker has entered Colby College at Waterville.W.L. Cargill goes to Boston next
week to enter a dental college
Will Lord
and family of North Vassalboro were in
town Monday
The people, who have silos
in this vicinity are tilling them with corn.
W. .1. Knowlton has five acres of corn for
that purpose.Mrs. David Alexander of
Belfast was in town Sunday in the interest
of a juvenile temperance association.
—

—

Hast Seaksmont.
Kingman to join her husband, who
Mrs. Percy Tower
has employment in a mill there_Percy and children of Belmont spent
Sept. 2;id
Ilam lias gone p> Kingman to work.Mrs. with her sister, Mrs. Ralph lleald.Mr.
Addie Dennison has a little girl, born last and Mrs. Win. MacKenzie have returned
It is smart and well, but only from Hampden.Miss Etta Brewster left
week.
weighs four pounds.Miss Mary Forbes Sept. 11th for her home in Brockton, Mass.
of Belfast is visiting Mrs. Mary Moore. .John Cummings of New York City is
Franklin Chase is in Wiuterport doing in town for two weeks.Howard Elms is
a short job at carpenter work.Mr. Wyat home from Dedham, Mass
Mrs. Clary
man of
Humppden, who leased the Film returned to her home in Charlestown,
house of Asbra Staples this summer, has Mass., Sept. 2oth.Mr. and Mrs. Sumner
returned to Hampden and Mr. Staples has Lothrop and child of New York, and Mrs.
moved back.i)r. Webber has moved bis Lizzie Pote and mother of
Belfast, were at
family to Wiuterport.Mrs. William Ansel Lothrop's last week.Miss Addie
Twombly has been on the sick list, but is McLain of Appleton spent Sept, ldth with
better—Mrs. Joseph Palmer has retuned Marcia
Lothrop.Herbert Donnell has
from a two weeks’ visit at her daughter’s in
shingled his house.
and
stood
her
well-.
Searsport,
journey
Swanvili,e. Mr. K. II. Xickerson is
Cyrus Chase and wife have been on a two
weeks' visit to their daughter in Winter- liav ing extensive repairs made at the old
homestead. Mr. C. R. Nickerson is master
port, Mrs. Frank Hardy.
builder and Mr. Aiplionso Hint' of Brooks
Pkospect Vii.laue. Miss Emmie Maris doing tlie masonry
Mr. .J. F. Littletield
den has returned from Foal Ilarhor, where
has his new carriage house nearly completed
she spent the summer—Andrew I-ittleand is making some other repairs on his
lield of Westbrook, Mass., who spent his
F. Nickerson is
vacation of two weeks here with relatives, buildings—Mrs. Mary
her shed shingled, and Mrs. M. J.
returned home last Saturday.Those having
Downs is having some shingling done at
from here who attended the fair in Belfast
her old place
Capt. Nehemiah Smart has
pronounced it tirst class in all exhibits_
returned from Hagaduce, where he has
Fred Clark and Miss Amy Lane are very
been superintending the dredging of the
sick. Alice Haley has returned from
harbor—Mr. Charles Marr and family
Squirrel Island, after an absence of nine
have returned to Woburn, Mass.Mr. II.
weeks....South Branch Grange has fully re1’. Marr had three stacks of beans taken
paired its hall, outside and inside. They bald
from his field recently_Mrs. Abbott (nee
regular meetings in the dinning room all
Ella Sanders) and her husband of Whatcom,
through the repairing—C. H. Partridge is
Washington,visited her old home last Tuespaying fancy prices for fancy brown eggs
II. W. Abbott will speak at our
for the Boston market.Mrs. Etta Homer day-Rev.
church next Sunday at 2.:>o, standard_Dr.
of Bucksport, who has been the guest of
has so far recovered from
Miss Opie Libby the past week, has return- l’hillip Greeley
his illness as to return to his
gone to

1

sii.vksmont. A very pleasant home wedP. Fo’-iisoii and N. Koiilston returned j
ding occurred at tlie residence of Mr. and
Saturday lroni a visit to Aroostook. Thev Mrs. II. K. Holmes at lo
o’clock Tuesday
report every thing booming in Aroostook
morning, September l.stli, when their niece,
(rJ ho only trouble with the farmers I
Miss Maud A. Feader, was united in mar's to and
help to gather their bountiful riage to Albert I. Fork, M.
I)., of Wilton.
harvest.
Key. George M. Hailey was the officiating
Ii.li’i Kane and Fred Blanchard
recently clergyman and performed the double ring
met :n searsport for the first time in fifteen
ceremony in a very impressive manner.
>ears, although both are residing in Chicago The bride was becomingly attired in white
within less than half a mile of each other. Swiss muslin with lace and satin trimmings
Mr. Kane has been there fifteen
and carried a hou.juet of white asters. The
years or
bride is an accomplished young lady, a
more, and Mr. Blanchard
eight.
graduate of tile Central Maine General Hosllw fraternal feeling between the masonpital, and her high Christian character has
ic lodges in Searsport and Stockton is never
endeared her to all who know her. The
allowed to wane. By invitation from the
bridegroom is a popular young phy sician, a
members ot Pownal lodge a large delegation
graduate of liowdoin College. The preswont from here W ednesday
evening to wit- ents to the happy couple were useful and
ness the conferring of the ;»d
degree.
valuable. A dainty wedding breakfast was
W iibur < arver has a
very beautiful pearl served, after which the young couple left on
that weighs eleven grains and is clear as the noon train for their future home in Wilcrystal, fur which lie lias been offered thir- ton, Me., with the best wishes of many
It was found in a fresli-water friends.\. G. Caswell and wife have
ty dollars.
to I’asekeag, New Brunswick, for a
clam in Piper's stream.
It is said that in gone
%the streams in the northern part of Sears- two weeks'visit... .Mrs. Colby Moore and
pori there are more pearls than in any other daughter of Rockland visited friends in
town last week.....I. W. Farrar has returnsection of the state.
ed to Washington, J). C.V. A. Simmons
< harles
Widgeren, who is a member ot ;
the Lowell bicycle club, arrived from that and wife have gofie to Boston to select
goods for the fall trade_Miss Bridges of
cit\ (»n his wheel
Tuesday, having ridden
from Watervilleto Searsport in three hours Franklin, Mass., is the guest of Miss Mary
MeCorrison.J. L. Bean has bought the
and ten minutes.
Charles is in possession
grist mill of K. S. Wing... .Lewis Todd
of numerous medals won
by him in meets
by the Lowell club. He has one of the and wife of Lindonville, Vermont, called
latest improved racing wheels, and when upon friends in town last Sunday.
mounted has the appearance of a
Thorndike. Herbert, son of X. A. Litproper
scorcher.
tlefield, died of consumption Saturday
The people of Searsport are assured of a night. He leaves a father, four brothers
rich treat in the lecture to be given in the and two sisters to mourn their loss. The
funeral services were held at the home
M. K. Church Friday
evening, Sept. 28th,
by Rev. William Forsyth of Bueksport. Monday afternoon.Mrs. Ephraim JohnThe subject of the lecture will be “Over the son and son Omar passed a few days last
week with relatives in Waldo.HenryAtlantic and Back." Mr. Forsyth
recently Rich of
Massachusetts is visiting his
returned from a trip of several weeks abroad,
taking in during his travels the Paris Ex- mother, Mrs. Jane Rich_A. S. Higgins
position and it will be a lecture of great and Peter Harmon passed last Tuesday in
interest. All are invited to come and hear Belfast—Miss Flora Farnham is the guest
him. The lecture will begin promptly at of Mrs. B. A. Gowen-Miss Alice Thompson passed Sept, lstli and 19th in Belfast....
7.:>o. standard time. Admission for adults 20
Miss Alice Simpson has been the guest of
cts.
Children under 12 years, loots.
j Mrs. Caro
Simpson the past week.Mrs.
E. I’. Webster and daughter returned from
WEST SEARTPOKT NEWS.
Miss Elden llarriinan is on the sick list, Enfield Saturday— Ilert Rich of Massachusetts lias been passing a week with his
Alnatlia Robbins has begun operating his
upcle, Fred Rich.James Rollins of Unity
eider mill.
was the guest of Alfred Howard Sept. 20th
.John Hutchinson is in Brooks with his
and 21st-Ira Howard of Pittsfield lias
threshing machine.
been doing masonry in town the past week.
Allie Howard of Belfast was in town
.Mrs. Whitney of Burnham was the
last week visiting friends.
guest last week of her brother, Emery
1'. 11. Monroe gave an old fashioned corn Whitten.B. A. Gowen and wife visited
friends in Morrill a few days last week.
husking last .Saturday night,
Mrs. F. L. Pliilbrick and daughter Helen
11. 1-.. Bradman is in town
frequently as were the guests of Mrs. Rebecca Files Satthe guest of Mrs. Amy Towle.
urday night.Mrs. Prince Bessey of
arret) Nickerson has
gone to Sanger- Unity passed a few days last week with her
vilie, where lie has a situation.
granddaughter, Mrs. Porter Hurd. Mrs.
Charles H. Nickerson shot a large eagle Bessey is nil years of age and is
remarkably
while gunning at Kane’s pond last week.
well and smart for one of her age.Mrs.
W. A. Nickerson, who has been danger- Isadore Tilton and children, Christine and
ously ill for the past few months, is improv- Malcolm, who have been passing the summer with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ing.
Bishop,
The East Belfast base ball team will play at Fort Fairfield, returned to her home
With the Mt. Ephraim team Saturday, Sept, Sept. 22nd.Howard Parsons, who is
stopping at Vassalboro, accompanied by a
2tith, in tV. M. Merithew’s field.
with his
One of the latest arrivals in town is a gentleman friend, spent Sunday
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Parsons_
young son, who came to the home of Mr.
Robert Cates went to Portland Monday,
and Mrs. Charles Curtis Sept. Kith.
where he intends to enter Shaw’s Business
Miss Maggie Dailey, who has been visitCollege—Leslie Bradford and family pasing her sister, Mrs. D. M. Nichols, has re- sed last Sunday in Searsport_L. G. Monturned to her home in New York.
roe and wife attended the funeral services
Sneak thieves entered the hennery of of their nephew, Everett Penney, at Knox
Mrs. Anna Webber of East Belfast last Sunday.
week and stole fifteen of her best fowls.
Stops the Cough
and works ofl the Cold.
1

Royal

food.

1

carriage.

use

butter and eggs.

i

j

sf.ARSPOKT

food;

makes fine,

!

lias

I

NORTH

always

—

completed the repairs on the steamboat wharf here and left
Wednesday with his crew for Mango:.

.Spellman

of

the

possesses more leavening power
and goes further.
Royal saves also because it

W. 15. Morse and
.Son'll Montvii.ee.
wife are visiting in Massachusetts.C. E.
Gilman has been tilling his silo the past
week_A company numbering about fifty
gathered at the home of the pastor and his
wife last Saturday for a picnic, and report
a very pleasant time.C. S. Adams went
to Augusta last week on business_Edwin
Sukeforth returned last week from Fort
Fairfield, where he had been for a few days.
.Miss Inez Peavey, w ho has been very
sick with brain trouble, is gradually failing.
J. Q. Adams and wife are visiting their
daughter, Mrs. O. P. Fuller, in Camden.

Miss Jane Curtis and Miss Hope Curtis
left .Monday for Boston where they will
spend the winter.

by

Baking Powder is considerable.
Royal is economical, because it

man

David W. Xickels, who has been running
milk route in lslesboro, returned to Sears-

J.

JMFl'OGGJW

com,

Warren 11. Carr and daughter, who have
been in town for ten days, returned to Bath

Mr.

The Saving of

Mrs. Wellman Moulton left last week to
join her husband, who is stationed at Fort
Hancock, New York harbor.

Mrs. .1. B. Ames returned last Saturday
from a visit to her son Eugene in Portland.

a

\

Granite Grange will hold a fair and cattle
show Oct. 11th. A further notice will be

—

—

—

ed home—Several here attended the fair
in Swanville Sept. J1
Frank Lane of
Milton, Me., and Sanford Lane of Boston
are here caring for their sister Amy, who is
—

home in Farm-

ington. N. II.,..Mr. J. F. Kane is quite
sick at the home of his aunt, Mrs. Alice G.
Kane-Mr. Win. Quimby is able to be out.

Lin'coi.n vn.t.E. The entertainment given
the M. E. church at the Centre Wednesday evening, Sept. Pith, was a success in
every particular, except the size of the audience, which was small but very appreciative. Mr. Reynolds is a thorough artist in
his way and those who were not present
missed a rare treat—Mr. C. J. Ross left
Thursday for the East, where he has a position— Mrs. Lowe and son have returned to
their home in Massachusetts.Miss
Bessie Bartlett of Arlington, Mass., has returned to her home, accompanied by her
grandmother, Mrs. Burton Robinson_
Our milliner, Mrs. Dora Moody, is spending
a
few weeks in Boston—The Hopeful
Workers Circle, Kings Daughters and Sons,
Lowell, Slass., last Saturday.Joseph
have elected the following officers for the
Raynes and daughter of Rangor are visiting
Lizzie E. Duncan;
his brother, A. F. Raynes.Sirs. Hussey ensuing quarter: Leader,
Vice Leader, Jennie M. Warren; Sec. and
of Smithton is at work for C. A. Hall.
Ella Thomas; Treas., Florence
II. SI. Howard and Fred Hahn went to chorister,
Dearborn. The Circle meets every SaturWaldoboro last week.Willis SIcFarlaml
day evening at the homes of the members,
returned home from the island a few days
and every alternate Sunday evening conago.There was a heavy frost in this ducts
devotional services at the church.
vicinity the night of Sept. 17tli. Ice formed Both the
Saturday and Sunday evening serin places.
vices are public, and the public are corNorth Ikoy. A thumler shower passed dially invited. A full attendance is
specover this section Saturday, during which the
ially desired next Saturday evening as the
house belonging to Solomon Bennett was ir> cents
earned by the members arc to be
struck by lightning and considerably dambrought in, and each one is expected to tell
The
was
the
aged.
chimney
badly shattered,
how they were earned. The topic for that
rafters and a corner post splintered, and one
evening is Service, and the word for Ilible
window demolished.
The family were not
verse, Work. Sunday evening, Oct. 7tli, the
seriously injured, but suffered from the topic will be
Loyalty and the word. Rejoice.
shock.0. B. Rhoades, I)r. Dodge, R. K. The
Circle has adopted the following resoStone, G. L. Tyler, W. L. Gray and G. B. lutions of
respect:
Cook were in Belfast Friday, called there as
Whereas, The angel of death has for the
witnesses in the case of O. B. Rhoades and first time visited and broken our circle of
E. E. McCauslin of Unity_Mrs. Cora King’s Daughters and Sons, and taken
from our midst our oldest member, thereBatchelder, who has been visiting her aunt, fore be it
Mrs. F. O. Gould of Old Town, for several
Resolved, That in the death of our sister
weeks, returned Monday....Miss Ina Keller Abbie L. Frohock we mourn the loss of a
true
and faithful Daughter of the King and
of
home
her
of Islesboro is stopping at the
one who always had a word of help and enuncle, Milton Carleton, and is attending the couragement
for all. And while we shall
North Troy high school_Clifford Bennett, sadly miss her here, we can but rejoice that
who has been stopping in Foxboro, Mass., she has been called to the rest that remaineth to the children of God.
for some time, visited his mother and other
Resolved, That a page in our records be
relatives and friends here last week.Mr. devoted to these resolutions, a copy sent to
the
a
made
family; also to the Silyer Cross and The
and Mrs. 0. B. Rhoades
very pleasJournal for publication.
ant visit among relatives and friends in Republican
Lizzie E. Duncan,
)> Com.
on
Presque Isle last week, returning home
Mrs. J. H. Cooi.ey,
Miss Vesta B. Carver, )
Res.
Monday.

rapidly failing.

IIalldale. A. E. Brown of Lynn, Mass,
is visiting his mother, Sirs. Chas. Gilchrest.
-Charles Rowell has moved to Liberty.
Willie McFarland is visiting friends on
Acre Island—Frederick Hahn visited his
sister in Waldo recently.Sirs. L. C.
Jones recently gave a graphoplione concert
at the church, which w as much enjoyed By
those present.Sirs. E. I). Raynes went
to Sledford, Slass., last week to remain
awhile.Sirs. I-. C. Jones and daughter
Ola, and Sliss J. E. Caldwell, who have
been stopping at J. E. Hall’s, returned to
their home in Boston last Saturday_Bert
Hall and wife and Eben Vose returned to
—

at

...,AXD....

STAPLE GOODS,

SAILED.

Sept. 24. Sch. A. Ilayford, Ryan, Boston.
Sept. 25. Schs. Game Cock, Crockett,
Boston ; Lena Maud, Giggey, St. John.

For-

Cash

selling', for\\the same at 25 percent,
goods can be bought for elsewhere.

and

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York,Sept.is. Sld,sch.Annie R.Lewis,
Portland; 10, ar,sch. Jessie Lena,Charleston,
S. C'.: 20, ar, sch. Win. Slater, Somes Sound ;
21, ar, sells. Edward Stewart, Lucia Porter
and Sadie Corey, Bangor; Jennie
Stubbs,
Orland; 22, ar, schs. John C. Smith, Brunswick; Maggie G. Hart, Fernandina: eld,
bark Auburndale, Dow, Georgetown, Dem.;
sld, sch. A. Heaton, Perth Amboy for Belfast; 2:»,ar, brig Leonora, Brunswick; sch.
Susie P. Oliver, Bangor; 24, ar, schs. Levi
Hart,Bangor via Bridgeport: Herald, Keyes,
Brunswick.
Boston, Sept. 20. Ar, schs. Electa Bailey,
M A it ini: misckt.t. \ny.
Philadelphia: Young Brothers, Baltimore;
The name of the four-masted sell. II. M.
21, ar, sens. Gov. Ames, Baltimore; Star of
the Sea, Philadelphia: Daylight, Newport Beau of Camden is building for ('apt.
McLean of the schooner Mt. Hope, will In*
News; Laura M. Lunt, Brunswick; Winsvessel will
low Morse, New York : 22, eld, sch. Lizzie Van Allens-Bionghton. Tim
B. Willey. Fernadina; 24, ar, sch. Hatties. have a carr\ ing capacit\ of about ...Vm) rons
of coal.
Collins, Stonington.
Wm. M. Palmer of Boston has contracted
Piiiladelphi i, Sept. is. Ar, sell. Nimbus,
L. Welt, the Waldoboro ship
Poitland; 2oth, ar, sell. Henry K. Tiltun, with George
for the construction of another
Plymouth: eld, sells. Myronus, Camden, builder,
of 4,non tons capacity,
schooner
live-masted
Mt.: Manuel R. Cuza, Belfast: Sallie Inn,
The k<-H
to be named the Baker Palme!-.
Charleston; 22, ar, bark C. P. Dixon. New
for this vessel will be laid a.-, soon as the
York ; eld, schs. A. B. Sherman, Savannah:
now on the >tocks, is launchFannie
Vmbus, Boston: 2:;, ar. sch. Senator Sulli- jI ed next Palmer,
month, and will go overboard next
van, Hopkins, New York; 24, eld, sch.
May.
Henry R, Tilton Bangor.
MeKa\ A- 1 >iv
Bucksport, Me.. >ept. JBaltimore, Sept. 2u. Sld, bark Josephine,
<
1 io Janeiro; 22, chi, sch. Henry Clausen, w ill launch on or about the 15th of >etobe..
a four-masted schooner of about l,2oo tons,
Jr., Savannah : 24, ar, sch. Florence Lelaml, to be named the Kdward Stateslmrs audio
Boston.
\
:ra«i*-.
hail from New York for
Portland, Sept. 21. Ar, sch. R. F. Petti- sister four-master oil th(* genera!
shim* mou'd> w
grew, Philadelphia; 2::, ar, sells. Annie R.
be launched in I)ecemln*r.
Tin* mi
Lewis, New York; D. II. Rivers, Colcord, 1 build a 1,fee-ton four-mast'T, in
a
Baltimore.
probably another and smaller craih
_i»augor, .">cpi. in. .mu, sens, maim onggs,
i
The
revenue cutter Semi nolo. i'ap:
New York: E. L. Warren, New Haven:
I
dut\ -11 tin* N«w
Grace Webster, New York : 20, ar, sell. Liz- ing, has been assigned to
i.i m
zie Lane, Closson, South Amboy ; sld, sell. Fngland coast. Sin* is a vcss.-l of tin*
of steel, lss i« et o\>i
constructed
'class,
Josie Hook, Boston: 22, ar, sell. Mary Barall, :;i feet beam, and having a * 1 raft of in..,
row, St. George; 25, ar, sells. Willie L. New- j
feet, she lias permanent mounts for several
ton, Philadelphia: Maud Snare, Port Read- four-inch
j
guns. The Seminole has a bating; 24, ar, sell. Mark Pendleton, South Amof two one-pounder rapid lire guns and
boy; sld, sell. Wm. B. Palmer, coal port j tery
one
six-pounder. Her ollicers and crew
light; 25, ar, sells. Maggie Mulvey, Port [ number
50 men.
Reading; Flora Condon, New York; Mary
Boothbay Harbor, Me., Sept. 21. The
Farrow, Boston.
Susan Stetson. Captain Perkins,
schooner
Bath, Sept. 22. Ar, sell. Emma S. Briggs, bound from
Jersey City for Bangor, with a
Osborne, New York.
of
cement, arrived here, to-day, disCharleston, S. C., Sept. 18. Ar, soli. Jose cargo
Perkins reports that, last
masted.
Captain
Olaverri, Hewitt, New York; 20, ar, sell.
night, when :to miles southeast of Seguin,
Wm. II. Sumner, New York.
he encountered a heavy southeast wind,
Port Reading, N. J., Sept. 18. Cld, sell.
w hich carried away the foremast and rigIsaac Orbeton, Trim, Bangor.
and maintopmast. The mainsail
New Bedford, Sept. 18. Ar, seh. Pendle- ging, jibs
The capwas torn and decks swept clean.
ton Brothers, Baltimore.
tain and crew abandoned the vessel ami
Fernandina, Sept. 19. Ar, sell. Edward were rescued
of
Florence
schooner
the
by
Blake, Smith, New York; cld, sch. Flora Gloucester.
Captain Slade of the Florence
Rogers, St. Vincent.
sent a crew aboard the Stetson and towed
Savannah, Sept. 19. Ar, brig liavilali, her here.
Richardson, New York.
New London, Ct., Sept. 21. The sell.
Brunswick, Ga., Sept. 20. Ar, seh.Wesley Isaac Orbeton
of Bangor, Me., F.lisha
M.(Her,New York (to load for New London.) M. Trim, master, was
run
into by tlie
Jacksonville, Sept. 20. Ar, sch. Methe- schooner Leora M. Thurlow of Bath,
Me.,
besee, Gloucester.
Alvin B. llipson, master, between Plum
San Francisco, Sept. 21. Ar, ship Emily
last night
and
Gull
Islands
late
Little
F. Whitney, Honolulu: bark Edward May,
The
and sunk in about to minutes.
do.
crew of
the Orbeton escaped in small
Delaware Breakwater, Sept. 24. Passed
boats and remained on the Bartlett’s Reef
out, sells. Manuel R. Cuza, Philadelphia
The Thurlow had
for Belfast ; Celia F., Philadelphia for Ban- lightship over night.
her head gear carried away and was brought
gor.
to this harbor and beached. The Orbeton
Norfolk, Sept. 24.
Cld, sch. Georgia had 521 tons of coal on board from Port
Gilkey, Barbados.
Reading, X. J., and was bound to Bangor.
FOREIGN PORTS.
The Thurlow was lumber laden and on her
Black River, Ja., -Sept. 5. In port, sch. way from Kennebec river to Newark, X. J.
The crew of the Orbeton arrived here this
Laura, Larrabee, for New York.
Bahia Blanca, Sept. 20. Ar, bark Alice noon. The sunken schooner lies in 27 fathoms
of water.
Me.
Reed, Sprowl, Portland,
Vera Cruz, Sept. 19. Ar, bark Olive
Boston, Sept. 22. One of the vessels which
out in the recent hurricane, and for
was
Tliurlow, Newport News.
Georgetown, Bern., Sept. 21. Ar, sch. which some anxiety had been felt, was the
sell. Morris W. Child, (’apt. Murphy, which
Henry Crosby, Norfolk.
Bahia, Sept. 24. Ar, bark Frances, Erick- arrived here yesterday morning from Appalachicola, Fla., with a cargo of :t:>r>,ooo feet
son, Baltimore for Rio Janeiro.
of hard pine lumber. The vessel was struck
by the hurricane Sept. 5th, when off Sombrero reef, and had to run before it until it
moderated. The wind attained a velocity
of 75 miles an hour and the schooner was
driven to the southwest nearly loo miles
under trysail and double-reefed foresail.
The
mainsail, while closely reefed, was
A New Back for an Old One. how it
blown away, and a spare mainsail, which
is Done in Belfast.
The lashwas put on, was torn to ribbons.
ings holding the deckload of lumber became
constant
tin*
sweeping of tin*
Sometimes the hack aches with a dull, inde- displaced by
waves over the craft, and a portion of the
scribable feeling, making you weary and rest- deckload was washed overboard and lost.
less; sometimes pain shoots across the region of For eight hours the hurricane raged with
the kidneys, and again the loins are so lame, to unabated fury, and w hen it finally moderstoop is agony. No use plastering or rubbing ated the Chiid was many miles out of her
She was put about and resumed
course.
the back in this condition. You cannot reach the
her passage, which was completed without
cause.
To exchange a bad back for a new and
further incident.
stronger one, follow the example of this Belfast

less than tin

HARRY W. CLARK
83 Main Street, Belfast.

I

BELFAST
LliamDeriaiii el

1’RICK

Cl RRENT.

High street,
Mr.^c.
[Corrected Weekly for Tin* .lournal.]
Hill, says: ”1 had a kidney complaint
/‘rices Paid Producer.
Produce Market.
for years, in fact my back was never very strong.
25 to r»0 Nay t> ton,
10.00^12.50
fc> bu.,
Apples
I had pain over the kidneys, particularly noticeIt.. 5«0 Hides fc) lt>,
Oat'^
dried,
12
2.40 Lamb t> lb.
able in the morning for an hour or two just after Beans, pea,
25235
2.40 Lamb Skins,
medium.
I got up. I am quite a heavy man and if I stood
t>
2.40 Mutton |> lb.
YeB eyes,
any length of time my back felt tired and sore. Butter
20to22 Oats |> bn.. 32 tb, 25235
tb,
50
Then at my work, getting in and out of a carriage Beef p lb.
bn.,
tks» Potatoes
7
40« 45 Round Hog,
Barley $> bu.,
so often and riding over rough roads does not
Cheese V tb,
114 Straw |j> ton, G.(KKu7.(X>
help a lame back. If I caught cold it always ! Chicken
15 Turkey |> lb,
1*^17
lb,
50(275 Tallow p lb,
settled in my loins and then a weakness of the Calf Skins,
l£23
0;a7
Duck p lb,
14@15 Veal ^ it..
kidney secretion was apparent, very annoying,
22
20 Wool, unwashed.
$
(loz.,
Eggs
day or night. I used plasters more or less, but Fowl
10(211 Wood, hard,
3.00@4.00
tb,
13(215 Wood, soft,
3.50g4.(X)
lb,
they only helped the pain when on. I saw Doan’s Geese
ltetail Market.
Retail Price.
Kidney Pills advertised and I got a box at Ed11.

over on

Primrose

mund Wilson’s drug store and used them. It did
good. The improvement continued as I conThe pain was much retinued the treatment.
lieved and I was less annoyed with the kidney

me

secretions.”
Sold for 60 cents per box at all dealers. Foster,
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take
substitute.

no

90,21.00
Beef, corned, (p tb, 8<2io Lime •!> bbl.,
4(a5
Butter Salt, 14 tb, I8to20 Oat Meal
lb,
55 Onions ^ ib.
24,23
Corn ^ bu.,
Cracked Corn |> bu., 65 Oil, Kerosene, gal., 13(214
55 Polloek ^ lb,
Corn Meal ^ bu.,
4(2
9
14 Pork & lb.
Cheese
lb,
1.13
Cotton Seed ^ cwt., 1.35 Plaster *> bbl.,
3
Codfish. dry, P lb, 5(28 Rye Meal V lb,
1.05
Cranberries ^ qt.,
ewt.,
17, Shorts
lb.
Clover Seed,
10(214 Sugar
C.4@7
35
5.002.550. Salt, T. I.. ft bu.,
Flour ^ bbl.,
4
2.35 Sweet Potatoes,
G.H.Seed ^bu.,
3
10 Wheat Meal.
Lard ^ It.,
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who want

an

;

easy and qii

daily question, “what

sha

specially prepared by

exp-

dinner, or for supper, oi
should take the Koston l»a
Globe.
Every day The Globe pul*
inexpensive and niee bid
breakfast, a dinner and a
an

and economical housekeepr
In addition, the choicest
skilled cooks of the hone
are printed every day, and
cipes wanted by any worn-

supplied.

In fact, The Globe is a *i
for the housekeepers <»f \.
Idle

Housekeepers’ Hep;

Globe every day tells you i
pests, how to take care »*:
and animals, how to *1«* :
etc., etc. (Oder The (ii.dhnewsdealer and try it.
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Dr. John 5h
OPERA
OFFICE HOURS

HOUSE

<1*

»

I to 12 A
ami Sun«iu>
1

Card of Tha
Tile family of tin- l ate o t:
extend their thanks to his
liis employes in t he faetoi >.
and the public generally for f
during his long illness, and w<
sympathy to them siuee his -f
MRS. <>. t;. (
MRS. F. n. ( I
MR. KALl'H
Belfast, Sept. *27. woo.

A Card of

Thank-

We wish to extend most sine,
our neighbors and friends for tin
ness during the long and painful

loved parent. Mrs. Augusta M I*
to the members of the quart. !i
singing at the funeral services
contributed floral offerings.
EUGENIK1
HERBERT B

Stockton

<

Springs, Sept. 24, P.nk*

NOTICE.
All persons indebted to me prim
1900, are requested to settle at the
ell & Trussed, 115 High street.
M. 1..
Belfast, Me., June 25,1900—.2H if

1

sh-

MU*1

..

i,U>>

